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This thesis explores the hierarchy problem of the Standard Model of particle

physics, its natural solutions, and the collider and cosmological signals of such

theories. A review of the hierarchy problem is presented along with some of the

model building tools used to solve it, followed by a complementary review of ex-

tra dimensional models which emphasizes their relation to the hierarchy problem.

Several new ideas for addressing the hierarchy problem are presented in this thesis

as well as their experimental manifestation. Aspects of models which exhibit neu-

tral naturalness are explored, and it is shown that Twin Higgs models with a full

mirror sector can be cosmologically viable. New signals of such a scenario include

an excess contribution to the dark radiation energy density measured by the the

cosmic microwave background and sterile neutrino signals at future beam dump

experiments. The method of searching for long-lived Higgs boson decay products

at the Large Hadron Collider is presented as the best strategy for constraining

models of neutral naturalness. Another category of natural models with long-lived

particles, supersymmetric models with R-parity violation, is explored and the lead-

ing bounds are derived. Finally, several ideas which were introduced to explain

the infamous 750 GeV excess of 2015 are provided.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

The Standard Model (SM) of particle physics is an extremely successful theory:

it has explained the results of almost all experiments performed to date, excluding

the existence of dark matter and the origin of neutrino masses, both of which may

only require minor additions to the model. Nevertheless most particle theorists

believe that the SM is far from the final theory, and that there should be physics

beyond the SM (BSM) which should not lie too far from the currently probed

energy scales. The main reason for this belief lies in the hierarchy problem—the

Higgs field responsible for electroweak symmetry breaking (EWSB) in the SM is

quadratically sensitive to high energy scales. This fact requires fantastical fine-

tuning of the SM parameters in order to obtain a light Higgs boson. Nevertheless,

the 2012 discovery of a 125 GeV Higgs at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) along

with the lack of any evidence for other new particles signaling a breakdown of

the SM effective field theory leaves us with a great intellectual mystery—is our

universe fine-tuned, or is there a dynamical mechanism that naturally explains the

Higgs mass?

This dissertation takes latter point of view and explores the space of natu-

ral theories, including unconventional realizations of supersymmetry, composite

Higgs, and extra dimensions, in which the Higgs mass is made natural by the ap-

pearance of new physical states which manifest as new signals not captured by

existing searches. In this chapter, the hierarchy problem and tools used for solving

it are reviewed, including the formal statement of the hierarchy problem, Gold-

stone bosons, chiral perturbation theory, dynamical symmetry breaking, composite

Higgs, and neutral naturalness. In Chapter 2, extra dimensions are reviewed. Cov-
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ered topics include KK decomposition, matching of 5D/4D couplings, branes and

large extra dimensions, warped extra dimensions, the AdS/CFT correspondence,

and holographic versions of composite Higgs. The first two chapters are based on

the 2016 TASI lectures on Nonsupersymmetric BSM Models [1].

In Chapters 3 and 4, aspects of Twin Higgs and other models with neutral

naturalness are studied based on published works [2, 3]. First, the cosmological

history of Twin Higgs models are made consistent with measurements of dark

radiation abundance by including the thermal effects of neturino-twin neutrino

mixing. Chapter 4 describes the search strategies for finding the smoking gun sig-

nature of models with neutral naturalness through long-lived decay products of the

Higgs boson. Also related to long-lived particles, Chapter 5 considers constraints

on long-lived particles in supersymmetric models with R-parity violation and is

based on [4].

Finally, Chapter 6 discusses two production models proposed to explain the

2015 diphoton excess reported by ATLAS and CMS experiments [5, 6].

1.1 The Hierarchy Problem and Directions for Solving it

Formally, the hierarchy problem appears first as a quadratic divergence in the

one-loop contributions to the Higgs mass. For a Higgs potential of the form

V (H) = −µ2|H|2 + λ|H|4 (1.1)

the loops of Fig. 1.1 will contribute a correction −µ2 → −µ2 + δµ2

δµ2 =
Λ2

32π2

[
−y2t +

1

4
(9g2 + 3g′2) + 6λ

]
(1.2)

where Λ is the cutoff of the theory (for simplicity assumed to be universal for the

various loops for now), yt is the top Yukawa coupling, g, g′ are the SU(2) and

2



Figure 1.1: The one loop corrections to the Higgs mass parameter in the SM. All
three diagrams are quadratically divergent, leading to the hierarchy problem.

U(1) gauge couplings and λ is the Higgs self-coupling. The minimum of the Higgs

potential is at

⟨H⟩ =

 0

v√
2

 , v2 =
µ2

λ
,

and from the measured values of theW, Z masses, we know v = 246 GeV. Similarly

the physical Higgs mass is

mh =
√
2λv = 125 GeV

which implies λ = 0.13 ∼ 1/8. These measured values of v, λ are the results of

the full quantum corrected potential, which is includes the quadratically sensitive

shift to the mass parameter µ. If Λ≫ TeV we would find δµ2 ≫ µ2, giving rise to

the so-called hierarchy problem. The bare potential must be tuned with incredible

precision to cancel off the quantum corrections in order to get the correct physical

mass parameter, and the problem is worse the higher the cutoff. In particular a

cutoff Λ ∼ 10 TeV gives rise to the so-called little hierarchy problem, while a cutoff

all the way at the Planck scale Λ ∼ MPl ∼ 1019 GeV would give rise to the big

hierarchy problem.

As we have seen, the hierarchy problem is the quadratic sensitivity of the

Higgs mass and the Higgs vacuum expectation value (VEV) to the mass scale of

new physics. The cutoff Λ is a physical mass threshold where there must be new

degrees of freedom to explain why the low-energy effective field theory seizes to be

3



the correct description at this scale. As a corollary, any new mass scale (e.g. new

particles at a high scale) will feed into the Higgs potential at some point. There

are several important points that we should clarify here regarding the hierarchy

problem, which often causes misunderstandings.

• In the above discussion we have been somewhat cavalier with the cutoff

scale Λ. One might worry (and indeed many people do!) that the hierarchy

problem is merely an artifact of using a crude cutoff regulator. However,

those understanding effective theories well realize quickly that the hierarchy

problem is not at all about various regularization schemes. As in any good

effective theory, Λ in our calculations is merely standing in for the physical

mass threshold at which new heavy particles appear. You can think of Λ as

literally the mass of a new heavy particle (mNP ), and the “quadratically di-

vergent” contributions to the Higgs mass parameter simply as log-divergent

or finite contribution from the heavy particle which are proportional tom2
NP .

Moreover, these contributions contain an imaginary part from the new par-

ticle going on-shell, which is physical and cannot be removed by regulation

scheme. Thus using dimensional regularization (a scheme where power law

divergences are simply regulated to zero) is really not a solution of the hier-

archy problem.

• The hierarchy problem is really the sensitivity to new scales. If there is no

new scale there really is no hierarchy problem. However most physicists be-

lieve that there are at least two issues that will force us to extend the SM: the

appearance of quantum gravity around the Planck scale and the appearance

of a Landau pole in the hypercharge gauge coupling at exponentially large

scales.

• For a while it was popular to play with the idea that the terms in Eq. (1.2)

4



actually cancel each other. This used to be known as the “Veltman condi-

tion”, which would have singled out a very particular value for the Higgs

mass. However we can easily see that even if the mass had turned out to be

the magical value (which it did not) this would not have solved the hierarchy

problem. As we discussed in Eq. (1.2) Λ is merely a stand-in for the mass of

a heavy particle that will ultimately regulate these loops. However this can

numerically be different for the three diagrams, thus one should really be

talking about the gauge cutoff scale Λg, the fermion cutoff scale Λf and the

Higgs cutoff scale ΛH , which could all be different by O(1) factors or even

more. Thus it is not really meaningful to talk about a Veltman-like condition,

unless some symmetry ensures that all these cutoff scales are equal.

• A simple way to phrase the hierarchy problem is the fact that the Higgs

mass term µ2|H|2 is a relevant operator, which grows towards the IR. The

Wilsonian formulation of the hierarchy problem then is that it is difficult to

choose a RG trajectory which in the IR flows to the correct Higgs mass: most

trajectories will miss a light physical Higgs mass, and an immense tuning is

needed to hit the right Higgs mass parameter in the IR. Note, that the Higgs

mass parameter is the only relevant operator in the SM.

• Finally, we should remark that the hierarchy problem is specific to elemen-

tary scalars. The reason is that fermions and gauge bosons have a new

symmetry appearing in the Lagrangian when their mass goes to zero. For

example for fermion masses in 4D one has a new chiral symmetry appear-

ing in the m → 0 limit, which will protect the fermion masses from large

unsuppressed corrections and ensure that the correction is proportional to

the mass itself: ∆me ∝ me log
Λ
me

. Similarly, for gauge bosons there is an

unbroken gauge symmetry appearing in theMW → 0 limit, which will ensure
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∆M2
W ∝M2

W log Λ
MW

.

The simplest demonstration of the the hierarchy problem would be to introduce

yet another scalar S (never mind for now that that scalar would have its own

hierarchy problem). Introducing this scalar along with a quartic coupling with the

Higgs

λS|H|2|S|2

will result in a loop correction for the S particle giving rise to

δµ2 =
λS
16π2

[
Λ2

UV −m2
S log

Λ2
UV

m2
S

+O(m2
S)

]
. (1.3)

We can see that even if we drop the Λ2
UV term there will be an explicit quadratic

dependence on m2
S the mass of the new heavy particle, from log divergent or finite

contributions, which is exactly the hierarchy problem. This dependence will be

there irrespective of how one regulates this loop. One may wonder if the hierarchy

problem can be avoided by not coupling the new physics directly to the Higgs

scalar. One obvious example would be to use some heavy fermions that are charged

under the SM but don’t directly have a Yukawa coupling with the Higgs. While

one loop corrections are in this case indeed avoided, the quadratic sensitivity to

the Higgs mass will show up at two loops (see Fig. 1.2):

δµ2 ∝ g4SM
(16π2)2

m2
Ψ .

By now we should be convinced that the hierarchy problem is a serious issue

which should be resolved one way or another in a theory more complete than the

SM. The leading approach toward solving it has been to assume that new physics

actually shows up early: around the TeV scale rather than at the scales where

it ultimately must show its face (like the Planck scale or the Landau scale) since
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Figure 1.2: Corrections to the Higgs mass for the case when new heavy fermions
charged under the SM are added.

the required fine-tuning is more severe the higher the energy scale the issue is

addressed. We will see that the new TeV-scale physics can have a form that will

make the Higgs insensitive to any further higher energy scales of new physics. The

two most common choices for the new physics at the TeV scale that actually makes

the Higgs insensitive to high scales are:

• Supersymmetry. In this case we introduce a fermion ↔ boson symmetry

(“supersymmetry”) which relates the SM Higgs to its fermionic partner. This

symmetry will ensure that the chiral symmetry of the fermionic partner also

protects the Higgs itself from quadratic sensitivity to high scales.

• Composite Higgs [7] : there is no true elementary scalar, rather the Higgs

is a bound state of some more fundamental, strongly-interacting fermions.

This idea eliminates the largest part of the quadratic sensitivity as a form

factor shuts off corrections to the Higgs mass above the compositeness scale

Λ, thus effectively lowering the cutoff to Λ ∼ TeV. For model viability, it is

useful for the Higgs to be identified as a Goldstone boson to ensure that the

Higgs is naturally lighter than the hypothetical strong dynamics which have

not yet been observed.

– Goldstone’s theorem [8]. If a global symmetry is spontaneously broken,

massless scalars, “Goldstone bosons” will appear, whose masses will be
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protected and remain vanishing by Goldstone’s theorem. This will be a

crucial idea used throughout this thesis. While Goldstone’s theorem is a

universal ingredient in many of these models, the actual implementation

can be slightly different (though as we will see all of these models are

actually related to each other).

• Warped extra dimensions [9]: in this case the variation of the fundamental

energy scale along the extra dimension will lead to a solution to the hierarchy

problem. As we will see using the AdS/CFT correspondence this picture is

actually dual to that of a composite Higgs. Just as it was useful to have a

Goldstone composite Higgs, it is important to have the extra dimensional

analogue:

– Gauge-Higgs unification [10]: here the scalar is an extra dimensional

component A5 of the the gauge field. We will see that by the AdS/CFT

correspondence, this is the idea that the Higgs is identified with a Gold-

stone boson of a spontaneously broken global symmetry. The ultimately

most successful and calculable models actually combine all of these in-

gredient into what is now known the holographic minimal composite

Higgs model.

Besides the traditional supersymmetry or composite Higgs approach there are

also more radical ideas for solving the hiearchy problem which we list here.

• Technicolor/Higgsless models [11–13]. In this case there is actually no Higgs

particle. A condensate of the strong dynamics directly breaks the electroweak

symmetry. While conceptually one of the most beautiful ideas, it is now

clearly disfavored by the discovery of the SM-like Higgs boson. These models
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also had difficulty obtaining small corrections to the electroweak precision

observables. Higgsless models were extra dimensional versions of technicolor

using AdS/CFT, and are more under control as they are calculable.

• Large extra dimensions [14]. In these models the weak scale is actually the

true fundamental scale (analogous to MPl) where gravity becomes strongly

interacting, and thus there is no weak-Planck scale hierarchy problem to

begin with. But it does predict interesting gravity-related phenomena at the

TeV scale like production of mini black holes. The main drawback of such

models is that the radius of the extra dimensions has to be exponentially

larger than the fundamental length scale, which is hard to explain in a model

with just one fundamental scale (that is, the issue of radius stabilization is

now equivalent to the original hierarchy problem).

• Anthropic explanations in the Multiverse [15, 16]. A popular way out of

the hierarchy problem is to speculate that we live in a multiverse of many

universes, where the fundamental constants vary from one universe to the

other. In most universes the Higgs mass would indeed be very large, but

that would also result in a universe without chemistry and hence no life. It

is no wonder then that we end up living in a universe where the Higgs mass

is small and allows us to wonder about possible solutions to the hierarchy

problem. While this approach may indeed be the correct one, we will likely

never know. By definition, the multiple universes can not be experimentally

accessed.

• Relaxion [17] type mechanisms. A very interesting recent idea is that while

the Higgs mass parameter is currently very small, it has not always been

like that in our Universe. A field called the relaxion has been continuously

scanning the possible Higgs mass as the Universe expanded. When the Higgs
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mass square parameter switched sign, electroweak symmetry breaking hap-

pened, which triggered the end of the rolling of the relaxion and the scanning

of the Higgs mass, leaving us stuck in a seemingly fine-tuned vacuum.

• There are several other more exotic ideas for solving the hierarchy problem.

For an excellent overview see [18].

The two chapters that follow will focus on composite Higgs (CH) and extra

dimensional solutions to the hierarchy problem. For a review of supersymmetry,

the author recommends [19]. These models are the simplest and most plausible

solutions to the hierarchy problem, with very concrete predictions for the LHC or

higher energy colliders.

1.2 Goldstone Bosons

In many BSM models, the Higgs boson is often identified with Goldstone bosons

of a spontaneously broken global symmetry. Thus it is important to first under-

stand the properties of Goldstone bosons in detail. Goldstone’s theorem tells us

that whenever there is a spontaneously broken global symmetry there should be a

corresponding massless scalar field, the Goldstone boson (GB), sometimes called

the Nambu-Goldstone boson (NGB). The physical intuition is pretty simple: due

to the global symmetry the minimum of the potential is either unique (in which

case there is no spontaneous symmetry breaking) or degenerate (in which case

there is spontaneous symmetry breaking). In this way, a spontaneously broken

global symmetry ensures the presence of a degenerate valley at the bottom of the

potential (see Fig. 1.3). The Goldstone bosons are the fields parametrizing the

motion along this valley. More formally, one would say the the Goldstones span
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Figure 1.3: Illustration of the Goldstone mode rolling along the valley at the
bottom of the potential.

the coset G/H. This term is borrowed from group theory, where the coset G/H

marks the group G with the elements in H identified with the group identity.

By Goldstone’s theorem, these fields are exactly massless. Indeed, because of the

vacuum degeneracy, there should be zero energy cost move along the valley of

the potential implying a vanishing mass term along this direction. Note that the

unbroken generators of the original global symmetry annihilate the vacuum, while

the broken generators are the ones generating the movement along the valley of

inequivalent vacua. This simple observation forms the basis of writing effective GB

Lagrangians, also known as chiral perturbation theory (since it was first developed

for the theory of pions, which arise from the breaking of the SU(2)L×SU(2)R chiral

symmetries of the strong interactions), or in its most powerful form as the Callan-

Coleman-Wess-Zumino (CCWZ) formalism [20]. Here we will only discuss chiral

perturbation theory which involves less formalism and is slightly more intuitive,

but once the reader is familiar with that, developing the full CCWZ formulation

will be straightforward.
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1.3 Non-linear Goldstone Fields

The first important fact about the effective theory for the GBs is that it does not

matter what the actual origin of symmetry breaking actually is: there could be an

elementary scalar developing a VEV, or there could be some strong dynamics (like

QCD) giving rise to a vacuum condensate. For the effective GB Lagrangian, this

does not matter. The heavy degrees of freedom (usually some radial modes, like

the Higgs itself in the SM) are integrated out, and the symmetry breaking pattern

alone fixes the effective Lagrangian for the GBs. Where exactly the heavier degrees

of freedom reside will depend on whether the theory is coupled strongly or weakly.

As we will see for a strongly interacting theory, the heavy degrees of freedom are all

expected to lie at the cutoff scale of the theory. If the heavy degrees of freedom are

weakly coupled, they can appear far below the cutoff. This will play an important

role in composite Higgs models and we will discuss this issue in detail.

Let us now explicitly identify the lowest term in the chiral Lagrangian expan-

sion. We assume that the global symmetry G is spontaneously broken to H by

some VEV Σ0 (the exact origin of Σ0 does not matter). The NGBs are conveniently

parametrized in the NGB matrix:

UNGB = eiΠ
a(x)Ta/f , (1.4)

where the index a labels broken generators, f is the pion decay constant determined

by the magnitude of the VEV Σ0, and the ratio Πa/f can be interpreted as the

angle of transformation in the broken direction. This matrix acts on the VEV Σ0

to rotate it along the broken directions:

Σ = UNGB [Σ0] . (1.5)

The exact way that UNGB acts on the VEV depends on it’s representation under
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the global symmetry G. For example:

Σ = UNGB [Σ0] = UNGB Σ0 for Σ0 in the fundamental ,

Σ = UNGB [Σ0] = U †
NGB Σ0 UNGB for Σ0 in the adjoint . (1.6)

The simplest example that can illustrate this is QCD and the chiral Lagrangian.

The QCD Lagrangian in terms of quarks is of course well-known:

LQCD = −1

4
Ga

µνG
aµν +

∑
i

q̄i(i /D −mq)qi . (1.7)

The most important aspect for us from this Lagrangian is that in the mq → 0 limit

the theory has a chiral global symmetryG = SU(3)L×SU(3)R (the classical global

symmetry is even larger U(3)L×U(3)R, one of the two additional U(1)’s is baryon

number, while the axial U(1) is anomalous). While the QCD Lagrangian is usually

written in terms of 4-component Dirac fermions, for the purpose of understanding

the symmetries, it is better to think of it in terms of 2 component Weyl spinors.1

A Dirac spinor can be written as

Ψ =

(
χ

ψ̄

)

where χ is a left handed (LH) and ψ̄ a right-handed (RH) 2-component Weyl

spinor. Since the conjugate of a RH spinor is a LH one we can immediately see

that χ, ψ are both two-component LH spinors, with χ transforming as 3 and ψ as

3̄ of SU(3)QCD. In this language the fermionic Lagrangian can be written as

Ψ̄(i /D −m)Ψ = iψ†
α̇σ̄

µα̇αDµψα + iχ†
α̇σ̄

µα̇αDµχα −m(ψαχα + h.c.) (1.8)

In this last form the appearance of the chiral symmetries in the m → 0 limit is

pretty straightforward to see: since it is only the mass term connection χ and ψ,
1For a review of 2 component spinors, see [21].
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so in the massless limit we have the independent rotations

ψ → ψ U †
R , χ→ UL χ

leaving the Lagrangian invariant where UL,R are independent 3 by 3 unitary ma-

trices. Since the resulting SU(3)L×SU(3)R global symmetry is physical it should

be realized on the spectrum of QCD (ie. the composites should form multiplets

of the full SU(3)L × SU(3)R symmetry). However, only one SU(3) is actually

realized on the spectrum, which is Gell-Mann’s SU(3)V leading to the eightfold

way [22]. Hence we conclude that the dynamics of QCD must be breaking the

SU(3)L × SU(3)R → SU(3)V by forming a quark condensate as a result of the

strong dynamics:

⟨q̄q⟩ = ⟨q̄LiqRj + h.c.⟩ ∝ δijΛ
3
QCD .

This structure of the condensate will ensure that SU(3)V remains unbroken,

while SU(3)A is broken, resulting in 8 GBs, forming the pseudo-scalar octet

π± ,0, K±, K0, K̄0 and η. However they are not true Goldstone bosons: the SU(3)A

axial symmetry is exact only in the mq → 0 limit. For finite quark masses there

will be small explicit breaking terms which will render the octet to be pseudo-

Nambu-Goldstone bosons (PNGBs) rather than true Goldstone bosons, lifting the

masses of the pions and the other members of the octet.

How do the electroweak gauge interactions fit into this picture? The SU(2)L×

U(1)Y electroweak gauge symmetry can be embedded into the chiral global sym-

metries of the strong interactions: SU(2)L ×U(1)Y ⊂ SU(3)L × SU(3)R ×U(1)B.

Clearly SU(2)L can just be identified with the upper left two by two corner of

SU(3)L, which will transform the (uL, dL) quarks into each other. Incorporating

the strange quark is slightly more complicated since as we know (cL, sL) also form

an SU(2)L doublet, but the charm mass is large mc > ΛQCD and hence it is in-
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tegrated out from the low-energy effective theory. The proper description would

be to start with four quarks and an SU(4)L chiral symmetry, embed the SU(2)L

weak interactions twice into this SU(4), then turn on a large charm quark mass

and integrate it out before confinement and chiral symmetry breaking is imple-

mented. We will not follow through this procedure explicitly but instead focus on

the SU(2)L subgroup of SU(3)L. Similarly, hypercharge can be embedded into

the chiral symmetries as

Y = TR3 +
B

2
.

As the electroweak symmetries are weakly gauged, they also explicitly break the

global symmetries of QCD (and hence split the charged and neutral pion masses).

1.4 The Low-energy Effective Lagrangian for QCD

Let us now proceed and start explicitly constructing the effective Lagrangian for

QCD. Since the condensate breaking the global symmetries ⟨q̄q⟩ is a bidoublet

under SU(3)L × SU(3)R we will take for Σ0 a bifundamental VEV

Σ0 = f


1

1

1


and act on this VEV with the broken global symmetries. A bifundamental trans-

forms genrically as Σ0 → ULΣ0U
†
R. Of course for us Σ0 is a constant, and it will

be left invariant for UL = UR, that is the vector-like SU(3)V transformations of

Gell-Mann. On the other hand the axial elements can be identified by UR = U †
L,

leading to the non-linearly realized pion field

Σ(x) = eiΠ
aTa/fΣ0e

iΠaTa/f = e2iΠ
aTa/f , (1.9)
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where Πa(x) is now the Goldstone boson field identified with the members of the

pseudo-scalar octet of QCD. How do the pions transform under the unbroken

and the broken global symmetries? Let us first look at the case of the unbroken

symmetries:

Σ(x)→ UV Σ(x)U †
V .

Linearizing Σ(x) in the pion fields we find:

ΠaT a → UV ΠaT a U †
V (1.10)

yielding the usual linearly realized transformation of an adjoint under SU(3)V .

However, under the broken symmetries the transformation will turn out to be

non-linear! For this case

Σ(x)→ UA Σ(x)UA = e2iΠ
′
aT

a/f (1.11)

The broken transformations can be themselves written as UA = eic
aTa where the

ca are the global transformation parameters. Expanding both sides in powers of

the pion field (as well as powers of the gauge transformation parameter) we find

Πa′T a = ΠaT a + fcaT a +O(Πa)2 (1.12)

This is a very important equation which tells us that:

• To leading order the pions have a shift symmetry Πa → Πa + fca. This pro-

vides another simple proof of Goldstone’s theorem, since the shift symmetry

forbids any non-derivative terms, in particular mass terms or any potential.

• The pions transform non-linearly under the axial rotation.

We are now ready to construct the leading order Lagrangian for the interacting

pion fields. We will simply write down all the terms in Σ(x) that are symmetric
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under the entire SU(3)L×SU(3)R global symmetry, including both unbroken and

broken ones. Since we are looking for a low-energy effective Lagrangian, we will

organize them by the number of derivatives. The simplest term would contain

no derivatives, and there is a unique invariant one can form: TrΣ†Σ, however

this term is obviously just the trace of the unit matrix and independent of the

Goldstone fields. The first non-trivial term contains 2 derivatives and is

f 2

4
Tr[(∂µΣ)

†∂µΣ] (1.13)

where the overall coefficient has been fixed such that one obtains a canonical kinetic

term for the pions. Every term will contain two derivatives and an arbitrary

number of pions once the exponential is expanded. This will give the leading

pion interaction terms in the p/f → 0 limit. Besides the pion kinetic terms it

will contain 4-pion interactions terms with two derivatives contribution to π − π

scattering and higher order terms with more pions:

L = Tr[∂µΠ∂
µΠ] +

4

f 2
Tr[∂µΠ∂

µΠΠ2] +O(Π6) (1.14)

where Π = ΠaT a and convention for the generator normalization is Tr T aT b = 1
2
δab.

1.5 Gauging EW symmetry and Dynamical Gauge Boson

Masses

We can now weakly gauge the electroweak gauge group, by simply promoting the

ordinary derivatives to covariant derivatives ∂µ → Dµ, defined as

(1.15)
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An important side effect of the chiral symmetry breaking SU(3)L×SU(3)R →

SU(3)V is that it also breaks electroweak symmetry! We can see this easily from

the chiral Lagrangian: the Σ field will contain a term independent of the pions

Σ = 1 + . . ., hence the covariant derivative will contain terms linear in the gauge

fields:

DµΣ ⊂ −i
g

2
W a

µ τ
a − ig

′

6
Bµ , (1.16)

hence the Lagrangian will contain the gauge boson mass terms

f 2

4
Tr[(DµΣ)

†DµΣ] ⊃ g2f 2

4
W+

µ W
µ− +

g2 + g′2

4
f 21

2
ZµZ

µ . (1.17)

The expressions obtained for the gauge bosons masses are just like those from the

ordinary SM Higgs mechanism, except v is replaced by the pion decay constant

f . A simple way to convince yourself that the gauge boson indeed has become

massive is to examine the fate of the Goldstone bosons. In addition to the gauge

boson mass terms (1.17) also contains a derivative mixing term between the pions

and the gauge bosons:
g

2
f W+

µ ∂
µΠ− + h.c. (1.18)

which is also the term that explains most easily the measured decay width of the

charged pions to µ+ νµ, and can be used to fix the pion decay constant fπ ∼ 130

MeV. This mixing will also contribute to the W propagator and shift the location

of the pole in the W propagator from 0 to g2f 2/4. One way to think of the

Lagrangian for the W boson is to say that it is linearly coupled to weak currents

made out of quarks:

LW = W+
µ J

µ − + h.c., (1.19)

and the W propagator iΠµν(q) is nothing but the current-current two-point func-

tion

iΠµν(q) = ⟨J+
µ (q)J

−
ν (−q)⟩ = i

(
ηµν −

qµqν
q2

)
Π(q2) (1.20)
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Figure 1.4: The full propagator is obtained by summing the 1PI contributions.

where the function Π(q2) encodes the pion-charged current mixing and the inter-

mediate pion two-point function. The full W propagator can be obtained from

summing up the 1PI contributions (see Fig. 1.4)

∆µν =
−i

q2 − g2Π(q2)

(
ηµν −

qµqν
q2

)
(1.21)

hence shifting the mass of the W boson to g2Π(0). We know that the charged

current generates the charged pions

⟨0|J+
ν |Π−(p)⟩ = ifpµ√

2
(1.22)

implying that Π(q2) = f2

2
.

1.6 Explicit Symmetry Breaking

Next we discuss the effects of explicit breaking and how to incorporate them into

the chiral Lagrangian. One source for explicit breaking are the charges of the

quarks (that is the fact that the electromagnetic charges of the quarks are not

uniform but different for up vs. down and strange). The charge matrix is given by

Q =


2
3

−1
3

−1
3

 (1.23)
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in the (u, d, s) basis for the quarks. We will use this quark charge matrix as a

spurion: we imagine that there was a field Q that transformed as a bifundamental

under the SU(3)L × SU(3)R global symmetry, and try to write down invariants

under the full symmetry including the spurion. For example we can write the

term:2

∆L = e2Tr[QΣ†QΣ] (1.24)

where the presence of the overall e2 factor follows from the observation that this

term must vanish for e→ 0 (in other words Q must always appear together with a

factor of e). At this point we can freeze the spurion Q to its VEV diag(2
3
,−1

3
,−1

3
)

which will yield a mass contribution to the charged pions (but not the neutral

ones) and hence explain the observed charged-neutral pion mass splittings. The

exact same story can be repeated for the quark masses. The quark mass matrix is

numerically given by

M =


mu

md

ms

 (1.25)

but we first promote it to a spurion transforming as a bi-fundamental under

SU(3)L × SU(3)R. The leading operator in this case is

∆L = µ3Tr
[
M
(
Σ + Σ†)] = µ3Tr

[(
M

f
ΠaT a

)2
]
+ . . . (1.26)

where µ is a fixed dimensionful constant. This provides a shift to the pion mass

squares of the form

∆m2
π ∝ µ

mq

f 2
(1.27)

yielding the famous Gell-Mann-Okubo mass formula

m2
η +m2

π = 4m2
K (1.28)

2From the point of view of the symmetries one could also write the term TrQΣ, but investi-
gating the electromagnetic contributions we can quickly convince ourselves that every term must
contain at least two Q insertions, as a consequence of electromagnetic gauge invariance.
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for mu ≃ md ≪ ms.

1.7 NDA and the Perturbative Cutoff Scale

An essential part of every EFT, including non-linearly realized Goldstone La-

grangians is its cutoff Λ. Since it is a non-renormalizable theory the best way

to make sense of it is to assume that there is a region of validity for the theory

characterized by the cutoff scale Λ. This is the scale where we definitely expect

new particles to show up, and generically this is also related to the scale that cuts

off the radiative corrections to the Higgs potential in a model which addresses the

hierarchy problem. The simplest method for estimating the size of the cutoff scale

is called naive dimensional analysis (NDA). In this method we assume that all

couplings are O(4π), and get an upper limit on how large the cutoff scale could

be.

The perturbative cutoff is determined to be the energy scale in which the

divergent loop corrections become as large as the tree level ones. For example in

the chiral Lagrangian, the 4-point pion-pion interaction vertex is of the form

Π2(∂Π)2

f 2
→ p2

f 2
vertex . (1.29)

The 4-point vertex allows us to write a loop term, and we are looking for Λ for

which the one-loop amplitude is the same magnitude as the tree-level term, see

Fig. 1.5. We have then

p2

f 2
≈ 1

f 4

1

16π2

∫
d4k

(k2)2
k2p2 ∼ p2Λ2

16π2f 4
=

(
Λ

4πf

)2
p2

f 2
(1.30)

We can see that the perturbative requirement that the one loop result be at most
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Figure 1.5: Condition which defines the NDA perturbative cutoff.

as large as the original tree-level vertex will limit the size of the cutoff to

Λ ≲ 4πf. (1.31)

The scale Λ is the physical scale where new particles have to appear (to be more

precise this is an upper bound, new particles could also show up earlier). It is also

the actual cutoff of the purely strongly coupled theory, where the interactions

among the composites are also strongly coupled, g∗ ∼ 4π. This is called the NDA

limit, the limit when (1.31) is saturated. However, new particles could also show

up earlier than the maximal scale Λ. This happens, when the interaction strength

of some of the composites is actually not so strong, g∗ < 4π. We expect these

particles to show up at a lower scale

mρ = g∗f . (1.32)

In particular, g∗ ∼ 1 means that some of the composites are actually weakly

coupled, and themρ scale is actually f . This means that there will be new particles

that can be used to cut off the quadratic divergences before reaching the full cutoff

scale. As we will see these will be the so-called top partner and spin-1 partner

particles.

Similarly one can perform NDA for a generic term in the effective Goldstone

Lagrangian. The rules are the following:
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• Every Goldstone field will have a 1/f suppression (arising from expanding

the exponential eiΠaTa/f ).

• The remaining dimensions are made up by the ρ mass scale mρ = g∗f . Thus

the two dimensionless quantities are x ≡ Π
f
= g∗

Π
mρ

and y ≡ ∂
mρ

.

• We start with a dimensionless function of x, y to give L̃(x, y), from which we

get a dimension-4 Lagrangian m4
ρL̃(x, y)

• The kinetic terms obtained using this rule are m4
ρy

2x2 = g2∗(∂Π)
2. Thus the

entire Lagrangian needs to be rescaled by 1/g2∗.

For example, a quartic two-derivative coupling would be estimated at
1
g2∗
m4

ρ
∂2

m2
ρ

Π4

f4 = (∂Π)2Π2

f2 as we saw from the explicit expansion for the chiral La-

grangian. A non-derivative tree-level quartic would be estimated at 1
g2∗
m4

ρg
4
∗
Π4

m4
ρ
=

g2∗Π
4. If it is loop induced, NDA will give its size at g2∗

16π2Π
4. These will be the two

basic magnitudes of quartics generically showing up in PNGB Higgs models.

1.8 Towards a Composite Higgs Model

We are now ready to start constructing models with dynamical electroweak symme-

try breaking. The simplest idea is to mimic the story already happening in QCD,

where the strong dynamics breaks the global symmetries as SU(3)L × SU(3)R →

SU(3)V , except in QCD the size of symmetry breaking scale is too small. One can

instead choose a group with strong dynamics that has chiral symmetry breaking

patters SU(2)L × SU(2)R → SU(2)V and a much higher dynamical scale ΛTC

giving rise to a condensate ⟨q̄q⟩ = Λ3
TC . This is the main idea of technicolor mod-

els, where all formulae discussed above will be rescaled via ΛQCD → ΛTC . The
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SU(2)L × SU(2)R → SU(2)V breaking will produce 3 GBs which are the mini-

mal number to provide for the longitudinal degrees of freedom of W±, Z. In such

minimal TC models there is no additional light particle, in particular no light

Higgs boson would appear. The symmetry breaking pattern is similar in Higgsless

models, the main difference is that the Higgsless models are weakly coupled and

calculable. Since the physical Higgs boson has been discovered in 2012, TC and

Higgsless models are no longer viable options. The next simplest possibility is for

the strong dynamics to not directly break the electroweak symmetry, but rather

produce a light composite Higgs among the generic heavier composite states. In

this case the hierarchy problem would be solved since there would be no true el-

ementary scalars. However in generic (bona fide) strongly coupled theories the

composite Higgs is expected to appear at Λstrong, or at most a loop factor below,

at Λstrong/(4π). If we could take Λstrong ∼ 1 TeV there would be no problem.

However, in generic theories with a strong scale at 1 TeV one would expect a very

diverse spectrum of new particles BSM showing up at 1 TeV. There are two prob-

lem with this: first the LHC has not (yet) observed any new particles, with several

typical bounds well above 1 TeV. Second, generic new particles interacting un-

der the SM gauge symmetries will give large corrections to electroweak precision

observables (essentially higher dimensional operators suppressed by 1/Λ2). The

LEP experiments at CERN have strongly constrained such corrections, with the

conclusion that generic suppression scales should be more like Λstrong ≳ 5 − 10

TeV. However in this case the expected size of the Higgs mass would be around

10 TeV/(4π) ∼ 1 TeV. This would still leave a tuning of about(
125 GeV

1 TeV

)2

∼ 1% (1.33)

This percent level tuning is generically called the little hierarchy problem of generic

composite Higgs models. In order to reduce the Higgs mass from 1 TeV to 125
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GeV we will assume that it is Goldstone boson. The next sections will explore on

how to implement the PNGB Higgs idea as part of the composite Higgs models

and obtain realistic models of this sort.

1.9 The Minimal Composite Higgs Model

Models which incorporate the Higgs boson as a PNGB, e.g. little Higgs or a PNGB

composite Higgs, generically predict top and gauge partners around the composite-

ness scale times their interaction strength g∗f . This is in tension with electroweak

precision observables, e.g. S & T parameters. The more constraining of the two,

the T-parameter, is the experimental fact that:

ρ ≡ M2
W

M2
Z cos2 θW

≈ 1 , (1.34)

to within 1%. In little Higgs models, the top and gauge partners generate ra-

diative corrections to the gauge boson masses which violate this relation. In the

absence of any protective symmetry, these unwanted corrections push the com-

positeness scale f to the multi-TeV regime, making the model unnatural. The

minimal Composite Higgs (MCH) model [23] (which was inspired by [24]) and re-

lated models [25] greatly reduce the tension with electroweak constraints. They

do this by incorporating a global symmetry known as custodial symmetry.

Custodial symmetry is a way to protect the T-parameter from correction in-

volving the top and gauge partners. The S-parameter is not protected, but it is also

far less constraining than the T-parameter. To illustrate how custodial symmetry

works, let us look at the SM Higgs sector:

LH = −µ2|H|2 + λ|H|4 . (1.35)
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Ignoring gauge symmetry and Yukawa couplings for the moment, we see that the

Higgs potential is invariant under an SU(2)L × SU(2)R global symmetry, under

which:

(iτ2H
∗, H) → UL (iτ2H

∗, H) U †
R , (1.36)

where UL ∈ SU(2)L , UR ∈ SU(2)R

This symmetry is unbroken even when the gauging of SU(2)L is taken into

account. In fact, under the global SU(2)R, the W± and Z bosons transform as

a triplet, which ensures that MW = MZ . This relation is modified at tree level

due to the gauging of U(1)Y ∈ SU(2)R, which explicitly breaks SU(2)R and yields

ρ = 1 at tree level. The difference between the up-type and down-type Yukawa

couplings also breaks SU(2)R, but this breaking only leads to loop level corrections

to Eq. (1.34).

This quick illustration of custodial symmetry in the standard model makes

it clear how to protect the T-parameter in composite Higgs models: all we have

to do is make sure that the new physics introduced respects SU(2)R. This is

exactly what happens in the MCH models. The global symmetry is these models

is SO(5) × U(1), spontaneously broken to SO(4) × U(1), so that the Higgs is a

PNGB in the coset SO(5)/SO(4) (for other possible cosets, see [26, 27]). The

counting of broken generators is

NNGB =
5 (5− 1)

2
− 4 (4− 1)

2
= 4 , (1.37)

exactly the right number of broken generators to make up the Higgs doublet H.

The important thing to notice is that SO(4) ∼= SU(2)L × SU(2)R, so the Higgs

sector in this type of model is custodially symmetric. Under SU(2)L × SU(2)R,
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the Higgs transforms as a bi-doublet (2,2). The nlσm field is then

Σ = ei
√
2

f
πâT â

(0, 0, 0, 0, f)T =
sin h

f

f

(
h1, h2, h3, h4, h cot

h

f

)T

, (1.38)

where h ≡
√
haha. The nlσm Lagrangian is as usual

Lnlσm =
1

2
(DµΣ)

† (DµΣ) , (1.39)

where Dµ is the gauged SU(2)× U(1) covariant derivative given below.

(1.40)

Expanding the nlσm Lagrangian in the gauge fields, we get

Lgauge =

f 2

8
sin2 h

f

(
g′2BµBν + g2W 3

µW
2
ν − 2gg′W 3

µBν + 2g2W+
µ W

−
ν

) (
ηµν −

qµqν

q2

)
.

(1.41)

Setting v ≡ f sin ⟨h⟩
f

where v = 246 GeV and ⟨h⟩ is the actual physical Higgs VEV,

we get the right W and Z masses.

The appearance of the sin h
f
might seem strange at first, but note that it is an

essential part in the description of the Higgs as a PNGB in any coset, including

the SO(5)/SO(4) case of the MCH. We can think of the NGBs in a G/H coset as

just the set of rotation angles connecting different vacua that break G but preserve

H. In this way, PNGBs always enter the nlσm Lagrangian inside trigonometric

functions.

A direct consequence of the fact the the Higgs only enters the Lagrangian

through sin h
f
is a modification of Higgs couplings with respect to their SM values.
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This is a general prediction in composite Higgs models. To see this, note the

following expansion:

f 2 sin2 h

f
= f 2

[
sin2 ⟨h⟩

f
+

(
2 sin

⟨h⟩
f

cos
⟨h⟩
f

)
h

f
+

(
1− 2 sin2 ⟨h⟩

f

)
h2

f 2
+ . . .

]
,

(1.42)

which by our definition of v becomes

v2 + 2v
√
1− ξ h + (1− 2ξ) h2 + . . . (1.43)

with ξ ≡ v2

f2 . Using this expansion in Eq. (1.41), we see that the Higgs-gauge boson

couplings are modified:

gV V h = gSMV V h

√
1− ξ , gV V hh = gSMV V hh (1− 2ξ) . (1.44)

These couplings will be experimentally measured to within 10% at the high-

luminosity LHC and to within 1% at the ILC, providing bounds on v/f . The

current leading bound on v/f comes from the S parameter [28, 29]: f > 3v.

Another important thing to note, is the absence of gauge partners in the La-

grangian Eq. (1.41), which makes the Higgs potnetial quadratically divergent.

However, the fact that the gauge parners our missing from Eq. (1.41) does not

mean that they are absent in the model. In fact, Eq. (1.41) should be taken as the

effective action below the gauge partner mass. The gauge partners enter at a scale

∼ gSMf in complete SO(5) multiplets, and cut the quadratic divergences. One

can write a collective symmetry breaking argument in this case based on a two- or

three-site model [30, 31].

The more general way of writing the effective Lagrangian Eq. (1.41) is to al-

low for generic momentum dependent form factors, to account for the effect of

integrating out composite degrees of freedom below the compositeness scale g∗f .
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These form factors reflect the fact that the gauge bosons are partially composite—

their nonlocal substructure is encoded in the form factors for momenta ≳ f . These

are similar in spirit to the momentum dependent factors that arise in the chiral

Lagrangian for pions below ΛQCD. In terms of these the Lagrangian is

Lgauge =
1

2
P µν
T

[(
ΠX

0 (q
2) + Π0(q

2) +
sin2 h

f

4
Π1(q

2)

)
BµBν+

+

(
Π0(q

2) +
sin2 h

f

4
Π1(q

2)

)
W a

µW
a
ν + 2 sin2 h

f
Π1(q

2)H† T a
L Y H W a

µBν

]
.

(1.45)

The formula for the Coleman-Weinberg potential in the presence of these momen-

tum dependent form factors is given by

VCW (h) =
9

2

∫
d4q

(2π)4
log

[
1 +

1

4

Π1(q
2)

Π0(q2)
sin2 h

f

]
. (1.46)

The composite substructure encoded in the form factors for p ≳ f damps the inte-

grand, making the integral UV finite. Later, it will be shown how to calculate the

form factors exactly in an equivalent five-dimensional setting. The UV finiteness

will be clearer from that perspective.

1.10 Partial Compositeness

The idea behind partial compositeness [32, 33] is to separate the spontaneous

G/H breaking from the explicit breaking of G due to partial gauging and in-

complete fermion multiplets. In the partial compositeness picture there are two

sectors: the composite sector and the elementary sector. In the composite sec-

tor, composite resonances come in complete G multiplets. In the MCH, for ex-

ample, the left handed tops can come in the OL = 5 of SO(5), while the right
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handed top can be in the OR = 1 of SO(5). These multiplets are split due to the

spontaneous SO(5)/SO(4) breaking. In the elementary sector, states come in

SU(2)L × U(1)Y representations, for example in ΨL = 2 1
3
and ΨR = 1 4

3
, since the

elementary sector does not know about the SO(5) of the composite sector.

The Lagrangian of the model can then be written as [30]

LCH = Lelementary + Lcomposite + Lmix . (1.47)

In the equation above Lelementary is a Lagrangian involving the elementary fields

ΨL,ΨR. These fields are charged under an (SU(3))× SU(2)L × U(1) gauge sym-

metry. On the other hand, Lcomposite is a nlσm Lagrangian involving complete

SO(5) multiplets OL , OR and the nlσm field Σ. The third term in Eq. (1.47) is

a linear mixing term

Lmix = f Ψ̄LλLOL + f Ψ̄RλROR , (1.48)

where λLR are spurions that break SO(5)×[SU(2)× U(1)] to the diagonal SU(2)×

U(1). For every elementary state that couples to a composite state, there are two

mass eigenstates. The heavy of the two is at the compositeness scale f , while the

light one is simply the corresponding SM fermion. In this way the SM fermions

are partially composite. Heuristically, we can write the mass and Yukawa terms in

Eq. (1.47) as follows:

f Ψ̄LλLOL + f ŌRλRΨR︸ ︷︷ ︸
Lmix

+ML ŌLOL + MR ŌROR + Y ŌLH OR︸ ︷︷ ︸
Lcomposite

. (1.49)

Rotating to the mass basis, we have Ψ̄SM
L

Ψ̄H
L

 =

 1 −fL

fL 1


 Ψ̄L

ŌL

 ,

 ΨSM
R

ΨH
R

 =

 1 −fR

fR 1


 ΨR

OR

 ,(1.50)
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with fL ∼ λLf
ML

and fR ∼ λRf
MR

, and we assume ML,R ≫ λL,Rf . Substituting back in

Eq. (1.49), we get massless SM fermions Ψ̄SM
L , ΨSM

R with a Yukawa coupling

y Ψ̄SM
L H ΨR , (1.51)

with y = fL Y fR. Generalizing this to include down-type fermions and three

generations, we get:

yuij = f q
im Y

u
mn f

u
nj

ydij = f q
im Y

d
mn f

d
nj , (1.52)

where f q = diag (f q
1 , f

q
2 , f

q
3 ) and similarly for fu,d. The attractive feature of

partial compositeness is that it allows for flavor structure in the SM Yukawa ma-

trices yu , yd even when the original composite couplings Y u , Y d are O(1). This

is called anarchic flavor. To accommodate this possibility, the mixing matri-

ces f q,u,d have to be hierarchical. This can happen, for example due to a large

anomalous dimension:

f q,u,d
i (ΛC) ∼ f q,u,d

i (ΛF )

(
ΛC

ΛF

)dq,u,di − 5
2

. (1.53)

By approximately diagonalizing the SM Yukawa matrices yu,d, we can infer the

CKM structure for anarchic flavor from the f q,u,d hierarchy. Up to O(1) numbers,

we have

yu,d = f q Y u,d fu,d ≡ Lu,d y
u,d
diag R

†
u,d , (1.54)

with

yu,ddiag ∼ diag
(
f q
1 f

u,d
1 , f q

2 f
u,d
2 , f q

3 f
u,d
3

)
Lu
ij ∼ Ld

ij ∼ min
(
f q
i

f q
j

,
f q
j

f q
i

)
Ru,d

ij ∼ min
(
fu,d
i

fu,d
j

,
fu,d
j

fu,d
i

)
. (1.55)
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If we set

f q
1

f q
2

∼ λ ,
f q
2

f q
3

∼ λ2 ,
f q
1

f q
3

∼ λ3 , (1.56)

where λ ∼ 0.22 is the Cabbibo angle, we get the phenomenologically viable struc-

ture for the CKM matrix and mass hierarchy

VCKM = Lu L
†
d , m

u,d
i ∼ f q

i f
u,d
i v . (1.57)

Note that to get an O(1) Yukawa coupling for the top, we need large mixing

f q,u,d
3 =

λq,u,d3 f√(
λq,u,d3

)2
+M2

T

∼ O(1) , (1.58)

where this time we did not take the limit MT ≫ λf . In composite models we

have MT = gΨ f , where gΨ < 4π is the (dimensionless) interaction strength among

composite fermions. We see that to get a large mixing, we need gΨ ≪ 4π, i.e. top

partners that are much lighter than the cutoff of our nlσm:

MT ≪ Λ = 4πf . (1.59)

If we take the cutoff to be 10TeV, we could have top partners as light as 1.5−2TeV.

1.11 Uncolored Top Partners

Models which solve the hierarchy problem typically involve colored top partners.

This is due to the fact that the top partner(s) are related to the top by a continuous

symmetry, e.g. supersymmetry or a global symmetry, which implies the top partner

is charged under QCD. However, the LHC has severely constrained models with

colored particles with m ≲ 1 TeV, ruling out most of the natural parameter space.

The idea behind the Twin Higgs [34], and more generally the concept of Neutral
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Naturalness [35–37], is to have top partners which are not colored under QCD and

are therefore not abundantly produced at the LHC. This is achieved in scenarios

where a discrete symmetry, such as a Z2 mirror symmetry in Twin Higgs, protects

the Higgs mass from the leading quadratic divergence arising from loops of tops and

gauge bosons. In this case, the top parter can be lighter than 1 TeV while evading

the stringent LHC constraints. However, since a discrete symmetry is responsible

for the cancellation, only the leading quadratic contribution to the Higgs potential

is cancelled: log-divergent and finite contributions to the potential still exist and

become large unless the mechanism is UV-completed at a scale ∼5-10 TeV by a

model which cancels the big hierarchy (e.g. SUSY or compositeness). In this

sense, models of Neutral Naturalness only address the little hierarchy problem,

postponing the full cancellation of the Higgs potential contributions from high

energy scales above the UV-completion scale to a more complete model.

As a concrete example, consider the Twin Higgs mechanism. The idea is to

have the SM be related to a twin copy of the SM through a Z2 symmetry. The

twin sector has its own copy of the SM gauge symmetries and matter content and

only interacts directly with the SM through the Higgs portal. The twin particles,

and the twin top in particular, will be responsible for cancelling the quadratic

contributions to the Higgs potential from SM particles. In order to achieve this

scenario, a global symmetry is postulated, the SM and twin electroweak gauge

symmetries are embedded as subgroups of the global symmetry, and the Higgs is

realized as a PNGB of the spontaneously broken global symmetry. We will now see

that in order for the quadratic divergence to the Higgs potential to be cancelled,

there must be a Z2 symmetry relating the couplings of the SM and twin sector.

Take the field H to transform as a vector under a global SO(8) symmetry.3

3SU(4) was considered in the original paper [34].
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The SM and twin gauge symmetries are embedded in the global symmetry as

SO(8) ⊂ SU(2)L × SU(2)R × SU(2)mL × SU(2)mR , where SU(2)L × SU(2)R is the

SM SU(2)L and custodial symmetry and SU(2)mL × SU(2)mR is the mirror SU(2)

gauge symmetry and custodial symmetry. Hypercharge and mirror hypercharge

are embedded in SU(2)R and SU(2)mR , respectively. Gauging the subgroups of

the global symmetry is an explicit breaking of the SO(8) global symmetry and

will result in PNGBs rather than exactly massless Goldstones once spontaneous

symmetry breaking occurs. It is useful to separate H into the upper and lower four

components as H = (HA, HB) where HA is a bidoublet under SU(2)L × SU(2)R

and HB is a bidoublet under SU(2)mL × SU(2)mR . HA has the quantum numbers

of the SM Higgs boson, however the resulting PNGB (which is the physical Higgs

boson in this model) will reside mostly in HA and partially in HB.

The potential for H can be written as

V (H) = −µ2H†H + λ(H†H)2. (1.60)

At a scale f explained by the UV completion, H acquires a VEV breaking

SO(8) → SO(7). It is convenient to use broken generators to rotate the VEV

to the last component such that H = (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, f). Under this breaking

pattern, there are 7 Goldstone bosons: 3 are eaten by twin W,Z and 4 transform

as SU(2)L doublet which will be identified with the physical Higgs boson. Since

the global symmetry was explicitly broken from gauging subgroups, gauge loops

will contribute a quadratically divergent mass to the different components of H:

∆V =
9g2AΛ

2

64π2
H†

AHA +
9g2BΛ

2

64π2
H†

BHB + . . . (1.61)

where gA and gB are the gauge couplings of SU(2)L and SU(2)mL gauge bosons.

Now comes the important point. If gA = gB as is the case if there is a Z2

symmetry relating the couplings, the leading quadratic corrections from the SM
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and twin sectors are accidentally SO(8) invariant (∆V ∝ |H|2). In this case, the

quadratically divergent contributions do not break the SO(8), and therefore cannot

contribute a mass to the Goldstones. However, logarithmic and finite contributions

do break the SO(8) leading to a potential for the would-be Goldstone modes. The

story is similar for the top. If the top is embedded in complete representations of

the SO(8), the top and twin top one-loop contributions will make the quadratic

part of the potential SO(8)-invariant if and only if the Yukawa couplings are

related: yt = ymt .

The next step towards a realistic model is achieving electroweak symmetry

breaking with appropriate vacuum alignment, meaning the PNGB should be

mostly aligned with the HA field which has the right quantum numbers for the

Higgs boson. After all, the Higgs has been measured at the LHC and seems to have

the correct couplings to within 10-20%. In order to satisfy LHC and S-parameter

constraints, f ≳ 3v is required. However, the Z2 symmetry enforces that the

minimum of the PNGB potential is at v = f/
√
2. This obstacle is overcome by

introducing a source of Z2-breaking which must be tuned against the one-loop

PNGB potential in order to obtain f ≫ v. This introduces a source of fine-tuning

that goes as v2/f 2, which is estimated to be 10% based on existing constraints.
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CHAPTER 2

EXTRA DIMENSIONS

Geometries with extra compact dimensions provide a calculable framework for

studying BSM physics, including many of the ideas we have already discussed

in a 4D context. As we will see, the geometry of the extra dimension can be

responsible for solving the hierarchy problem. Alternatively, we could take another

point of view in which the extra dimension is a tool which allows us to perform

weakly coupled calculations that are dual to a 4D strongly coupled field theory

as a consequence of holography and AdS/CFT duality. In this section, we will

develop the necessary machinery to do calculations in extra dimensions and review

some of the most interesting results. For complementary introductions to extra

dimensions, see [38–47]

2.1 Conventions

Throughout the rest of this chapter, we will consider d extra compact spatial

dimensions such that the total number of spacetime dimensions is D = 4+ d with

the (+,−, . . . ,−) signature. We will use Roman letters, e.g. M , N , to enumerate

the full D-dimensional spacetime indices. Greek letters will be used to denote

ordinary 4D spacetime coordinates. The spacetime interval is given by

ds2 = gMNdx
MdxN (2.1)
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where in a flat spacetime background the metric can be written as

gMN =



1

−1

−1

−1
. . .

−1


. (2.2)

For now we will focus on flat backgrounds, although later warped gravitation

backgrounds will play an important role in addressing the hierarchy problem.

2.2 Kaluza-Klein Decomposition

As a first step, we must review how to construct a 4D effective theory from a

fundamental Lagrangian with extra dimensions. Kaluza-Klein (KK) decom-

position [48], which is essentially a normal mode expansion, converts a (4 + d)-

dimensional Lagrangian into a 4D Lagrangian with an infinite spectrum of 4D

particles. To perform the dimensional reduction, we must integrate out the ex-

tra dimensions by putting the bulk part of the fields on their equation of motion

(EOM) and then integrate over the d extra dimensions.

As a concrete example, let’s focus on the case of a free real scalar with one

extra dimension (d = 1) compactified on a circle of radius R. For simplicity, we

take the scalar potential to be absent. The action takes the form

S =

∫
d4xdy

1

2
∂Mϕ(x, y)∂

Mϕ(x, y) (2.3)

=

∫
d4xdy

1

2

[
(∂µϕ)

2 − (∂yϕ)
2
]

(2.4)
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with M = 0, 1, 2, 3, 5 and x5 = y. Variation of this action leads to the bulk EOM

for ϕ

∂2µϕ− ∂2yϕ = 0 (2.5)

which, given the factorizable geometry and the periodic boundary conditions

for ϕ, is separable and admits a periodic solution of the form ϕ(x, y) =

1√
2πR

∑∞
n=−∞ ϕ(n)(x)ei

n
R
y with ϕ(n)∗ = ϕ(−n) in order to guarantee ϕ is real. Sub-

stitution of this ansatz back into Eq. 2.4 and use of the orthogonality relations for

Fourier modes yields the efective action

S =

∫
d4x

∑
n>0

∂µϕ
(n)†∂µϕ(n) − n2

R2
|ϕ(n)|2. (2.6)

The main point is that in the 4D effective theory each 5D field corresponds to a

KK tower of particles with masses mn = n/R. The momentum along the compact

direction is quantized by the boundary conditions, and its spectrum appears as

a 4D tower of particles. The generalization to more dimensions (e.g. a torus) is

simple:

m2
n5,n6...

= m2
0 +

n2
5

R2
5

+
n2
6

R2
6

+ . . . (2.7)

where m2
0 would arise if we had included a 5D mass term for the scalar.

2.3 Gauge Fields in Extra Dimensions

Now we wish to study theories with gauge fields which propagate in the extra

dimension. We will focus on an abelian gauge theory, although the generalization

to non-abelian theories is straightforward. Gauge fields must still be periodic in y,

so we can apply KK decomposition to the gauge sector

AM(x, y) =
1√
2πR

∞∑
n=−∞

An
Me

i n
R
y (2.8)
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with the one complication being that the 5D vector decomposes as a 4D vector Aµ

and a 4D scalar A5 under 4D Poincare transformations:

AM =
a

a

 Aµ

A5

. (2.9)

After KK expansion, the action contains the following quadratic part

Sgauge =

∫
d4xdy − 1

4
FMNF

MN (2.10)

=

∫
d4x

∑
n

[
−1

4
F (−n)
µν F (n)µν +

1

2

(
∂µA

(−n)
5 − ∂5A(−n)

µ

)(
∂µA

(n)
5 − ∂5A(n)µ

)]
(2.11)

where FMN = ∂MAN − ∂NAM . In the last line, there is mixing between A(n)
µ and

A
(n)
5 (absent for n = 0 since A(0)

µ is flat) which suggests that A(n)
5 is eaten by A(n)

µ

in order for the KK vectors to become massive. In fact, the mixing can be removed

by moving to the 5D axial gauge (defined by the gauge transformation parameter

α(z) = −
∫
A5dy):

A(n)
µ → A(n)

µ −
i

n/R
∂µA

(n)
5 A

(n)
5 → 0 (2.12)

which for n ̸= 0 removes A(n ̸=0)
5 from the action.

The 4D effective action becomes

S =

∫
d4x

[
−1

4
(F (0)

µν )
2 +

1

2
(∂µA

(0)
5 )2 +

∑
n≥1

2

(
−1

4
F (−n)
µν F (n)µν +

1

2

n2

R2
A(−n)

µ A(n)µ

)]
(2.13)

which contains one massless zero-mode gauge boson, one zero mode A(0)
5 scalar,

and a tower of massive A(n ̸=0)
µ . The KK excitations of the A5 scalar are unphysical:

they were eaten so that A(n̸=0)
µ could become massive.
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For a (4 + d)-dimensional theory, the 5D vector decomposes as again a 4D

vector Aµ with additional scalars A5, . . . , A4+d:

AM =

a

a

a




Aµ

A5...A4+d

(2.14)

In this case, one linear combination of the A5, . . . , A4+d towers is eaten by the

KK tower of Aµ, while the remaining combinations lead to (d− 1) scalar towers.

We can also consider the degrees of freedom arising from the higher-dimensional

graviton. The metric is a D ×D symmetric tensor with D(D + 1)/2 independent

components. However general relativity has D dimensional general coordinate in-

variance, requiring 2D conditions to fix the the gauge. Thus the (4+d)-dimensional

graviton has D(D−3)/2 = (d+4)(d+1)/2 physical degrees of freedom. Therefore,

the graviton will contain additional DOFs in addition to the ordinary 4D graviton

with 2 helicity states.

The massless 4D graviton and its KK modes live in the upper 4 by 4 block of

the metric tensor.

GMN =
a a a

a a a

 gµν Aµj

ϕij

(2.15)

The tensor additionally contains d vectors Aµj and d(d+1)/2 scalars ϕij. However,

in order for the KK tower of gravitons to become massive (5 helicity states), they

must eat one gauge boson tower and one scalar tower (5 = 2 + 2 + 1). This leaves

us with d−1 gauge boson towers which each must eat a scalar KK tower to become

massive. Finally, we are left over with d(d− 1)/2 uneaten scalar towers.
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2.4 Matching of 5D and 4D Couplings

The dimensions of fields and couplings depend on the number of spacetime dimen-

sions. The simplest example is a scalar in (4 + d)-dimensions. Focusing on the

kinetic term, we can learn the classical dimension of the field from the requirement

that the action be dimensionless.∫
d4+dx(∂ϕ)2 ⇒ [ϕ] = 1 +

d

2
(2.16)

The brackets are used to express the energy dimension of the argument in natural

units. Similarly from the fermion kinetic term one finds

[ψ] =
3

2
+
d

2
(2.17)

How does one recover the canonical 4D dimension (1 for scalars, 3/2 for

fermions), which the KK modes must have as 4D particles? The KK modes gener-

ally have additional dimensionful prefactors since the profile along the extra dimen-

sions is dimensionful. More generally the energy dimension of higher dimensional

couplings and their 4D effective couplings are mismatched, and the integration of

the profiles along the extra directions in any given interaction vertex will make

up for the mismatch and provide the relation between the (4 + d)-dimensional

couplings and the effective 4D ones.

As an example, let’s consider the bulk gauge interactions which arise from the

covariant derivative

DM = ∂M − ig(d)AM (2.18)

Since [∂M ] = 1 and [AM ] = 1+ d
2
, the bulk gauge coupling g(d) must be dimensionful,

[g(d)] = −d/2. However, the 4D effective gauge coupling must be dimensionless,

so the zero mode profile must absorb the dimensionality. Specifying to d = 1
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compactified on a circle or radius R and plugging in the zero mode expression

whose profile in the extra dimension is flat

Aµ(x, y) =
1√
2πR

A0
µ(x) + . . . , (2.19)

we find that the effective coupling of the zero mode gauge boson is given by

g4 =
g5√
2πR

(2.20)

where we identify the length of the extra dimension to be L = 2πR. Here we see

that the 4D coupling g4 does indeed come out dimensionless. This relationship

generalizes to geometries with more (flat) dimensions to

g24 =
g2(4+d)

V ol(d)
(2.21)

where V ol(d) is the volume of the d compact extra dimensions.

Likewise, we can perform the matching of the gravitational coupling. Let the

fundamental (higher dimensional) Planck scale be M(4+d). This is the energy scale

where gravity becomes strongly interacting and requires UV completion. The Ricci

tensor carries dimension two ([RMN ] = 2) in any dimension, so the action must

have a prefactor of M2+d
(4+d) in order to be dimensionless. The higher dimension

Einstein-Hilbert action takes the form

S(4+d) = −M2+d
(4+d)

∫
d4+dx

√
g(4+d) R(4+d) (2.22)

= −M2+d
(4+d)V ol(d)

∫
d4x
√
g(4) R(4) + . . . (2.23)

where in the second line we integrated over the compact dimensions and used the

relation

R(4+d) = R(4) (2.24)

for flat extra dimensions, valid to linear order (see [38] for more details).
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Matching onto the 4D action we obtain

M2
pl =M2+d

(4+d)V ol(d) (2.25)

whereMpl is the effective 4D Planck scale. This result holds only in scenarios with

a flat gravitational background. In a warped background, the relation Eq. (2.24)

no longer holds and the integral over the extra dimensions no longer has the in-

terpretation of a volume.

We can now describe the traditional (pre-branes) flat extra dimension scenario.

If we assume one extra dimension and that all SM fields propagate in the bulk,

then all gauge couplings and the gravitational coupling are set by a single scale,

the radius of the extra dimension, in a natural theory. If we take M∗ ≡ M(4+d) as

the fundamental scale, then the higher dimensional gauge coupling is related by

g(4+d) ∼ M
−d/2
∗ . Matching the 4D gauge couplings predicts for the radius of the

extra dimension

R ∼ 1

MPl
g
1+ 2

d

(4) . (2.26)

The size of the extra dimension is forced to be roughly Planck-length in order to

simultaneously match the correct gravity coupling and gauge couplings of the SM.

All of the KKmodes would be near the Planck scale in mass, which is much too high

to observe their effects at a collider. Moreover, the fundamental scale which acts

as a cutoff of the SM effective field theory would be large since M∗ ∼ 1/R ∼ MPl

in a natural theory. Therefore, this framework can not solve the hierarchy problem

by lowering the SM cutoff to the TeV scale.
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(3+1
)-br

ane

SM

gravity

Figure 2.1: The large extra dimensions scenario: SM fields are trapped and only
propagate on a lower-dimensional (3+1)-brane, while the graviton propagates into
the bulk.

2.5 Branes and Large Extra Dimensions

A major breakthrough in the development of modern extra dimensional theories

was the introduction of branes. Branes are hypersurfaces, (3 + 1)-dimensional

in our case, with localized energy-momentum which can trap fields on their sur-

faces.1 The existence of (3+1)-dimensional branes in an extra dimensional theory

means that some fields can propagate only on the brane, while others are free to

propagate in the bulk of the extra-dimension. The brane-localized degrees of free-

dom are inherently four-dimensional, and their gauge couplings for example are

decoupled from the size of the extra dimension. The introduction of branes allows

one to separate gravity from SM gauge interactions allowing the size of the extra

dimension to be much larger than we previously estimated.

A simple implementation of branes in an extra dimensional scenario is Large
1We want to draw a distinction between our strictly phenomenological definition of “branes”

and more formal definitions like D-branes. We will not care about the microphysics underlying
the existence of branes, which may or may not be String Theory.
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Extra Dimensions [14], proposed by Arkani-Hamed, Dimopoulos, and Dvali

(ADD). Imagine that the SM fields are trapped on a (3+1)-brane in a larger

dimension bulk, but the graviton freely propagates in all the extra dimensions as

shown in Fig. 2.1. The fundamental scale of the higher dimensional gravity M∗

is related to the 4D Planck scale by a dilution factor arising from the volume of

the extra dimensions. As a consequence of the dilution, 4D gravity appears much

weaker than one would have naively expected given that M∗ ≪ MPl. The funda-

mental scale M∗ acts as the cutoff for SM calculations,2 so lowering M∗ ∼ TeV

has the potential to eliminate the hierarchy problem.

Can the cutoff be pushed this low? Unlike the previous scenario where all fields

propagated in the bulk, here we only have to perform the matching for the graviton

since the gauge fields which are brane-localized. Assuming that all of the extra

dimension have similar radii, we get

Ri ∼ R =
1

M∗

(
MPl

M∗

) 2
d

. (2.27)

Since we haven’t seen strongly coupled gravity at colliders, we require M∗ ≳ TeV

which leads to

R ≲
(

1

1 TeV

)
10

32
d ∼ 10

32
d
−17 cm . (2.28)

Thus we see the size of the extra dimensions can actually be large, even macro-

scopic.

However, this leads to O(1) deviations from 1/r2 Newtonian gravity on length

scales smaller than R, due to the fact that gravity is actually propagating in more

dimensions. Experiments which test Einstein/Newtonian gravity thus provide a

bound on these models.
2In String Theory, the Planck scale serves as a cutoff for its low energy EFTs, including the

SM. There are daring ideas in which this is not necessarily true, like [49].
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How many large extra dimensions do we need?

• d = 1: One extra dimension leads to a radius R ∼ 1015 cm about the size of

the solar system, which is very much ruled out.

• d = 2: Two extra dimensions predict R ∼ 0.1 cm, already ruled about by

Cavendish-type experiments for M∗ = 1 TeV.

• d ≥ 3: Three extra dimensions bring us to R < 10−6, which is sufficient to

evade experimental constraints.

Some of the most sensitive experimental results come from the Eöt-Wash experi-

ment3 which probes O(10−3) deviations from Newtonian gravity down to distances

of 10−3 cm. For d = 2, the bound is R < 37 µm which requires M∗ > 1.4 TeV. A

different bound on these models comes from the prediction of KK gravitons with

a mass gap set by mKK ∼ 1/R, which can result in stringent cosmological bounds.

For example, the bound on KK gravitons from thier effect on supernova cooling

implies M∗ > 10− 100 TeV for d = 2.

In ADD, hierarchy between the weak scale and the Planck scale is just a mirage

because gravity appears weak on large length scales, but it is only weak from having

to propagate in very large extra dimensions. However, why are the radii so large?

One would expect in a natural model that there is only one fundamental scale M∗

which is related to the radius by M∗ ∼ 1/R. The ADD idea however requires

R =
1

M∗

(
MPl

M∗

) 2
n

≫ 1

M∗
(2.29)

which is unnatural from naive dimensional analysis arguments. One needs to

explain where this large number is coming from. Large extra dimensions only
3A pun on the name of Loránd Eötvös, who pioneered the experimental validation of the

equivalence principle, and the University of Washington where the experiment is conducted.
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translates the hierarchy of mW/MPl to the hierarchy between the large radius R

and 1/M∗. Stabilizing this hierarchy dynamically in a natural model turns out to

be very difficult.

2.6 Warped Extra Dimensions

In this section we explore extra dimensions that are warped, i.e. their metric is

non-factorizable. In 5 dimensions, this can be written generically as:

ds2 = a(z)2
(
ηµνdx

µdxν − dz2
)

(2.30)

where z is the conformal coordinate along the extra dimension and a(z) is called

the scale factor or warp factor. Warped extra dimensions were first proposed by

Randall and Sundrum (RS). In a seminal paper [9], they showed how a metric

of the form Eq. (2.30) can arise as a solution to Einstein’s equations on a 5D

interval with a negative cosmological constant Λ, sandwiched between two branes

of tensions ±Λ. The resulting metric is called 5 dimensional Anti de-Sitter (AdS5),

in which the warp factor assumes the form:

a(z) =
R

z
. (2.31)

For more details on how to get AdS5 gravity solutions see [38, 50]. As we will

see in detail, the AdS5 form of the metric has far reaching implications for the

Hierarchy problem, making the cutoff to the SM warped down with respect to the

Planck scale. In fact, we can now get the weak-Planck Hierarchy from a Planck

size extra dimension. This was indeed a revolutionary step towards a solution to

the Hierarchy problem.

Shortly after the proposal of this solution, it became clear that the RS model
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has a 4D CFT dual: it corresponds to a 4D strongly coupled theory which confines

and dynamically generates an IR scale. In essence, this is just another formulation

of the familiar dimensional transmutation that happens in QCD, which yields a

confinement scale far below the Planck scale. The advantage of the RS construction

is that it constitutes a calculable, weakly coupled description of a confining theory

that generates an IR scale—in this case the weak scale.

There are many variants of 4D solutions to Hierarchy problem that are based

on dimensional transmutation from confinement, of which we have already named

a few: Technicolor, in which the condensate is directly responsible for EWSB, ”old”

composite Higgs, in which the Higgs is some composite of the confining dynamics,

and modern composite Higgs, in which the Higgs is a PNGB of a global symmetry

broken by the confinement. All of the above models have weakly coupled duals

set in RS space. The duals to Technicolor, ”old” composite Higgs and modern

composite Higgs are called Higgsless models, bulk Higgs models, and models with

Gauge-Higgs unification (GHU), respectively. Towards the end of this section we

will mainly explore GHU, and show how it provide a calculable, weakly coupled

framework for modern composite Higgs models with partial compositeness. But

for now, let’s focus on the generic features of the RS construction which will be

useful for model building.

Much of what follows can be generalized to more general gravitational back-

grounds, parametrized by a general warp factor a(z). We choose to work in AdS5

since it is in this background that the correspondence to a 4D CFT is best under-

stood. We take two branes at z = R and z = R′ > R which truncate the space

in the z-direction. The z = R brane is usually called the “UV” brane since one

usually has 1/R ∼ MPl, while the other is referred to as the “IR” brane as typi-
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cally 1/R′ ∼ 1/TeV for models which address the hierarchy problem. One could

consider a more general background which truncates space without the need for

branes, sometimes called soft-walls, but this will only affect the details of the KK

spectrum.

To see how RS resolves the hierarchy between the weak-scale and gravity, we

first perform the gravity coupling matching for RS.

Sg =M3
∗

∫ R′

R

(
R

z

)3 ∫
d4x
√
g(4)R(4) (2.32)

=M3
∗
1

2

(
1− R2

R′2

)
(2.33)

From this result we can read off the effective Planck scale

M2
Pl =M3

∗R

(
1− R2

R′2

)
∼M2

∗ (2.34)

where last equality follows from the fact that the natural size for R is 1/M∗, the

fundamental scale of the 5D theory.

This result Eq (2.34) is very different from that of ADD, and at first glance does

not seem like a solution to the hierarchy at all. After all, if MPl ∼ M∗ then there

is no apparent hierarchy between 4D gravity and 5D gravity! There must be some

other mechanism at hand. Indeed, in warped extra dimensions the fundamental

scale of gravity is the 4D Planck scale, and the reason for the hierarchy is that the

weak scale itself is warped down. Below we will show this by examining the 4D

effective action for the Higgs. For now we will only state heuristically that the 4D

Higgs mass and VEV end up being related toMPl through a warp factor evaluated

at the position where the Higgs is localized (or peaked if we allow the Higgs to

propagate in the bulk)

v ∼MPl
R

R′ ≪MPl . (2.35)
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In short, the weak scale is small because the Higgs is IR-localized and the warp

factor in the IR provides a huge suppression. In contrast, we saw that the Planck

scale itself is not suppressed at all. This is because the graviton is UV-localized,

and the warp factor evaluated at z = R is one. It is the combination of the a UV-

localized graviton and an IR-localized Higgs that makes RS a successful solution

to the Hierarchy problem.

To demonstrate the warping down of the Higgs potential, let’s look at a concrete

example: a simplified RS model with a Higgs on the IR brane and only gravity

in the bulk (which is essentially the original RS proposal). The 5D action in this

model is

S5 =

∫
d5x
√
−g

[
R(5) +

√
−gind√
−g

δ(z −R′)LH

]
, (2.36)

where gind is the induced metric on the IR brane and

LH = gµνind∂µH
∗∂νH + λ

(
|H|2 − v2

2

)2

, (2.37)

is the Higgs potential. At energies below 1/R′ ∼ TeV, we can’t resolve the extra

dimension, and so the physics should be adequetly described by a 4D EFT. To

get this EFT, all we have to do is integrate the action over the extra dimension

(for models with bulk fields we have to perform a KK decomposition). Plugging

in √−g = R5

z5
,
√
−gind = R4

R′4 , we get

S4 =

∫
d4x

[
R(4) + L4D

H

]
, (2.38)

with

L4D
H =

(
R

R′

)2

∂µH
∗∂µH +

(
R

R′

)4

λ

(
|H|2 − v2

2

)2

. (2.39)

Notice that the Higgs kinetic term is not canonically normalized. Rescaling the

Higgs field, we obtain:

L4D
H = ∂µH

∗∂µH + λ

(
|H|2 − ṽ2

2

)2

, (2.40)
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where ṽ = v R
R′ is the 4D Higgs VEV, which is warped down with respect to the

5D one. If we find a way to naturally set R
R′ ∼ 10−18 (we will soon explain how

this is possible), we get a weak scale 4D Higgs mass and VEV.

We see that a warped 5D theory with an IR-localized Higgs corresponds to a

4D EFT with weak scale mass and VEV. In addition, 4D gravity is not warped

down, so we explain the 4D weak-Planck hierarchy. However, in realistic theories,

the 4D EFT contains the SM top and gauge fields, with the usual quadratically

divergent corrections to the Higgs potential. How are these cutoff in an RS model?

The answer is subtle. We note that the 4D EFT has a cutoff set by Λ ∼ 1/R′.

This is where we are starting to probe the fifth dimension and the 4D EFT is

no longer adequate. From a bottom up point of view, the scale Λ is where KK

gravitons appear and become strongly coupled. In other words, the 4D itself does

not have a hierarchy problem because its cutoff is close to the weak scale. The

problem of radiative corrections thus goes over to the full 5D theory. But in the

5D theory, the bare Higgs mass and VEV can naturally be the Planck scale, in

which case we do not expect any significant difference between the ‘bare’ theory

and the renormalized one.

One still needs to stabilize the extra dimension in order to provide an expla-

nation for the hierarchy R and R′. Unlike for ADD, such a natural explanation

has been provided by Goldberger and Wise [51] who dynamically stabilized the

distance between the two branes by the addition of a bulk scalar which obtains

a VEV. The VEV generates a potential with a minimum due to two competing

forces, one from from the scalar kinetic term which wants derivatives to be small

and hence a large extra dimension and one from the potential which prefers a small

radius.
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As a side remark, note that MPl remains fixed as R′ → ∞, so the large extra

dimension can have infinite proper distance while still preserving the 4D Planck

scale. In fact, one can localize SM fields on the UV brane and take the IR brane

to z → ∞ which is known as RS2. Although the effective Planck scale is finite

as R′ → ∞ and 4D gravity is preserved, cosmology would be altered due to the

emerging gapless continuum of KK gravitons. We will not consider this option

further in this review.

2.7 KK Decomposition in Warped Space

In realistic RS and composite Higgs models, fields are generically not localized on

the IR brane, but rather exist in the entire bulk. To get the 4D EFT for these

fields, we need to perform a KK expansion.

For example, in the case of a complex bulk scalar, the 5D action is

S5 =

∫ R′

R

d4xdz
√
g
[
∂Mϕ∂Nϕg

MN −m2|ϕ|2
]
. (2.41)

We neglect localized boundary terms proportional to δ(z −R) or δ(z −R′) which

could be included. Their effect is to modify the boundary conditions on ϕ. Varia-

tion of the action yields the bulk equation of motion

∂M(
√
ggMN∂Nϕ) +

√
gm2ϕ = 0. (2.42)

In deriving this equation, we integrated by parts picking up a boundary term.

In order for the field to be on-shell, it is also necessary for the variation on the

boundary to be vanishing

ϕ∗∂zϕ
∣∣∣
R,R′

= 0. (2.43)
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We see that we can choose either Neumann or Dirichlet at both z = R,R′. This is

our choice, and it will affect the spectrum of KK modes and, importantly, whether

or not a zero mode is allowed in the spectrum.

We look for a solution in terms of KK eigenstates

ϕ(x, z) =
1√
R

∑
n

ϕ(n)(x)f (n)(z) (2.44)

Substitution of this ansatz into the EOM, we find that the profiles must satisfy[
∂2z −

3

z
∂z +m2

n −
(
R

z

)2

m2

]
f (n)(z) = 0 (2.45)

which is a Schrodinger-type problem with the appropriate field redefinition of f(z).

The solutions are related to Bessel functions

f (n)(z) = z2 [AnJα(mnz) +BnYα(mnz)] (2.46)

where α =
√
4 +m2R2, and the solutions satisfy orthogonality relations∫ R′

R

1

R

(
R

z

)3

f (n)∗(z)f (m)(z) = δm,n. (2.47)

To determine which mn’s are allowed, we must apply the chosen boundary

conditions on the solution in Eq. (2.46). The solution has two free coefficients.

One is fixed by normalization (required to ensure the KK mode kinetic terms are

canonically normalized), and the other by one of the two boundary conditions. The

other boundary condition provides a quantization condition, picking out discrete

allowed values for the 4D masses. Excluding the zero mode, the first KK mode

appears generically above a mass gap set by mKK ∼ 1/R′.

For large z and mn ̸= 0, the solutions are oscillatory ∼ z3/2 sin(mnz) and grow

towards the IR. This means that KK modes are generally peaked at the IR brane.
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They interact most strongly with other IR-localized DOF. The only exception is

for a possible zero mode with m0 = 0, in which case the solution take the form

f (0)(z) = Az2+
√
4+m2R2

+Bz2−
√
4+m2R2

. (2.48)

The zero mode localization is controlled by the bulk mass parameter m and is not

necessarily IR localized. In most model building scenarios, SM degrees of freedom

are usually associated with the zero modes of 5D fields.

2.8 AdS/CFT Correspondence

One of the most important results related to extra dimensions is the AdS/CFT

correspondence proposed by Maldacena [52] (see [45] for a complete review). This

is a major avenue of research in formal theoretical physics, and here we will only

give a quick heuristic sketch of it. Generally speaking, AdS/CFT is a duality

between a weakly coupled gravitational theory in the bulk of AdS5, and a strongly

coupled 4D conformal field theory. We would say that the 4D CFT ‘lives’ on the

boundary of AdS5. In its original formulation given by Maldacena, AdS/CFT is

the duality:

type IIB string theory⇐⇒ N = 4 supersymmetric SU(N) gauge theory

on AdS5 × S5 on 4D Minkowski space

Correlation functions calculated in the theory on either side of the duality match

given a dictionary for relating observables on both sides. The theory parameters

on both sides of the duality are related by

R4

l4s
= 4πg2YMN (2.49)
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Figure 2.2: Motion along z scales the 4D coordinates and energy scale.

where ls is the string scale and gYM is the SU(N) Yang-Mills gauge coupling.

In order for the bulk to be described by classical gravity, we should have R≫ ls

so that we can neglect string corrections. This implies that g2YMN ≫ 1, but

this is the requirement that the 4D dual CFT is strongly interacting. Now we

can immediately see why this duality is useful: we can perform weakly coupled,

classical gravity calculations on the 5D side which are dual to a strongly-coupled

4D CFT. This is not so surprising, we already know the 5D theory with an IR

brane has a tower of states, which is something we would expect from a strongly

coupled 4D theory (e.g. resonances in QCD).

We will not delve into specifics, but we now wish to heuristically explain why

one might expect there to be such a correspondence. Consider the effect of the

z-coordinate transformation

z → eαz (2.50)

on a 4D slice of AdS

ds2 =

(
R

z

)2

ηµνdx
µdxν . (2.51)
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The 4D effective metric is rescaled by e−2α, which can be undone by the 4D coor-

dinate transformation

x→ eαx. (2.52)

Therefore, we see that

motion along z ⇐⇒ rescaling 4D coordinates.

This means that increasing z is equivalent to increasing 4D length scales as in

Fig 2.2 and thus decreasing the 4D energy scale. This is exactly what we found for

the IR-localized Higgs VEV. We could have guessed this behavior from the form

of the metric.

This naturally leads us to the holographic interpretation of the extra dimension

in which the z-coordinate corresponds to RG flow in the 4D CFT. A bulk profile

which grows with z corresponds to a CFT operator whose coefficient flows to larger

values in the IR. How can we see this? Let’s first just check the plausibility on

the warped two brane RS scenario before describing the entire dictionary of the

correspondence. Imagine localizing some 4D fields on a slice of the extra dimension

at z0. We will use these 4D fields to ‘probe’ the CFT at different length scales by

adjusting z0. As we move z0 deeper into the bulk towards the IR brane, we have

seen that the overlap of the IR-localized KK modes with the δ(z − z0) localized

fields becomes large once z0 approaches R′. Since z0 sets the effective 4D length

scale on the slice of AdS we are probing with our 4D fields, this would imply the

4D state dual to the RS KK mode is strongly interacting at energy corresponding

to 1/R′. This is exactly what we would expect if the CFT dual is a confining

gauge theory with confinement scale Λ ∼ 1/R′, and the KK modes are dual to the

composite states.
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UV
Elementary

IR

Composite

Figure 2.3: AdS/CFT dictionary for localized fields. Elementary DOF are peaked
on the UV brane, while composites are localized toward the IR brane.

Maldacena’s proof involved the entire AdS5 space, not truncated by two branes

as in RS, and the dual 4D theory was a true CFT (no confinement). What is the

interpretation of the two branes in the RS scenario?

• UV brane: The 4D CFT is simply cutoff at a high energy scale Λ ∼ 1/R.

The cutoff introduces a mass scale into the CFT and is therefore a source of

breaking.

Moving away from the UV brane, which corresponds to running down in energy in

the 4D CFT, the bulk immediately becomes AdS implying the CFT should quickly

become conformal below the UV cutoff scale. Any source of conformal breaking

introduced by the cutoff must therefore be an irrelevant deformation of the CFT.

• IR brane: The IR brane sharply shuts off AdS space at z = R′ and cor-

responds to a relevant deformation of the CFT which ultimately leads to

confinement occurring at scale Λ ∼ 1/R′.
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Indeed, we have seen that the IR brane forces a quantization condition on the

allowed masses leading to KK modes with the lowest lying states near 1/R′. The

IR brane should be interpreted then as a simplified model of confinement. At

some point in RG flow, a relevant deformation is introduced such that the beta

function β(g) is not completely vanishing. The theory begins to flow away from

its conformal fixed point, and eventually the theory becomes strongly interacting

and confines, producing bound states. A more realistic 5D model of confinement

would gradually shut off space, but the most important features of confinement

are the mass gap and the discrete tower of states which the IR brane does capture.

Now we have a beautiful picture starting to emerge. The profile of a particle’s

5D wavefunction corresponds to RG flow of its couplings in the 4D CFT. Composite

states should exist near the 4D confinement energy scale and therefore near the IR

brane in 5D, so we can conclude that

• IR-localized fields (e.g. KK modes, Higgs) are composite.

Fields which are UV-localized interact weakly with the composite states, and there-

fore should not be part of the strong dynamics. We can conclude that

• UV-localized fields (e.g. graviton) are elementary.

Now we can see that RS solves the hierarchy problem because the Higgs is com-

posite! RS is the 5D dual of composite Higgs models of the sort we have discussed

at the beginning of the lecture. We will be able to present explicit calculable con-

structions for the MCH model soon. However, we need one more ingredient, bulk

gauge fields and their connection to global symmetries in the CFT.
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We should add one more line to our AdS/CFT dictionary:

5D gauge symmetry⇐⇒ 4D global symmetry.

A bulk gauge symmetry in the full AdS5 (R′ → ∞) corresponds to a global sym-

metry in the 4D CFT. In order to see this, we need to understand under which

situations is there a massless gauge boson in the low-energy 4D effective theory. In

a RS-type scenario with two branes, we can also get 4D gauge symmetries from 5D

gauge symmetries since in RS we can get a massless gauge boson in the spectrum.

Given a bulk gauge symmetry, the zero mode A(0)
µ couples to the global current

Jµ at each position in the bulk proportional to the 4D effective gauge coupling.

The EOM for the zero mode has the form

∂M
(√

ggMNFNP

)
= 0, (2.53)

and one can check that the profile is exactly flat, Aµ(x, z) = NAµ(x) where N is

a normalization constant. In fact, it has to be flat because this is what ensures

that the gauge boson couples diagonally to charged states. In order to get the

effective 4D coupling, we normalize the zero mode such that its 4D kinetic term is

canonically normalized:

N =

[∫ R′

R

R

z
dz

]− 1
2

(2.54)

If we had taken the full AdS5, i.e. by sendingR′ →∞, thenN → 0 which shows

that A(0)
µ is not normalizable (it is absorbed into the Aµ KK mode continuum).

The effective 4D gauge coupling, which is proportional to N , is zero, and therefore

it decouples from the theory. In this case, we have a conserved current ∂µJµ = 0,

which signals a true global symmetry in the limit R′ →∞.

However, for RS with a brane placed at finite R′, N is finite, and we can have

a normalizable zero mode. If the boundary conditions on the UV and IR brane
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admit a zero mode solution (Neumann)

∂5Aµ

∣∣
R,R′ = 0 (2.55)

then the zero mode is allowed in the spectrum and the global symmetry in the CFT

is weakly gauged since there is a massless gauge boson coupling to the current.

What if only one of the boundary conditions is switched to Dirichlet (which is

not compatible with the zero mode solution)?

• Aµ(R) = 0: The gauge symmetry in the 4D effective theory is broken by UV

boundary conditions. The zero mode is removed from the spectrum leaving

a residual global symmetry. The would-be zero mode gauge boson acquires

a mass set by 1/R and decouples from the low-energy theory.

• Aµ(R
′) = 0: The gauge symmetry is broken by IR boundary conditions.

Since the IR brane is dual to confinement, this corresponds to dynamical

gauge symmetry breaking like technicolor. The would-be zero mode gauge

boson acquires a mass set by the confinement scale or 1/R′.

Now imagine if we take Dirichlet boundary conditions on both branes:

Aµ

∣∣
z=R,R′ = 0. The first boundary condition we apply removes the zero mode

gauge boson from the spectrum, converting the gauge theory in the 4D effective

theory to a global symmetry. However, the second boundary condition provides a

source of global breaking which corresponds to the global symmetry being sponta-

neously broken by confinement. This choice of boundary conditions should produce

a Goldstone mode! We will show that it actually arises in the A5 component.

This fact is easy to see once we realize the A5 component should have opposite

boundary conditions to that of Aµ. In deriving the EOM for A5 by varying the
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action, an integration by parts is required which generates boundary terms. By

requiring the boundary terms vanish, one can show that if Aµ

∣∣
R,R′ = 0, then A5

should satisfy the boundary condition

∂5

(
A5

z

) ∣∣∣
z=R,R′

= 0. (2.56)

We will show this boundary condition does allow a zero mode in the A5 component.

The gauge action in warped space is

Sgauge =

∫
d5x

R

z

[
−1

4
FµνF

µν − 1

2
Fµ5F

µ5

]
. (2.57)

The action contains the following mixing term between A5 and Aµ∫
d5x

R

z
∂µA

5∂5A
µ =

∫
d5x ∂5

(
R

z
A5

)
∂µA

µ + boundary terms. (2.58)

The boundary terms will affect the boundary conditions but not the bulk equation

of motion. The mixing can be removed by adding the gauge fixing term∫
d5x

1

2ξ

R

z

[
∂µA

µ − ξ∂5
(
R

z
A5

)]2
. (2.59)

After gauge fixing, the quadratic A5 part of the action contains the following

terms ∫
d5x

R

z

[
1

2
∂µA

5∂µA5 +
1

2
ξ

(
∂5

(
R

z
A5

))2
]

(2.60)

leading to the bulk EOM for A5

∂2A5 +
R

z
ξ

[
∂25

(
R

z

)
A5 + 2∂5

(
R

z

)
∂5A5 +

(
R

z

)
∂25A5

]
= 0. (2.61)

If we replace ∂2 → −m2, we see that for m2 ̸= 0, the A5 KK mode masses are

proportional to ξ and are therefore unphysical. Remember A(n ̸=0)
5 is eaten by

A
(n̸=0)
µ . However for the zero mode case (m2 = 0) we have the EOM

∂25

(
R

z

)
A5 + 2∂5

(
R

z

)
∂5A5 +

(
R

z

)
∂25A5 = 0 (2.62)
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which has solutions

A5(x, z) = (az + bz log z)A5(x). (2.63)

The boundary conditions in Eq. (2.56) pick out the solution proportional to z. In

more general backgrounds, the EOM is obtained by the replacement R/z → a(z),

and the A(0)
5 profile always scales as the inverse of the warp factor.

Going through the full KK decomposition for Aµ

Aµ(x, z) =
1√
R

∑
n

h(n)(z)A(n)
µ (x) (2.64)

One can check that the solutions to the A(n)
µ EOM are again Bessel functions

h(n)(z) = z (AnJ1(mnz) +BnY1(mnz)) . (2.65)

2.9 Fermions in RS

We now will describe how to include bulk fermions in RS. The smallest irreducible

representation of the 5D Lorentz group is the 4-component Dirac spinor. This

implies that every bulk fermion field contains both left-handed (LH) and right-

handed (RH) components, i.e.

Ψ =

χ
ψ̄

 , (2.66)

and the 5D theory is non-chiral. There is a way to get chiral SM matter content

however since the boundary conditions in a RS-type model pick out chiral zero

modes. The boundary conditions which allow a LH zero mode will not allow a

zero mode in RH component of the same Dirac spinor and vice versa. The KK

modes of the fermions are, however, vector-like.

In this section, we will use Dirac matrices in the chiral representation:
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γµ =

 0 σµ

σ̄µ 0

 , γ5 =

i 0

0 −i

 (2.67)

where σ0 = σ̄0 = −1 and σi = −σ̄i are the usual Pauli spin matrices. The gamma

matrices in warped space are related to the ordinary flat space ones [39, 53] by a

factor known as the vielbein eMa , where a indices denotes flat space indices, which

satisfies

eMa η
abeNb = gMN , (2.68)

eaM =
R

z
δaM , (2.69)

ΓM = eMa γ
a. (2.70)

Furthermore, the covariant derivatives require an additional piece called the spin-

connection, which in AdS5 is

DµΨ = (∂µ +
1

4z
γµγ5)Ψ (2.71)

D5Ψ = ∂5Ψ. (2.72)

Working in terms of vielbeins and flat space gamma matrices, the 5D AdS

fermion action can be written as

Sfermion =

∫
d5x
√
g

(
i

2
Ψ̄eMa γ

aDMΨ− i

2
DMΨ̄eMa γ

aΨ−MΨ̄Ψ

)
(2.73)

The spin-connection part of the covariant derivative cancels out leaving us (after

integration by parts of the left-acting z derivatives) with∫
d5x

(
R

z

)4

Ψ̄

(
i/∂ + iγ5∂5 − i

2

z
γ5 − c

z

)
Ψ (2.74)

where we have chosen to write the bulk mass in terms of a dimensionless bulk mass

c =MR.
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In terms of 2-component Weyl spinors, Eq (2.73) becomes∫
d5x

(
R

z

)4

[−iχ̄σ̄µ∂µχ− iψσµ∂µψ̄ +
1

2
(ψ
←→
∂5 χ− χ̄

←→
∂5 ψ̄) +

c

z
(ψχ+ χ̄ψ̄)]

(2.75)

where ψ←→∂5 χ = ψ∂5χ− ∂5ψχ. Variation gives the 1st order coupled EOMs

−iσ̄µ∂µχ− ∂5ψ̄ +
c+ 2

z
ψ̄ = 0

−iσµ∂µψ̄ + ∂5χ +
c− 2

z
χ = 0 (2.76)

Now we can proceed with KK decomposition. As usual we expand the 5D fields

as a sum of 4D eigenmodes

χ =
∑

gn(z)χn(x)

ψ̄ =
∑

fn(z)ψ̄n(x) (2.77)

where χn, ψn satisfy the ordinary 4D Dirac equation

−iσ̄µ∂µχn +mnψ̄n = 0

−iσµ∂µψ̄n +mnχn = 0. (2.78)

Substitution of the KK sum yields EOMs for the profiles

f ′
n +mngn −

c+ 2

z
fn = 0

g′n −mnfn +
c− 2

z
gn = 0 (2.79)

These equations can be decoupled at the cost of turning them into two second

order decoupled equations with relations among the coefficients of their solutions.

The result is again Bessel functions:

gn(z) = z
5
2

(
AnJc+1/2(mnz) +BnYc+1/2(mnz)

)
fn(z) = z

5
2

(
AnJc−1/2(mnz) +BnYc−1/2(mnz)

)
. (2.80)
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Focusing on the zero mode solutions, we have

g0 = A0

( z
R

)2−c

, f0 = B0

( z
R

)c+2

. (2.81)

We will not go into much detail about how to derive the fermion boundary

conditions [54]. One can study the 1st order EOMs and show that if one chiral-

ity satisfies Dirichlet boundary conditions, then the other chirality must satisfy

Neumann-type conditions in order for the EOM to be satisfied on the boundary.

The main point is that one of the chiralities must have Dirichlet boundary condi-

tions, which will eliminate the zero mode solution in that chirality. Thus, either

A0 or B0 must be zero. This generates a chiral zero mode spectrum allowing us to

get the SM fermion field content.

Moreover, just as we found for the bulk scalar, the bulk mass controls the

localization of the zero mode. The fermion zero mode can be mostly elementary

or mostly composite depending on our choice for the bulk mass parameter c. For

a LH zero mode χ,

• χ is UV-localized (IR-localized) for c > 1/2 (c < 1/2)

and for a RH zero mode ψ,

• ψ is UV localized (IR localized) for c < −1/2 (c > −1/2) .

The properly normalized fermion zero mode is

ψ0
L,R(x, z) =

1√
R′

( z
R

)2 ( z
R′

)∓c

f±cPL,Rψ
0(x) (2.82)

where fc is known as the RS flavor function

fc =

√
1− 2c

1−
(

R
R′

)1−2c . (2.83)
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2.10 Construction of a Realistic RS Model

In this section, we describe the process towards achieving a realistic RS model

consistent with electroweak precision constraints which was worked out by Agashe,

Delgado, May, and Sundrum [55]. The first hurdle we face is to protect the T -

parameter. Without a custodial symmetry incorporated, the strong dynamics

from the composite sector generate large T - and ρ-parameter corrections. The

custodial symmetry can also be useful to protect the Zbb̄ coupling [56] which is

highly constrained by LEP.

We incorporate the custodial symmetry in the composite sector by enlarging

the bulk gauge symmetry G to contain the SM gauge symmetries plus a custodial

SU(2)R. For simplicity we can take G = SU(2)L × SU(2)R × U(1)X . The SM

hypercharge is embedded in SU(2)R × U(1)X .

However, we do not want additional massless SU(2)R gauge bosons in the 4D

effective theory, so we break SU(2)R × U(1)X down to U(1)Y on the UV brane

by applying Dirichlet boundary conditions on the gauge bosons corresponding to

the generators we wish to break. The 4D CFT description of this scenario is a

CFT with a SU(2)L × SU(2)R × U(1)X global symmetry whose SU(2)L × U(1)Y

subgroup is gauged. If we take the Higgs to be a bidoublet under SU(2)L×SU(2)R,

the Higgs sector will have an approximate custodial symmetry thus reducing the

bulk T -parameter contributions. The other option would be to break the unwanted

SU(2)R generators on the IR brane, but this scenario would have larger custodial

symmetry violation since this corresponds to the global SU(2)R symmetry being

gauged (and spontaneously broken by confinement). Usually in RS model building,

the bulk gauge symmetry is broken down to SM gauge symmetries on the UV brane.
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Figure 2.4: The “realistic” RS scenario. The bulk gauge symmetry contains the
SM gauge symmetries with an additional custodial SU(2)R which is broken by
boundary conditions on the UV brane. The Higgs and tR are IR-localized, the
light quarks and leptons are UV-localized, and the gauge bosons and tL are ap-
proximately flat.

To address the hierarchy problem, the Higgs should be composite and thus IR-

localized. In order to achieve a realistic top mass, the Higgs should have significant

overlap with the top. However, tL cannot be IR localized since it is in the same

doublet as bL, and this would give large corrections to the Zbb̄ coupling. Therefore

tR should be significantly IR-localized, and it turns out we can get away with

having tL approximately flat, ctL ∼ 1/2. Light fermions should have small mass

and therefore are UV-localized. This scenario is summarized in Fig. 2.4.

There is a rich set of signatures from the realistic RS scenario [57]. The most

striking signal is the production of the KK gluon is produced via Drell-Yan with

a large rate: σ(qq̄ → G(1)) ∼ 0.1 pb for mKK ∼ 3 TeV. Gluon production is

not important since the KK gluon profile is orthogonal to the zero mode gluon,
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and existing constraints already rule out KK gluon masses which are light enough

to be pair-produced. Since tR is peaked on the IR brane, the KK gluons decay

almost exclusively to tt̄. Very heavy KK gluons decay to highly boosted tops,

requiring the use of jet substructure to tag the tops. The current bound is roughly

mG(1) > 3 TeV. In addition, one can also produce the other KK excitations: Z(1),

γ(1), etc. The KK modes tend to have largest overlap with the top, Higgs, and

longitudinal gauge bosons. The most likely decays include Z(1) → tt̄,W+W−, . . .,

γ(1) → Zh, tt̄, . . . for example. KK decays to leptons are strongly suppressed since

they are elementary.

Realistic RS is a natural implementation for partial composite anarchic flavor

models. All we have to do is take the realistic RS scenario and which requires

different c’s for the various SM fermions. The c’s control the localization of the zero

modes, which generates exponential hierarchies in the zero mode overlap integrals.

Then just as in the general case we have

mu =
v√
2
fqYuf−u (2.84)

md =
v√
2
fqYdf−d. (2.85)

where f is now given by the RS flavor function, and we have adopted the short

hand q ≡ cq, u ≡ cu, etc. All of the generic partial compositeness discussion applies

here. In the 4D CFT description, the bulk mass parameters control the anomalous

dimension of the fermion mass term operators.

We can also explore the specific source of four-Fermi operators arising from KK

gluon exchange. In the flavor basis (before mass diagonalization), the KK gluon’s

couplings to quark species X are diagonal but not exactly universal [58]

gX ≃ g∗

(
− 1

log R′

R

+ f 2
XΓ(cX)

)
. (2.86)
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Figure 2.5: Diagrams contributing to KK gluon induced four-Fermi operators.

The first piece is universal and arises from the elementary part of the KK gluon

coupling to the elementary fermions. The second term is the contribution from

the composite sector via mixing with the elementary part of the KK gluon. The

coupling would be universal if the fX ’s were degenerate, but this is not the case if

we wish to explain flavor with RS.

After rotation to the mass basis, the off-diagonal couplings are of order

(gqL)ij ∼ g∗fqifqj (2.87)

(guR
)ij ∼ g∗f−ui

f−uj
(2.88)

(gdR)ij ∼ g∗f−dif−dj . (2.89)

Notice that the off-diagonal couplings of the quarks are suppressed by hierarchi-

cally small entries. This suppression is the appearance of the RS-GIM mechanism,

which is a result since the off-diagonal couplings to the KK gluon are proportional

to the fermion Yukawas. The four-Fermi operators are generated from the diagrams

in Fig. 2.5. After integrating out the KK gluon and application of Fierz identities,

we obtain the following operators parametrized in terms of Wilson coefficients C1,
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Figure 2.6: Example of one contribution to the quark elecric dipole moment arising
from KK quarks.

C4, C5.

C1
(
q̄iαL γ

µqjLα
) (
q̄kβL γµqlLβ

)
+ C4

(
q̄iαR q

k
Lα

) (
q̄lβL q

j
Rβ

)
+ C5

(
q̄iαR q

l
Lβ

) (
q̄kβL qjRα

)
(2.90)

where α, β are color indices. The most strongly constrained quantity is C4K which

we estimate to be

CRS
4K ∼

g2∗
m2

G

fq1fq2f−d1f−d2 ∼
1

m2
G

g2∗
Y 2
∗

2mdms

v2
. (2.91)

Even with the RS-GIM mechanism the bound is still somewhat large, mG ≳ 20

TeV. There is additionally another type of bound arising from electric dipole mo-

ments induced by KK fermion exchange as shown in Fig. 2.6.

2.11 Holographic Composite Higgs & Higgs Potential

We have seen how to obtain a realistic RS scenario. However, we wish to go one

step further and incorporate a PNGB Higgs. The PNGB Higgs allows its mass

to naturally be a loop factor below the strong dynamics, much as the pion is

lighter than ΛQCD. Moreover, the Higgs potential is finite and calculable. We
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Figure 2.7: The holographic MCH setup in 5D.

will describe the RS setup for the MCH model. We know from AdS/CFT that to

obtain a Goldstone boson we can break a bulk gauge symmetry on both the UV

and IR branes, and we should get Goldstone bosons in the A5 component of the

gauge fields corresponding to the the broken generators. This kind of scenario is

known as Gauge Higgs Unification since the Higgs boson is actually part of a

higher-dimensional gauge field [10, 24].

We start with a bulk gauge symmetry G = SO(5) × U(1)X where the SM

SU(2)L is embedded in SO(5) [23]. Notice that SO(5) ⊂ SO(4) ∼ SU(2)L ×

SU(2)R contains a custodial symmetry. Hypercharge is embedded in a linear com-

bination the diagonal of SU(2)R ⊃ SO(5) and U(1)X . G is broken by boundary

conditions to the SM gauge groups SU(2)L×U(1)Y on the UV brane to remove the

extra gauge symmetries in the low energy theory. Finally, G is broken to SO(4)

by boundary conditions on the IR brane. This corresponds to the SO(5) global

symmetry in the CFT being spontaneously broken by confinement.
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There are 4 broken generators T a
C (the generators corresponding to the coset of

SO(5)/SO(4)) which are broken on both branes, so there are 4 Goldstone bosons

Aa
5 which transform as a (2, 2) under SU(2)L×SU(2)R. After electroweak symme-

try breaking 3 are eaten by the W and Z bosons and one remains as the physical

Higgs. The Higgs wave function is set by the A5 profile

Aa
5(x, z) =

√
2

R

z

R′T
a
Ch

a(x). (2.92)

We have chosen the normalization such that the ha’s are canonically normalized

in the 4D effective theory.

There are several relevant scales of the theory. The first is the the KK scale

which is set by zeros of the Bessel function solutions of the KK EOMs and is

approximately

MKK ≃
2

R′ . (2.93)

The KK scale sets the mass gap of the strong dynamics, and the lightest KK modes

should be an order one number times the KK scale in a natural theory. Another

important parameter is the dimensionless gauge coupling

g∗ =
g5√
R
, (2.94)

that sets the interaction strength of KK gauge bosons. The Higgs interactions,

and thus the SM Yukawas, are also proportional to g∗. Then we have the scale of

global symmetry breaking

f =
MKK

g∗
∼ 2

g∗R′ (2.95)

which in the dual theory is the energy scale of the VEV that breaks the global

symmetry SO(5)→ SO(4).

Contributions to the Higgs potential are cutoff at an energy scale

g∗f ≤ 4πf, (2.96)
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which acts as a compositeness scale for the Higgs boson. The inequality comes

from the requirement that the effective theory is perturbative. Notice that the

dimensionless gauge coupling controls the cutoff, and for a perturbative scenario

(g∗ ≤ 4π), the contributions to the Higgs potential are shut off before we lose

perturbative calculability at Λ ∼ 4πf . This is the reason the Higgs potential

is calculable: the potential is not sensitive to contributions above g∗f which we

can not perturbatively calculate. This result can be viewed as a consequence of

collective symmetry breaking in the extra dimension.

How do we get an effective potential for the Higgs? The tree level potential

is vanishing since 5D gauge invariance forbids a potential for A5. However, a

radiative potential is generated since we have explicity broken the SO(5) global

symmetry by gauging a subgroup and from the fact that the zero modes do not

form complete SO(5) representations. In order to determine the potential, we

calculate the bulk EOMs for the gauge fields and fermions in the presence of a

classical A5 background. Their spectrum will depend on the A5 VEV background

and therefore generate a CW potential. However, this calculation is hard! The bulk

fermion EOMs are very complicated with the z-dependent Higgs VEV turned on,

and the VEV couples the EOM of different components of each fermion multiplet.

The trick is to perform a 5D gauge transformation that completely removes A5

from the bulk action [59]:

Ω(z) = eig5
∫ z
R dz′Aa

5T
a (2.97)

where Ω is just the Wilson line from R to z. Notice that Ω(R) = 1, so this is the

identity transformation on the UV brane. This gauge transformation removes A5

from the pure gauge action. Under the gauge transformation, the fermions pick
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up a phase

ψ = Ω(z)ψ̃ (2.98)

which also removes A5 from the bulk fermion EOMs. Working in terms of the

redefined fields ψ̃, the bulk fermion EOMs are simple and decoupled. However,

the initial boundary conditions were given as conditions on ψ. We must now

apply boundary conditions on the rotated fermions Ω(z)ψ̃. Only the IR boundary

conditions are affected since Ω(R) = 1. Therefore A5 still shows up in the IR

boundary conditions for the fermions in the form of the Wilson line.

The 4D Coleman Weinberg potential generated by a KK tower takes the form

V = (−1)F N
2

∑
n

∫
d4p

(2π)4
log
[
p2 +m2

n(h)
]

(2.99)

where n runs over the KK modes, N is the number of DOFs at each level of

the KK tower (3 for a gauge boson, 4 for a Dirac fermion) and mn(h)’s are the

Higgs-dependent masses.

The easiest way to perform this sum is to find a function that encodes the KK

spectrum as simple poles and to enclose the Re(m2) > 0 half of the complex m2-

plane with a contour integral. The integral picks out the residues of the poles and

performs the sum for us at the cost of having to do an integral along the m = ik

axis. After the use of dimensional regularization to compute the d4p integral, the

result can be massaged to the form

(−1)F N

(4π)2

∫ ∞

0

dkk3 log[ρ(−k2)] (2.100)

where ρ(z) is a spectral function which must be holomorphic for Re(z) > 0 and

its zeros encode the KK spectrum by ρ(m2
n) = 0.

The spectral function is obtained by application of the boundary conditions

to the fermion and gauge boson EOM solutions in order to obtain a quantization
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condition onmn(h). After applying the UV boundary conditions, there is a solution

if and only if the coefficient matrixM of the IR boundary conditionsMA = 0 is

non-invertible (A is the vector of undetermined normalization coefficients). Thus

ρ is given by the det(M). One can show that the spectral functions take the form

ρ(−k2) = 1 + F (−k2) sin2

(
λRh

f

)
(2.101)

where the form factor F (−k2) depends on the exact warping and λr is a numerical

factor that depends on the SO(5) representation of the fields contributing to the

A5 potential.

The form factors can be exactly calculated for the AdS5 background. For large

momenta, the form factors are warped down as F ∝ e−4k/mKK . This shows that

MKK = g∗f acts as a momentum cutoff to the Higgs potential since contributions

from energies above this scale will not affect the potential. The potential involves

contributions from gauge bosons and from fermions

Veff = Vgauge + Vfermion. (2.102)

If we take the fermions to be embedded in the fundamental 5 of SO(5), the result

is [59]

Vgauge = α sin2

(
h

f

)
Vfermion = β1 sin

2

(
h

f

)
+ β2 sin

4

(
h

f

)
(2.103)

where α, βi are given by momentum integrals of quantities involving the form

factors F (p2). Constraints on Higgs couplings require that the minimum of the

potential v = ⟨h⟩ satisfies f/v ≳ 3−5 since the angle v/f controls how aligned the

Goldstone mode is aligned with SU(2)L and leads to deviations in Higgs couplings

if it is too large. As we have seen, this introduces a source of fine-tuning of order

v2/f 2.
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2.12 Summary

So far there is no direct evidence for BSM physics, making the lightness of the

Higgs boson ever more puzzling. In the first two chapters, we have reviewed one of

the leading theoretical ideas for new physics that could solve the hierarchy problem

around the few TeV scale: the idea that the Higgs is not actually an elementary

particle, but rather a composite PNGB. We have sketched out how to construct the

major versions of such models and also contrasted their properties, have used the

AdS/CFT correspondence to establish the connection between PNGB Higgs mod-

els and holographic CH models, and also explained in detail partial compositeness,

the modern way of introducing fermion masses into model with strong dynamics

and symmetry breaking. While the experimental bounds on the putative spin-1/2

and spin-1 partners are getting ever stronger, the amount of tuning needed for

these models is still around a few percent, roughly what was initially implied from

the LEP bounds almost 20 years ago.
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CHAPTER 3

VIABLE TWIN COSMOLOGY VIA NEUTRINO MIXING

Twin Higgs (TH) models provide an elegant solution to the hierarchy problem

without introducing new states that are charged under the SM gauge symme-

tries [34]. Instead, a mirror sector with its own SU(3)×SU(2)×U(1) gauge sym-

metry is assumed. The Z2 symmetry relating the SM and mirror sectors protects

the Higgs mass from large radiative corrections, with the twin partners cancelling

the SM quadratic divergences at one loop. Other variations of neutral naturalness

include [60–66]. While this idea is very efficient at hiding new physics from the

LHC and future colliders, it often leads to tension with cosmological observations

due to the appearance of new light relativistic degrees of freedom (DOF), namely

the twin photon and twin neutrinos.

The standard assumption of TH models is that only the Higgs portal connects

the SM and the mirror sectors. This maintains thermal equilibrium between the

two sectors down to temperatures of a few GeV, below which the twin sector de-

couples [67]. At this point the twin and SM sectors have similar energy densities,

and the twin photon and neutrinos contribute significantly to the radiation density

at late times. In particular, the Mirror Twin Higgs (MTH) model—the scenario

where the mirror sector is a full 3-generation copy of the SM—predicts an exceed-

ingly large contribution to the correction of the total radiation density (usually

expressed in terms of ∆Neff , as measured from Big Bang Nucleosynthesis (BBN)

and the Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB)).

Recently, several solutions have been proposed for the cosmological problems of

the Twin Higgs, including the Fraternal Twin Higgs (FTH) [68], hard Z2-breaking

in the Yukawa couplings [69], and SM reheating from a light right-handed neu-
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trino [70]. Further cosmological aspects of Twin Higgs models, including dark

matter, have been studied in [69–77].

In this chapter we propose that the neutrino portal can also naturally be used

to connect the twin and the SM sectors [2]. Mixing between the SM and twin

neutrinos appears in many simple implementations of the twin neutrino sector.

We show that such mixing can lower the decoupling temperature between the

two sectors, potentially delaying decoupling past the scale of the twin QCD phase

transition. When the decoupling of the two sectors happens between the twin

and ordinary QCD phase transition scales, the contribution of the twin sector

to ∆Neff is strongly reduced, since at the time of equilibrium there are fewer

relativistic DOFs in the twin sector compared to the SM. We explore in detail

the dependence of ∆Neff on the decoupling temperature, as well as the relation

between the decoupling temperature and the twin neutrino masses and mixings

with the SM neutrinos. We find that reasonably sized mixing between the two

sectors of order sin θ ∼ 10−3 − 10−5, and twin neutrino masses of O(10) GeV, can

result in a viable cosmological scenario for TH models.

We also show that a composite Twin Higgs (CTH) UV completion [78–82] can

naturally incorporate twin neutrino masses and mixings with the SM neutrinos of

the desired magnitude. By using this CTH framework we demonstrate that the

neutrino sector can also automatically generate the Z2-breaking Higgs mass term

needed to produce the hierarchy between the symmetry breaking scales f and v

for the same parameters that result in a viable cosmology.

This chapter is organized as follows: We first investigate the dependence Neff on

the decoupling temperature of the twin sector. Then we calculate the decoupling

temperature as a function of the twin neutrino masses and their mixings with the
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SM neutrinos, followed by an overview of the possible new experimental signals of

the various TH scenarios. Next we present realistic mass and mixing patterns in

the neutrino sector, followed by an implementation of this sector in the holographic

CTH setup. We close the chapter by a discussion of the Z2-breaking effects in the

Higgs potential. Various appendices contain the details of the RS construction,

the resulting warped mass spectrum, the effect of Majorana masses on the spectral

functions, and finally the details of the full Coleman-Weinberg calculation for the

neutrino sector.

3.1 Dark Radiation in Twin Higgs Models

We begin by describing the contributions to the radiation density of the universe

at late times in various types of Twin Higgs models and compare those to the

experimental bounds. Later we will show how to use mixing in the neutrino sector

to obtain viable scenarios.

The total radiation density of the universe is typically parameterized in terms

of the effective number of neutrino species, Neff , defined as

ρr ≡ ργ

(
1 +

7

8

(
4

11

)4/3

Neff

)
, (3.1)

where ργ is the observed radiation density and NSM
eff = 3.046 is the value predicted

in the SM from standard neutrino decoupling.

For a twin sector identical to the SM, the total energy density of the universe

doubles, leading to ∆Neff ≡ Neff − NSM
eff ≃ 7.4, which is very strongly excluded

by the Planck result of Neff = 3.15 ± 0.23 [83]. Of course, we already know that

the twin sector cannot be identical to the SM sector, since at the very least the

Higgs VEV ratios obey f/v > 1. The simplest solution to avoid the Neff constraint
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would be to raise the mass of all the light twin particles, which would remove the

twin contributions to Neff. This however is not possible: the twin electron (or the

twin tau for the case of the FTH) would not be able to annihilate away and would

overclose the universe.1 Therefore at least one of the twin states must remain light

to allow the annihilation of the twin electrons.

Since there are necessarily contributions to ∆Neff , we need to refine the pre-

diction by taking into account the temperature difference between the two sectors:

the value of Neff will be determined by g′⋆,

Neff = NSM
eff +

4

7
(11/4)4/3 g′⋆ (3.2)

where

g′⋆ =
∑
i

sigi

(
T ′
i

T

)4

(3.3)

is the number of effective degrees of freedom in the twin sector weighted by the

relative temperatures of each component T ′
i compared to the SM, si = 1(7/8)

for a boson (fermion), and the sum runs over the relativistic twin DOFs at late

times. The ratio of the temperature of the dark sector to the SM temperature

can be calculated assuming separate entropy conservation in both sectors after

decoupling [84],

T ′

T
=

(
g⋆s(T )

g′⋆s(T )

g′⋆s(Td)

g⋆s(Td)

)1/3

for T < Td (3.4)

where Td is the temperature at which the Twin and SM sectors decouple. Next we

will consider various possible options for lowering ∆Neff in different realizations of

Twin Higgs models.

The simplest approach to lowering ∆Neff in Twin Higgs models is to raise the

mass of the twin neutrinos above a few GeV, while keeping the rest of the Twin
1In Refs. [76, 77] the twin tau lepton was considered as a viable DM candidate, as it could

efficiently annihilate to the twin neutrino. However, this annihilation channel is not available if
the twin neutrino is heaver than the tau.
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Figure 3.1: Contribution to ∆Neff with heavy twin neutrinos (mν̃ = 10 GeV) and
massless twin photon, when varying Λ′/Λ. Each band corresponds to varying f/v
from 3 (top of band) to 7 (bottom of band). The smallest contribution is obtained
when the two sectors decouple between their QCD phase transitions. The dashed
bounded regions correspond to one and two generation Twin Higgs models. The
dotted lines correspond to the MTH cases where the twin electron, or twin electron
and muon are heavy. The Planck constraint of Neff = 3.15±0.23 [83] is also shown.

spectrum fixed at f/v times heavier than their SM counterpart. This will remove

the twin neutrino’s contributions to g′⋆(Td) and to g′⋆(T ), resulting in a smaller

∆Neff, where the additional energy density at late times arises entirely from the

twin photon. This can be naturally achieved by lowering the twin seesaw scale,

but comes at a price of an additional source for Z2 breaking. In a later section, we

show that this could potentially also be the source of the Z2 breaking in the Higgs

potential generating f/v ∼ a few.

The resulting predictions for ∆Neff depend significantly on the value of the

decoupling temperature, Td. This a consequence of the large change in the number

of degrees of freedom during the twin (and ordinary) QCD phase transition (PT).

If decoupling happens between the two PTs, then ∆Neff will be strongly reduced.

The twin QCD PT strongly reduces the degrees of freedom within the twin sector,

while dumping its entropy into both sectors as they are still in equilibrium. Then,
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if by the time the SM QCD PT occurs, the two sectors have thermally decoupled,

the entropy of the SM QCD PT will be transferred only to the SM bath, raising

the SM temperature relative to the twin temperature. This suppression will be

reflected in the final value of ∆Neff measured at late times.

In Fig. 3.1 we show the predictions for∆Neff for the MTHmodel with a massless

twin photon, and with the masses of the three twin neutrinos raised to mν̃ = 10

GeV, as a function of the decoupling temperature Td. Here f/v has been varied

from 3 to 7, and the ratio of twin to SM QCD phase transition temperatures,

Λ′/Λ, between 2 and 10 (where Λ′/Λ = 5 is obtained in MTH with an O(10%)

splitting of the SU(3) gauge couplings [73]). The minimum contribution to ∆Neff

depends significantly on f/v for any decoupling temperature, as it determines

whether or not the light twin states—namely the twin pions, muons and electrons—

are relativistic at the time of decoupling. There is no strong dependence of the

minimum contribution to ∆Neff on Λ′/Λ; however, for Λ′/Λ ∼ 1, the value of Td

required to avoid the constraint has to lie in a narrow range between the two QCD

PT scales.

We learn that without introducing an additional source of Z2 breaking in the

twin Yukawa couplings, MTH is in tension with the Planck constraint on ∆Neff . In

order to satisfy the 2σ bounds of ∆Neff = 0.61, f/v ≳ 20 is required, which would

imply reintroducing tuning into the Higgs potential. If however, the twin electron

and/or muon is lifted, the bound can be evaded for appropriate Td. Additionally, we

show Neff for Twin Higgs models with one or two generations. The one generation

model can be thought of as a FTHmodel with gauged hypercharge. Stage 3/4 CMB

experiments should be able to highly constrain Twin Higgs models with a single

light state, either a twin photon or neutrino, independent of Td, f/v, and Λ′/Λ,
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since such scenarios contribute a minimum ∆Neff ≳ 0.088 or 0.065, respectively.

3.2 Thermal Decoupling from Neutrino Mixing

In this section, we explore the consequences of mixing between SM and twin neu-

trinos on the cosmology of Twin Higgs models. We show that for sufficiently large

mixing angles, the neutrino-twin neutrino scattering processes in Fig. 3.2 may be

the last to efficiently transfer energy between the sectors, thereby lowering the

decoupling temperature and potentially reducing the contribution to Neff .

Twin neutrino mixing induces interactions, mediated by SM EW gauge bosons,

between the twin neutrinos and the SM leptons:

Lint(ν,ν̃) =
g√
2
ℓ̄γµPL(cθν + sθν̃)W

+
µ + h.c.

+
g

2cw
(cθν̄ + sθ ¯̃ν)γ

µPL(cθν + sθν̃)Zµ , (3.5)

where cθ = cos θ, sθ = sin θ, and θ is the neutrino mixing angle. Throughout this

section we will assume that only one twin neutrino mixes with a SM neutrino, while

the results are easily generalized to more complicated mixing. Energy transfer

between the two sectors is most efficient when scattering between sectors involves

relativistic, and therefore abundant, particles. Thus for this discussion we will only

need to consider the pions, light charged leptons, photons, and neutrinos in each

sector.

In order to estimate the decoupling temperature, we follow [85] and calculate
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Figure 3.2: Diagrams (in the interaction basis) responsible for thermalizing the SM
and twin sector. Mass insertions correspond to an insertion of a mixing between a
SM and twin neutrino.

the fractional energy transfer rate

ΓE(T ) =


ninj⟨σv∆E⟩ij→kℓ

ρ
2 to 2 scattering

nimiΓi→jk

ρ
decays and inverse decays

(3.6)

where ni(n
′
i) and ρi(ρ′i) are the equilibrium number density and energy density dis-

tributions of the particles involved, and ρ is the average density of all the particles

involved. The thermally averaged energy transfer rate is

ninj⟨σv∆Ei⟩ij→kℓ ≡
∫
dΠidΠjdΠkdΠℓ(2π)

4δ4(p)

×fifj(1± fk)(1± fℓ)|M |2∆Ei , (3.7)

where dΠi ≡ gid
3pi

(2π)32Ei
is the Lorentz invariant phase-space volume. The matrix

elements are to be averaged over initial and final degrees of freedom. To find

the decoupling temperature, the thermally averaged rates need to be calculated.

This involves numerically integrating the high dimensional phase-space integrals

in Eq. (3.7). When performing the integrals numerically, we follow the techniques

given in Appendix A of [85].

Thermal decoupling occurs when the energy transfer rate is no longer fast

compared to the expansion,

ΓE(Td) ≃ H(Td), (3.8)
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Figure 3.3: Contours of the cosmologically preferred region 0.3 GeV < Td < 1 GeV
as a function of the twin neutrino mass and mixing, as well as current and projected
bounds on sterile neutrinos. The shaded purple region shows the 95% C.L. limits
from DELPHI on sterile neutrinos produced from Z-decays at LEP [86]. We also
show projected reaches from displaced searches (see next section) as dashed curves.
Projections for SHiP [87] (green), DUNE [88] (yellow), and FCC-ee [89,90] (red)
are taken from [91]. The LHC reach at

√
s = 13 TeV with 300 fb−1, with searches

for lepton jets (blue) and trileptons (brown) are also shown [92]. The exclusion
region and projection curves are only valid if the twin-neutrino cannot decay into
light twin particles, for instance, in the FTH (1 generation) scenario.

at which point the energy transfer process begins losing to the expansion of the

universe and freezes out. We have explicitly solved the full Boltzmann equations

and verified that Eq. (3.8) well-approximates the correct decoupling temperature.

The two most significant energy-transfer processes for mixing angles sθ ≲ 10−3

are the semi-annihilations ν̃ν ↔ νν and decays and inverse decays ν̃ ↔ νff̄ where

f is a light SM fermion. One may expect that twin pion decays and scattering

may also be significant, as they are also only suppressed by one mixing insertion.

However, these occur via off-shell twin weak bosons and are suppressed by (v/f)4

relative to the twin neutrino processes mediated by SM EW bosons.

The energy transfer rate from decays and inverse decays is

Γν̃↔νff̄ =
α2s2θm

5
ν̃

48πc4ws
4
wm

4
Z

. (3.9)
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A fairly good analytic solution for Td in Eq. (3.8) can be obtained if decoupling

happens when some of the particles involved are non-relativistic, and the phase-

space integrals can be performed analytically. In the limit that T ≪ mν̃ , we find

for the semi-annihilation process,

⟨σvEν̃⟩ν̃ν→νν =
πα2s2θm

3
ν̃

2c4ws
4
wm

4
Z

. (3.10)

Using Eqs. (3.9) and (3.10) in Eqs. (3.7) and (3.8), we find that the process ν̃ν ↔ νν

thermally decouples at

mν̃

Td
≃ 13.4 + log

( sθ
10−3

)2 ( mν̃

10 GeV

)3 (g⋆s
69

) 1
2

(
mν̃/Td
13.4

) 3
2

(3.11)

and ν̃ ↔ νff̄ decouples at

mν̃

Td
≃ 17.6 + log

( sθ
10−3

)2 ( mν̃

10 GeV

)3 (g⋆s
69

) 1
2

(
mν̃/Td
17.6

) 9
2

. (3.12)

Thus for most of the parameter space, decays and inverse decays decouple later

than the semi-annihilation. Ideally, thermal decoupling happens before the QCD

phase transition, but below the scales of µ′, π′ and Λ′, around 0.3 ≲ Td ≲ 1 GeV.

In Fig. 3.3 we show the contours of this region as a function of mν̃ and sin θ,

using the full numerical phase space integrals. As expected, decays and inverse

decays provide the last scattering, except for small twin neutrino masses mν̃ ≲

5 GeV, where the width becomes suppressed. In this case semi-annihilations are

the last process to decouple, but the twins neutrinos will still be semi-relativistic at

decoupling, which slightly reheats the twin sector relative to the SM and enhances

∆Neff. Optimal values of decoupling occur for mν̃ ∼ 10 GeV and sin θ ∼ 10−4 −

10−3.
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3.3 Signatures and Constraints

The first signal of the Twin Higgs sector may come from a measurement of Neff at

late times. As evident from Fig. 3.1 the full MTH model is already in tension with

data from Planck, while the two-generation model will be probed soon by Stage 3

CMB experiments. The single generation FTH model, with a massless twin photon

or twin neutrino, may not be probed until future Stage 4 CMB experiments.

In addition to the CMB measurements of Neff , we should look for other oppor-

tunities to discover the Twin Higgs. The most well-explored direction is to exploit

the Higgs portal connecting the SM and twin sectors, leading to displaced Higgs

decays for the FTH [3,68,93–97]. We can also look for the exotic states present at

the scale of the composite and supersymmetric UV completions [98–101].

As we have argued that a sizable mixing between the twin and standard neu-

trino sectors could be present, we should also be able to probe the twin sector

via the neutrino portal. The twin neutrinos can be produced in decays of the

Z-boson and heavy mesons at high and low energy machines. However, if there

are twin particles lighter than the twin neutrinos, the neutrinos will preferentially

decay into twin particles which will ultimately be invisible to detection, leading to

missing energy signals. If no twin particles are kinematically accessible to the twin

neutrino, e.g. as in a one generation twin model, the twin neutrino will decay back

into the visible sector, providing another possible window for detection of TH.

The decay width corresponding to the range of masses and mixing angles which

minimize Neff for a one-generation twin model with massless twin photon corre-
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spond to macroscopic lifetimes for the twin neutrinos,2

τν̃ = 0.38 mm
(
10−3

sθ

)2(
10GeV
mν̃

)5

. (3.13)

This allows the twin neutrinos to be probed at the LHC via displaced vertex

searches [92] and the proposed MATHUSLA detector [102]; and at fixed target

and beam dump experiments such as DUNE [88] and SHiP [87]. Future high

energy e+e− machines may also probe this parameter space [89,90]. The projected

reach of these experiments are depicted in Fig. 3.3 alongside the cosmologically

preferred region.

3.4 Neutrino Masses and Mixing

The low energy mass-matrix involving the SM neutrinos νR, νL and the twin neutri-

nos ν̃R, ν̃L, is in general an arbitrary 4x4 matrix (where for simplicity we suppress

flavor in this and later sections). The form of this mass matrix can be quite compli-

cated in general. In what follows, we draw motivation from the Randall-Sundrum

(RS) setup that will be described below and consider two simple benchmark sce-

narios for neutrino masses and mixings. We find that only the second scenario can

lead to large enough mixing for the neutrino-interactions to thermalize the two

sectors (sin θ > 10−5), as we will be shown below.

Two Seesaws: The simplest case to consider is the setup where the only source

of Z2 breaking and lepton number violation are the different seesaw scales. In the

RS setup this corresponds to the case when the only source of Z2 breaking and

lepton number violation are the right-handed neutrino masses localized on the UV
2In the minimal FTH, if the twin neutrino is heavy, it must decay—via its mixing with the

SM neutrino—before BBN, also motivating macroscopic lifetimes.
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brane. The effective neutrino mass and mixing terms are then

L =
1

2
MνRνR +

1

2
M̃ν̃Rν̃R +MDνRν̃R

+mDνRνL + m̃Dν̃Rν̃L + h.c. (3.14)

Assuming MD ≪M, M̃ , the light SM neutrinos and twin neutrinos have a typical

see-saw mass set by the scales

mν ≃
m2

D

M
, mν̃ ≃

m̃2
D

M̃
, (3.15)

respectively. Mixing between the twin and SM neutrinos is induced via the UV

brane Dirac mass MD leading to a mixing angle

sin θ ≃ MD√
MM̃

√
mν

mν̃

, (3.16)

where mν and mν̃ are the light SM and twin neutrino masses. This mixing will be

bounded by sin θ ≪ 10−6 due to the small neutrino mass ratio, and will generally

not be large enough to thermalize the two sectors when the twin neutrino becomes

non-relativistic.

SM seesaw, Dirac twin neutrinos: Another interesting limit is the case

when only the SM neutrinos are see-sawed, while the twin neutrinos are pseudo-

Dirac. In the 5D setup this corresponds to the situation when the singlet twin

neutrino is strongly IR-localized and thus cannot feel the UV-localized Majorana

masses, while L− L̃ is broken only on the UV brane. The effective neutrino masses

and mixings are

L =
1

2
MνRνR +mDνRνL + m̃Dν̃Rν̃L +mν̃LνL + h.c. (3.17)

Integrating out νR in this limit,

Leff = −m
2
D

2M
νL

2 + (mνL + m̃Dν̃R)ν̃L + h.c. (3.18)
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and ν̃L and the linear combination mνL + m̃Dν̃R then form a pseudo Dirac pair

with mass ∼ m̃D for m̃D ≫ m, and the SM neutrino acquires a Majorana mass

m2
D/2M . The mixing angle in this case is

sin θ ≃ m2

2m̃2
D

. (3.19)

Compared the previous two see-saw scenario, this mixing is not limited by the

neutrino mass ratio and can be quite large.

3.5 Twin Neutrinos in a Warped UV Completion

We have shown in the previous sections that the neutrino sector of Twin Higgs

models can have a significant effect on its cosmology. Here we explore the most well-

known UV completion of Twin Higgs models based on a warped extra dimension

known as the “holographic composite Twin Higgs” (CTH) [78]. This setup can

address both the structure of the twin neutrino masses and mixings, as well as the

effect of the Z2 breaking necessarily present in the neutrino sector on the Higgs

potential.

3.5.1 The Setup of the Holographic CTH

The holographic composite Twin Higgs model is based on a 5D RS [9, 103] setup

with an AdS5 background metric ds2 = (R/z)2(dx2 − dz2), where R is the AdS

curvature, the UV brane is at z = R and the IR brane at z = R′. The SO(8)

global symmetry required for the Twin Higgs mechanism is incorporated as a bulk

gauge symmetry (along with QCD and twin QCD, which play no role in the lep-

ton sector). On the UV brane, boundary conditions for the gauge fields break the
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Figure 3.4: An illustration of the structure of the neutrino sector in the warped
UV completion.

bulk gauge symmetry down to the gauge symmetries of the Twin Higgs: SO(8)→

SU(2)L× SU(2)mL× U(1)Y× U(1)mY . This breaking pattern ensures the correct light

gauge boson spectrum3. On the IR brane, SO(8) is broken down to SO(7). The

gauge generators broken on both branes correspond to broken global symmetries

and result in seven Goldstone bosons arising from the A5 component of the cor-

responding gauge fields. Six of the seven Goldstones are eaten by SM and twin

gaugeW and Z bosons, and one remains as the physical pseudo-Nambu-Goldstone

boson Higgs.

We additionally gauge (B−L)−(B̃−L̃) in the bulk. This extra gauge symmetry

ensures that L− L̃ lepton number is a good symmetry in the bulk and on the IR

brane (the CFT interpretation of this statement is that the CFT itself preserves

this combination of lepton and twin lepton number). To make sure this does not
3Although we do not do so, one could eliminate the twin photon from the spectrum by breaking

the mirror hypercharge U(1)mY on the UV brane.
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result in new light degrees of freedom, the symmetry is broken on the UV brane.

The UV brane is the only source of L− L̃ violation; thus all Majorana masses arise

from UV-localized operators. An illustration of the structure of the warped UV

completion can be seen in Fig. 3.4.

The two relevant mass scales of the 5D model are R′ and f . The UV-brane

location, R′, sets the KK scale (MKK ≈ 2/R′), while f is the global symmetry

breaking scale for SO(8)→SO(7):

f =
2

g∗R′ . (3.20)

Here g∗ is the the dimensionless 5D SO(8) gauge coupling (g∗ = g5R
−1/2) which

parametrizes the interaction strength of the KK modes and sets the ratioMKK/f .4

3.5.2 The Neutrino Sector of the Holographic CTH

The SM and twin SU(2)L doublet leptons are embedded in two separate vectors 8

of SO(8)⊃SO(4)×SO(4)m ⊃SU(2)L×SU(2)R×SU(2)mL×SU(2)mR as

Ψ8 =
1√
2



eL + . . .

ieL + . . .

νL + . . .

iνL + . . .

...


, Ψm

8 =
1√
2



...

ẽL + . . .

iẽL + . . .

ν̃L + . . .

iν̃L + . . .


(3.21)

and the right handed neutrinos are introduced as SO(8) singlet fermions

Ψ1 = νR, Ψ
m
1 = ν̃R. (3.22)

4This g∗ should not be confused with the number of relativistic degrees of freedom g⋆. The
strong coupling limit g∗ ∼ 4π reduces the tension with flavor constraints in the quark sector [79]
and also creates separation between MKK and f . At the same time this limit does not increase
the Higgs potential tuning because the dominant quantum corrections to the Higgs mass are cut
off by the twin top at a scale ∼ f .
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Here and throughout we neglect flavor indices. One can understand the discussion

below as pertaining to one twin neutrino generation, while generalizing to multiple

generations is straightforward.

The symmetry breaking patterns on the branes, along with the L−L̃ symmetry,

will determine which low-energy mass terms exist for the would-be zero modes.

Since UV-localized mass terms are the only source of L− L̃ breaking, the effective

zero-mode low-energy Lagrangian, after integrating out the KK modes, is

L =
1

2
MνRνR +

1

2
M̃ν̃Rν̃R +MDνRν̃R

+mDνRνL + m̃Dν̃Rν̃L +mν̃LνL + h.c. (3.23)

Depending on the size of the mass-terms in Eq. (3.23), this matches onto either

Eq. (3.14) or Eq. (3.17). In the limit where mixing terms between the SM and

twin sectors are negligible (MD, m→ 0), and assuming all neutrino fields are UV-

localized, the Majorana mass terms arising from the UV brane (M , M̃) will be

large, and we arrive at the two seesaws of Eq. (3.15). We note, however, that this

situation is tuned: MD is naturally the same size as M and M̃ .5 If instead, the

right-handed twin neutrino is very IR-localized, with all other neutrino fields kept

UV-localized, M̃ and MD are exponentially suppressed by R/R′ (see Eq. (A.4)),

and we match onto Eq. (3.17).

3.5.3 Z2-breaking Effects on the Higgs Potential

Finally, we explore the consequences of breaking the Twin Higgs Z2 symmetry in

the neutrino sector by a large difference between the SM and twin seesaw mass
5The m term can be forbidden naturally by gauging B−L and B̃− L̃ separately in the bulk.
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scales. The Z2 breaking in the neutrino sector reintroduces quadratic sensitivity

to the cutoff scale into the Higgs mass term from one-loop diagrams involving

the would-be zero mode neutrinos and KK modes. Without the warped UV com-

pletion, one might naively expect the contributions from the Z2 breaking in the

neutrino sector to be large—the right-handed neutrino mass provides a large scale

which could potentially feed into the Higgs potential. However, in the RS UV

completion, the Z2 breaking reintroduces quadratic sensitivity to MKK but not to

the seesaw scales themselves.

If the Z2 symmetry is badly broken in the low-lying KK modes, one naively

expects the contribution to the Higgs potential to be

δm2
h ∼

y2g2∗
4π2

M2
KK , (3.24)

where y is an order one factor arising from the overlap of the KK modes and

Higgs. However, this overestimates the corrections to the Higgs mass since it does

not take into account the collective effect of all the KK modes—at large momenta,

where the KK modes become important, the exponential suppression becomes

important. Therefore, we must calculate the Higgs potential in the 5D theory,

taking into account all of the KK modes.

We present the detailed calculation the of one-loop contributions to the Higgs

potential in the Appendix. Since the full formulae for the corrections to the po-

tential in terms of the RS parameters are lengthy and not very illuminating, we

present here the approximate expression instead: We will be interested in the case

where the twin right-handed neutrino is strongly IR localized and left-handed neu-

trino is UV localized, as this is the case that can generate large mixing between

the SM and twin neutrinos. In the limit that cm1 ≫ −0.5, the contribution to the
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Higgs mass is dominated by the twin sector and given approximately by

δm2
h ≃

g2∗
4π2

M2
KK

(2cm8 − 1)

4

(
R

R′

)2cm8 −1
[(

128

3e4

)
×

I 1
2
−cm8

(x1)

(
I 1

2
+cm8

(x1) +
I 1

2
+cm1

(x1)I 1
2
−cm8

(x1)

|mν |2I 1
2
−cm1

(x1)

)]−1

(3.25)

where x1 =MKKR
′ and the numerical value of the term in [. . .]−1 is O(0.1). This

formula was obtained by approximating the form factors in Eq. (A.15) by their

high energy behavior, e−4p/MKK . The analogous formula with cm8 (c
m
1 ) → c8(c1)

also holds for the subdominant SM contribution. Compared to the naive estimate,

there is a warping down by a factor of (2cm8 − 1) /4 (R/R′)2c
m
8 −1. This is the same

suppression factor that appears in the size of the mixing angle, sin θ in Eq. (A.5),

and twin-neutrino mass, m̃D in Eq. (A.4) when the twin neutrino is strongly IR

localized. The numerical value of the contribution to the Higgs mass for a twin

neutrino with mass mν̃ = 10 GeV and mixing sin θ = 10−4 is small for most

parameters. However Eq. (3.25) is an approximate expression and breaks down

for cm8 very close to 1/2, i.e., where the twin neutrino becomes heavy. There are

points in parameter space where a single twin neutrino can have sizable mixing,

and the KK modes contribute significantly to the Z2-breaking Higgs mass term.

In addition, the different generations of twin neutrinos are not necessarily ex-

pected to be degenerate, and a heavy twin neutrino can give a large contribution

to δm2
h if mν̃ ∼ 200 GeV. For the case of a heavy twin-neutrino, the contribution to

δm2
h can be well approximated by the would-be zero mode alone. Calculating the

standard one-loop contribution to the Higgs potential from the Yukawa coupling
mν̃

f
hν̃Lν̃R, we find

δm2
h ≃

1

4π2

(
mν̃

f

)2

M2
KK (3.26)

≃ (260 GeV)2
( mν̃

200 GeV

)2( M2
KK

10 TeV

)2(
5

f/v

)2

.
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CHAPTER 4

SEARCHING FOR DISPLACED HIGGS DECAYS

Run I of the LHC has severely constrained the parameter space for colored

top partners that appear in traditional models which solve the hierarchy problem

between the weak and Planck scales (theories such as supersymmetry or composite

Higgs models). This has lead both theoretical and experimental studies to consider

models that explain the hierarchy without additional light colored or SM-charged

states. These are often referred to as models of “uncolored” or “neutral” natu-

ralness, respectively. The foremost example is the Twin Higgs [34, 64, 67], which

provides a natural explanation by positing the existence of a dark sector containing

colorless twin top partners, which partially cancel the quadratic divergence of the

corrections to the Higgs mass. Other models of “uncolored naturalness” include

folded supersymmetry and quirky little Higgs [36, 37] where the top partners are

color neutral but carry electroweak charge, while more general twin Higgs models

go under the name of Orbifold Higgs [35, 62]).

Twin Higgs models, as well as other models featuring neutral naturalness, gener-

ically predict the Higgs boson to decay to non-standard final state particles due to

mixing between the ordinary and the twin Higgs. These particles may then either

decay back to SM particles or leave the detector as missing energy. Such mixing is

an essential ingredient for solving the hierarchy problem, which also results in cor-

rections to the branching fractions of the already observed final states. However,

the couplings of the twin states to the ordinary Higgs boson are expected to be

quite small, making it difficult to test the presence of the twin sector by looking

for deviations from Standard Model (SM) predicted rates [104–106]. Thus, direct

searches for Higgs decays leave this class of models largely unconstrained.
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However, in many cases the twin matter from the Higgs decays traverses a

macroscopic distance before it decays back to SM matter, resulting in displaced

Higgs decays [68,93–97]. The prediction of displaced vertices (DV) in these theories

gives hope that such models may be discovered or constrained by searches in Run

II of the LHC. The striking signature of displaced decays combined with negligible

SM background allowed Run I LHC searches to place strong constraints on many

beyond the SM signals which contain long-lived particles [107–110]. Searches have

been performed by ATLAS and CMS for decays in the tracker, calorimeter, and

muon spectrometer. However, the benchmark models for the tracker searches have

typically involved the production of heavy particles with m ≳ 200 GeV, possibly

decaying to lighter particles with m ≳ 50 GeV. Large pT trigger thresholds and

vertex requirements make these searches very inefficient for a 125 GeV Higgs bo-

son decaying to hidden sector particles with masses ≲ 60 GeV. As a result, exotic

displaced decays of the Higgs boson within the ATLAS or CMS inner detector are

weakly constrained, especially for the case of light intermediate particles. Further-

more, existing searches for decays in the calorimeter or muon spectrometer, which

are sensitive to long-lived light particles, only constrain signals which produce at

least two displaced decays per event, a feature which is not generic to these mod-

els. Depending on the details of the hidden sector, the signal may prefer only one

metastable particle per event.

For Run II, displaced decays will continue to be an important signature for

discovery of new physics. The aim of this chapter is to present bounds for dis-

placed Higgs decays by recasting existing tracker searches from Run I, and more

importantly, to present projected sensitivity for Run II with
√
s = 13 TeV and

propose new search strategies which are sensitive to the characteristics of these

models.
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Figure 4.1: The Higgs boson, once produced, decays to two long-lived invisible
scalars, πv, which then decay back to visible particles via an off-shell Higgs.

Dedicated displaced triggers for Run II are efficient for detecting events with

displaced Higgs decays for lifetimes ranging from 1 cm to 1 m, while lepton trig-

gers or vector boson fusion (VBF) triggers, which do not require displaced tracks,

can be sensitive to shorter lifetimes. We project bounds both by using existing

search techniques and by proposing new tracker search strategies using displaced

jets together with jet substructure as a general method for detecting decays from

light, long-lived particles. In this chapter, we show Run II inner detector searches

can probe such signatures down to sub-percent Higgs branching ratios with an

integrated luminosity of 20 fb−1.

4.1 Models and their Signals

The phenomenology of Twin Higgs-type models is of the hidden valley type [93,

94, 96, 111], where twin particles communicate with the SM only via a Higgs por-

tal, i.e. a mixing between the SM Higgs and its twin partner. This mixing can

allow for production of twin particles following Higgs production at the LHC. If

these particles are metastable on detector scales, they may traverse a macroscopic

distance and decay back to SM particles within the detector, appearing as either
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a DV or as a decay in the hadronic calorimeter or muon spectrometer. The pro-

totypical model we have in mind is that of the “fraternal twin Higgs” [112] where

the twin QCD has no light quark generations, only a twin 3rd generation, result-

ing in metastable twin glueballs and twin bottomonia. Other models of neutral

naturalness with top partners charged under the electroweak group will necessar-

ily have similar phenomenology: the twin glueballs must be the lightest states of

the hidden sector, in order to avoid direct constraints from LEP, resulting in the

phenomenology considered here. Typically, the mass of the intermediate scalars

in the Higgs decays (corresponding to the twin glueballs or twin bottomonia) are

expected to be in the 10− 60 GeV range [97], depending on the details of the twin

confining sector.

While the Twin Higgs is our motivation, we focus on a simplified signal of the

SM Higgs boson decaying to a degenerate pair of hidden scalars, πv, which travel a

finite distance before decaying to SM particles (see Fig. 4.1). We assume that the

decay occurs via mixing with the Higgs. Therefore, the couplings of the scalars,

πv, to SM particles are proportional to the Higgs’ couplings. The dominant final

states are bb̄, τ+τ− and cc̄, with the ratios 85:8:5 for mπv ≳ 20 GeV.

We also present results for the scenario where the Higgs boson decays to a pair

of degenerate hidden scalars, one of which is stable and escapes the detector. This

signal could be realized if the branching ratio of the twin gluon to the metastable

0++ glueball is very small, in which case most twin glueballs produced will be

stable since they do not have the have the right quantum numbers to mix with the

SM Higgs.
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4.2 Bounds from Run I

Several searches for displaced decays within the ATLAS and CMS detectors have

been performed on Run I data. In particular, two searches at
√
s = 8 TeV with

the ATLAS detector have been interpreted for signals of the type studied here.

The first of these is an ATLAS search [108] for two DVs either within the tracker

or the muon spectrometer. This search is mostly sensitive to lifetimes of O(1m).

The reason for this is that the trigger efficiencies are enhanced for DVs occurring in

the muon spectrometer, while the trigger thresholds and strict vertex requirements

applied for decays within the tracker are rarely satisfied by this signal. The second

ATLAS search [109] looks for low electromagnetic fraction jets indicative of decays

within the hadronic calorimeter or at the edge of the electromagnetic calorimeter.

This search is sensitive to similar lifetimes, but is not as powerful as the former

search in constraining the branching ratio for all except the lightest intermediate

scalar masses. This is due to a weaker trigger efficiency. These ATLAS exclusion

curves are reproduced in Fig. 4.2.

The CMS search for displaced dijets [110] and ATLAS multitrack DV

searches [107] look for decays within the tracker and constrain lifetimes ranging

from 1 mm to 1 m. We have fully recast these searches and interpreted the results

in terms of displaced Higgs decays. We simulate the three largest production modes

for the Higgs: gluon-gluon fusion (ggF), vector boson fusion (VBF), and vector

associated production (VH). Hard processes are simulated in Madgraph 5 [113]

followed by hadronization and parton showering using Pythia 8 [114]. We use

Delphes 3 [115] for the detector simulation with default efficiencies for the ATLAS

and CMS detectors, excluding tracking efficiency. FastJet [116] is used to cluster

jets and apply jet substructure algorithms. Additional details of the simulations
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can be found in [4].

For the ATLAS multitrack DV searches, we find that the trigger thresholds

for leptons, jets, and MET are too strong for this search to be sensitive to a 125

GeV Higgs, including all Higgs production modes, and thus no further bound is

established. The dilepton DV search performed in this study is efficient for the

πv → µ+µ− decays but gives no bound due to the small expected branching ratio

of this decay mode. However, the CMS displaced dijet search, while having low

efficiencies, does have some sensitivity to displaced Higgs decays for the heavier

range of the intermediate πv masses, for branching fractions as low as 5 percent

in the 1 mm - 1 m proper lifetime regime. The reason for the somewhat increased

sensitivity is that the CMS study takes advantage of a dedicated displaced trigger

which allows for lower jet pT trigger thresholds by requiring two jets with pT > 60

GeV to have displaced tracks with transverse impact parameter (IP) larger than 0.5

mm. The trigger is seeded by the level one requirement of scalar transverse energy,

HT > 300 GeV. However, this large HT requirement of the trigger preferentially

selects events containing a boosted Higgs or large initial state radiation (ISR),

which also results in boosted πv’s, merging their decay products into a single jet.

For these reasons, this search, which requires two jets associated to a DV, is not

very efficient for the signal we consider. Furthermore, the vertex requirement,

mDV > 4 GeV, and the background discriminant which prefers a large DV track

multiplicity, decrease the efficiency for signals with light πv. Nevertheless, we

still find that the search places bounds on signals with mπv ≳ 40 GeV for lifetimes

complementary to those obtained from the ATLAS searches. Our resulting bounds

on the Higgs branching fractions as a function of the πv lifetime obtained from our

recast of the CMS dijet search (together with the previous ATLAS bounds) are

presented in Fig. 4.2. We find limits for heavy πv and shorter lifetimes, ranging
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Figure 4.2: 95% CL exclusion curves for Run I of the LHC. The ATLAS constraints
are reproduced from the searches for long lived particles decaying in the muon
spectrometer [108] (solid) and the hadronic calorimeter [109] (dotted). The CMS
recast exlcusion curves are derived from the search displaced dijet in the inner
tracker [110] (dashed).

from 1 − 1000 mm, that are somewhat weaker than the corresponding ATLAS

bounds for longer lifetimes, while signals withmπv ≲ 40 GeV remain unconstrained

for lifetimes below 100 mm. We emphasize that these constraints do not apply for

signals which only produce a single DV per event. For the case where one of the

hidden particles is stable, the CMS dijet search does not have sensitivity since the

events fail to pass the large HT requirement.

4.3 Search Strategies and Projected Sensitivity for Run II

In this section we propose new search strategies for detecting displaced Higgs de-

cays within the ATLAS or CMS inner detector, noting that lifetimes corresponding

to the decay lengths considered here are mostly unconstrained. For longer decay

lengths, a search for decays in the muon spectrometer would be more sensitive

and the strategies considered here could be slightly altered and applied in order to

achieve sensitivity to events with a single displaced decay.

There are major difficulties in detecting the signal under consideration due to
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the relatively light mass of the Higgs boson and of the hidden sector particles.

To make matters worse, the dominant production mechanisms (ggF followed by

VBF) tend to produce the Higgs boson close to rest. Therefore, a search with

sensitivity to such a signal must either use a trigger with low pT requirements,

possibly by taking advantage of a dedicated displaced trigger, or be restricted to

boosted Higgs kinematics and pay the price of a relatively small production rate.

Furthermore, DV searches, looking for single decays in the tracker, typically impose

strict vertex requirements designed to cut out background events. However, signals

with light intermediate particles often do not pass these requirements and cannot

be detected by a generic DV search. For these reasons, model-specific searches are

required in order to detect such signals. Specifically, a successful search strategy

should be designed with weak vertex requirements in order to enhance the number

of expected signal events while retaining as low background as possible by imposing

other event selection criteria.

An important point regarding the expected LHC phenomenology of Twin Higgs

models is that the πv particles decay to the SM via a Higgs portal with final

states which are expected to often be bb̄. This has a few important consequences.

First, one can search for decay products of the bb̄ in conjunction with a DV, for

example a muon or a dijet. It has been shown that requiring a muon within a

cone of a displaced jet significantly reduces the displaced jet background [117,

118]. Requiring a displaced dijet associated to a DV was used as a background

discriminant in the CMS displaced dijet search [110]. Furthermore, depending on

mπv , the displaced dijet can become merged into a single jet with many displaced

tracks, resulting in an “emerging jet” signature [119]. The merged jets typically

exhibit a 2-prong substructure which can be used to reconstruct the displaced dijet,

thus extending the displaced dijet search strategy to scenarios with light hidden
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sector particles. Some percent of events may contain two displaced vertices. This

has been taken advantage of in searches performed by ATLAS [108, 109]. These

signatures, together with a requirement of reconstructing the original Higgs mass

and/or the πv masses in the displaced jets of the event, could be used to remove

background events. In what follows, we present the details of the search strategies

considered in this work.

4.3.1 Triggers

For Run I, triggers were a major limitation on placing constraints on O(cm) life-

times. This situation may significantly improve for Run II due to the possible

implementation of improved dedicated displaced triggers. These allow for lower pT

thresholds, giving better sensitivity to Higgs events with displaced decays. Trig-

gers based on the production process of the Higgs, either VBF or VH, do not

strongly depend on the lifetime of the πv particles and may be useful for probing

all lifetimes, in particular short lifetimes not picked up by displaced triggers. The

five triggers which have been considered in this study are detailed in Table 4.1.

CMS has several displaced triggers implemented for Run II, including a ded-

icated displaced trigger with thresholds designed to pick up Higgs events with

displaced jets, which we will refer to as the “displaced jet” trigger. This trigger

requires a VBF signature, along with a displaced jet containing tracks with IP >

2 mm.

The full trigger requirements for this “displaced jet” trigger are detailed in Ta-

ble 4.1. The trigger is efficient for all production processes of the Higgs, provided

cτπv ≳ 2 mm. For short lifetimes, this trigger’s efficiency drops since the displace-
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Trigger Trigger Requirement
Displaced jet 1 HT > 175 GeV or three jets

with p
j1,2,3
T > (92, 76, 64) GeV,

|ηj1,2,3| < (5.2, 5.2, 2.6) with |ηj1|
or |ηj2| < 2.6, and two jets satis-
fying mjj > 500 GeV and ∆η >
3.0. A displaced jet satisfying pT
> 40 GeV, at most 1 prompt track
(2D IP < 2.0 mm), and at least 2
displaced tracks.

Inclusive VBF Two jets with |ηj1,j2| > 2, ηj1 ·
ηj2 < 0, |ηj1 − ηj2 | > 3.6 and
mj1,j2 > 1000 GeV.

VBF, h → bb̄ Three jets with p
j1,2,3
T >

(112, 80, 56) GeV and
|ηj1,2,3 | < (5.2, 5.2, 2.6) and
at least one of the two first jets
with |ηj1| or |ηj2| < 2.6.

Isolated Lepton One lepton with pT > 25 GeV,
|η| < 2.4, and 3D IP < 1 mm. Iso-
lation requires the summed pT of
all tracks with pT > 1 and within
∆R < 0.2 of the lepton is less
than 10% of the lepton pT .

Trackless jets A jet with pT > 40 GeV and |η| <
2.5 matched with a muon with
pT > 10 GeV within ∆R = 0.4.
No tracks with pT > 0.8 GeV in
the ID within a ∆ϕ × ∆η region
of 0.2× 0.2.

Table 4.1: Triggers for Run II which may be sensitive to displaced Higgs decays.

ment requirement is often no longer satisfied. CMS has other dedicated displaced

triggers on their Run II trigger menu. The trigger with second lowest thresholds

requires two displaced jets with tracks satisfying IP > 0.5 mm (analogous to the

Run I triggers used in [110]) at the cost of higher HT and jet pT requirements. A

search with this trigger could be sensitive to shorter lifetimes, however the search

would be restricted to events with boosted Higgs events, rendering it inefficient for
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Trigger mπv (GeV) cτ = 1 mm cτ = 10 mm cτ = 100 mm
ϵggF ϵVBF ϵVH ϵTotal ϵggF ϵVBF ϵVH ϵTotal ϵggF ϵVBF ϵVH ϵTotal

Displaced jet
10 0.03% 1.3% 1.1% 0.2% 1.0 % 30.0% 25.1% 3.9% 1.0% 42.0% 34.7% 5.1%
25 0.01% 0.8% 0.7% 0.09% 0.7% 20.4% 16.9% 2.7% 1.5% 45.3% 37.3% 5.9%
40 0.02% 1.0 % 0.9% 0.1% 0.6% 19.7% 16.4% 2.5% 1.4% 44.6% 36.3% 5.7%

Inclusive VBF
10 1.9% 15.5% 0.8% 2.8% 1.8% 15.5% 0.7% 2.8% 1.6% 15.1% 0.6% 2.6%
25 1.7% 15.3% 0.7% 2.7% 1.7% 15.3% 0.7% 2.7% 1.6% 15.2% 0.6% 2.6%
40 1.6% 15.2% 0.7% 2.6% 1.6% 15.2% 0.7% 2.6% 1.6% 15.2% 0.6% 2.6%

VBF, h → bb̄
10 5.8% 20.3% 13.1% 7.2% 5.8% 20.2% 13.0% 7.2% 3.5% 13.3% 8.1% 4.4%
25 4.6% 16.6% 10.9% 5.8% 4.7% 16.7% 10.9% 5.9% 4.2% 15.2% 9.7% 5.3%
40 4.0% 14.2% 9.2% 5.0% 4.0% 14.2% 9.2% 5.0% 3.8% 13.9% 8.9% 4.8%

Isolated Lepton
10 3.6% 3.7% 14.7% 4.1% 1.0% 1.0% 12.5% 1.5% 0.1% 0.2% 11.8% 0.6%
25 1.0% 1.5% 13.0% 1.6% 0.3% 0.4% 11.9% 0.8% 0.05% 0.07% 11.7% 0.6%
40 1.0% 1.4% 12.6% 1.6% 0.3% 0.4% 11.9% 0.8% 0.05% 0.07% 11.6% 0.6%

Trackless jet
10 0.02% 0.04% 0.04% 0.02% 0.8% 1.5% 1.3% 0.9% 2.0% 2.4% 2.2% 2.0%
25 0.02% 0.04% 0.06% 0.02% 0.5% 1.0% 0.8% 0.6% 3.6% 5.9% 5.0% 3.8%
40 0.01% 0.02% 0.03% 0.01% 0.1% 0.2% 0.2% 0.1% 2.1% 4.1% 3.3% 2.3%

Table 4.2: A comparison of trigger acceptances for mπv = 10, 25, 40 GeV and
cτ = 1, 10, 100 mm. The acceptance is given for Higgs production via ggF, VBF
and VH. The rightmost column for each lifetime is the total acceptance, ϵTotal,
weighted by the cross sections for the various production mechanisms.

the signal considered in this study.

For short lifetimes of O(10 mm), non-displaced triggers are more efficient. VBF

or lepton triggers may be useful for a DV search in this scenario. One possibility is

to search for a VBF signature, picking out two jets with large invariant mass. This

has been denoted as the “Inclusive VBF” trigger in Table 4.1. Another possibility

is a trigger designed to pick up VBF production with the Higgs decaying into a bb̄

pair. Such a trigger, which requires three jets with varying pT and η, is denoted

as the “VBF, h→ bb̄” trigger in Table 4.1. Yet another possibility is to trigger on

prompt leptons from the leptonic decay of W or Z in VH events or on displaced

leptons from the bb̄ meson decays. Such a trigger, with a low lepton pT threshold,

would likely require isolation cuts under Run II conditions, giving a significant

reduction in ggF and VBF efficiency for which the leptons typically arise from

bb̄ decays and are not isolated. As a conservative estimate for such a trigger we

impose track isolation cuts from [120] and impose a cut on the 3D IP of the lepton

as detailed in Table 4.1.

ATLAS has implemented a trackless jets trigger [118] which may be used to
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pick up decays occurring beyond the pixel layers of the tracker (the outermost layer

is located at r = 10.2 cm). This trigger is denoted the “trackless jet” trigger in

Table 4.1. Tracks originating beyond the pixel layer are not reconstructed by the

level two trigger. Decays occurring outside of the pixel layers thus give a signature

of a jet which is isolated from reconstructed tracks. We find that this trigger

is inefficient for reconstructing displaced vertices within the tracker. The trigger

has small efficiency due to the requirement of a muon matched to the jet. Also,

the trigger preferentially selects events in which the displaced decay is outside

the pixel layers where track reconstruction efficiencies are lower, making vertex

reconstruction more difficult. For search strategies which require a muon matched

to a displaced jet, this trigger is more competitive with a single dedicated displaced

jet trigger, but again preferentially selects longer lifetimes.

By triggering on the production process and not requiring displaced tracks at

the trigger level, the VBF and lepton triggers are sensitive to all lifetimes. However,

the displaced jet trigger may have significantly less background than a pure VBF

trigger due to the displaced requirement. In this study, we present results for

each of two such triggers separately. We utilize the “displaced jet” trigger and the

“VBF h→ bb̄” trigger. We find this combination provides the best sensitivity over

a wide range of lifetimes, however background considerations may lead to the use

of alternative triggers.

The acceptance of each of the triggers described above is given in Table 4.2

for signal events which follow Higgs production via ggF, VBF and VH. For jet

clustering, we use the anti-kt algorithm with ∆R = 0.5. The vertex reconstruction

efficiency is expected to be approximately independent of the trigger acceptance

for a given decay length and choice of vertex selection cuts. However, the displaced
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Figure 4.3: Expected number of signal displaced vertices as a function of vertex
track multiplicity and invariant mass in events passing the “VBF, h→ bb̄” trigger
at
√
s = 13 TeV, with an integrated luminosity of 20 fb−1, and assuming a Higgs

branching ratio of 1%. The two sample signals correspond to mπV
= 10 GeV (left),

40 GeV (right) with cτ = 100 mm. The signal regions considered in this study
are boxed and labeled with an overall efficiency for an event to satisfy the trigger
requirement and contain at least one vertex in the signal region.

jet and trackless jet triggers preferentially accept events with longer decay lengths

which have lower vertex reconstruction efficiency. It may be possible to reduce

vertex requirements as a result of using a lower background trigger, e.g. a lepton

trigger together with reconstructing the W/Z boson in VH events is known to cut

down on multijet background [121].

4.3.2 Event Reconstruction

Provided events pass the triggers, the next difficulty in detecting displaced πv

decays is to reconstruct the DV and apply event selection requirements to remove

background events. The details of DV reconstruction and selection will be very

important for signals with long-lived particles with masses below ∼ 20 GeV for

which tracker vertex reconstruction efficiencies depend strongly on mπv . Due to

the light mass of the πv particles, the signal vertices have characteristically low

invariant mass, mDV , and track multiplicity, Ntracks, even with perfect tracking
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efficiency. Combining the low track multiplicity of the signal with reduced tracking

efficiency for displaced tracks makes displaced vertex reconstruction within the

tracker difficult. For example, with mπv ≲ 20 GeV, a 5-track, mDV > 10 GeV

single multitrack DV search would have very limited sensitivity. A search which

requires two reconstructed 5-track DVs within the tracker would also have weak

sensitivity due to the low probability to reconstruct multiple 5 (or more) track

vertices in the same event. A primary goal of this chapter is to weaken the vertex

mass and track requirements by requiring additional objects associated to the DV

or other event selection criteria in order to achieve sensitivity to light signals.

If these selection criteria are not able to reduce backgrounds to zero, it may be

necessary to search for the signal as an excess in background events.

Background vertices can arise from heavy flavor decays, interactions with ma-

terial in the detector, and accidental crossing of tracks. Background DVs typically

have small invariant mass and low track multiplicity 1. Heavy flavor decays have

lowmDV and are associated to tracks with small impact parameters (IP≲ 0.5 mm).

Requiring displaced tracks significantly suppresses SM backgrounds. However, for

sub-mm lifetimes and for searches with low mDV requirements, SM backgrounds

can be important. We follow the procedure in [107] and only vertex tracks which

are significantly displaced with IP > 2 mm and impose mDV requirements such

that SM backgrounds are not the dominant source of background. Detector mate-

rial interactions can be reduced by mapping out regions of detector material as was

done by ATLAS [107] and removing vertices which are within or close to regions

of dense material. It will be crucial for CMS to perform such a detector study in

order to be sensitive to light πv signals. In our projected searches, we remove DVs

which occur in material areas of the detector using the ATLAS maps from [107].
1See for instance, figures 9-10 in [107].
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Since the overall signal efficiency is not very sensitive to the exact details of the

material region, the same map has been used for the purpose of projecting searches

for the CMS detector.

As mentioned above, standard selection criteria designed to remove background

DVs also remove most, or in some cases all of the signal considered in this chapter.

Given the incomplete detector simulations performed in this study, we are not able

to simulate background events which are dominated by the full detector response

and details of the track and vertex reconstruction procedures. We try to retain

vertex requirements similar to those in existing searches and assume one back-

ground event as a benchmark for projecting sensitivities. This assumption may

not be valid for new triggers and search strategies with weaker selection require-

ments. However, as mentioned above, it may be possible to search for an excess

in background events, in which case the results would be weakened according to

the number of background events expected.

The signal has several features which can be used as a background discriminant.

Two long-lived πv particles are produced in each event. The search for DVs in the

tracker and MS by ATLAS [108] (their tracker search did not have appropriate

triggers for this signal) and tracker searches performed by CDF [122] and D0 [117]

avoided an mDV requirement by selecting events with two vertices. While this

strategy is sensitive to the main signal considered in this chapter, we also consider

strategies which require only one DV per event in order to retain sensitivity to a

more general class of models, some of which predict one DV together with MET

or additional hadronic jets. Additionally, the πv decay mostly to bb̄. Searches can

take advantage of this fact by looking for a dijet emerging from a DV or muons

from the b decays pointing back to the DV.
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Most of the displaced decays are to B-mesons which are then further displaced

from the vertex of the πv decay causing a degradation in efficiency in cases where

the two B-meson vertices reconstruct as separate vertices. This can occur in central

parts of the tracker with higher vertex resolution and could be used to detect the

signal by searching for two nearby DVs, perhaps in the same displaced jet if the πv

is boosted. We do not explore this option since we cannot estimate the displaced

vertex resolution without the full detector simulation and procedure. A search of

this kind, looking for emerging jets with multiple DVs within the same jet, has not

been performed yet.

In order to maximize the signal efficiency for light πv signals, it is important

to merge nearby vertices for the scenario where both B-meson decays reconstruct

as separate, nearby vertices. Merging nearby vertices introduces a new source

of background: two nearby background vertices with low track multiplicity can

become merged and pass the selection requirements. Motivated by ATLAS [107],

we merge all vertices within 1 mm of each other and merge two vertices with

Ntracks ≥ 3 and Ntracks ≥ 2, respectively, if the vertices are within 5 mm of each

other in order to retain sensitivity to events where the πv decay reconstructs as

two separate vertices.

In Fig. 4.3 we show the number of expected DVs for a signal sample ofmπv = 10

and 40 GeV both with cτ = 100 mm for a 20 fb−1 dataset, as a function of Ntracks

and mDV , passing the “VBF, h→ bb̄” trigger, assuming a Higgs to πv branching

ratio of 1%. Only displaced tracks with IP > 2 mm and pT > 1 GeV are vertexed.

The lightest expected signals require special consideration compared to heavier

signals. In order to be sensitive to a mπv ≈ 10 GeV signal, vertex requirements

with low Ntracks and mDV , i.e. Ntracks ≥ 4 and mDV ≥ 4 GeV or lower, must be
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implemented.

We choose vertex selection criteria based on existing tracker searches performed

by ATLAS and CMS. The reasoning is two-fold: we want to project the sensitiv-

ity of these search techniques for Run II, possibly with different triggers, while

remaining confident that there are no more than a few background events. Ideally

a background discriminant would be trained for the signal considered here. For a

multitrack DV search without requiring any objects associated to the DV or addi-

tional event criteria, we choose Ntrack ≥ 5 and mDV ≥ 10 for which we expect to

be background free for a wide class of triggers as was the case in [107]. For a DV

associated to a displaced dijet, we choose Ntrack ≥ 4, mDV ≥ 4, and pT ≥ 8 GeV

for our vertex criteria, which is comparable to the vertex requirements of the dis-

placed dijet search [110] which we note did not remove regions of detector material

and so could possibly be improved. For searches requiring two DVs reconstructed

in the tracker, it is likely not necessary to impose a mDV requirement. We require

two DVs with Ntracks ≥ 5 for such a search.

We consider five main search strategies:

1. Search for at least one high mass (mDV > 10 GeV) and high track mul-

tiplicity (Ntracks ≥ 5) DV, based on the zero background search done by

ATLAS [107].

2. Search for one high track multiplicity (Ntracks ≥ 5) DV together with recon-

structing the Higgs boson mass and the two πv particles in the displaced jets

of the event. We require 2, 3, or 4 displaced jets, defined as a jet (pT > 20

GeV) with at most 1 prompt track with IP < 0.5 mm and at least two dis-

placed tracks. The invariant mass of all the displaced jets are required to be

within 20 GeV of the Higgs mass. Additionally, all combinations of either
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one or two displaced jets are checked in order to reconstruct the invariant

mass of the two πv particles, which must be within 75% of each other.

3. Search for one DV (mDV > 4 GeV, Ntracks ≥ 4, and pT ≥ 8) associated to

a displaced dijet, similar to the search by CMS [110]. The momentum of

the dijet is required to be consistent with the DV position in the detector

(|p̂dijet − r̂DV | < 0.15).

4. Search for one DV (mDV > 4 GeV, Ntracks ≥ 4, and pT ≥ 8) associated to

a displaced jet with 2-prong substructure. We use the Cambridge-Aachen

algorithm with ∆R = 0.5 for this search and tag jets with substructure

using the mass drop tagger [123] with µ = 0.67 and y = 0.15 by reversing

the jet clustering by one step and requiring a significant drop in invariant

mass of each subjet. The two subjets, separated by ∆R, are filtered by

reclustering only the constituents of each subjet using a size ∆R/2. The two

filtered subjets must form a dijet whose momentum is consistent with the

DV position in the detector (|p̂dijet − r̂DV | < 0.15).

5. Search for 2 DVs (Ntracks ≥ 5) in the same event, comparable to the ATLAS

search [108].

These strategies could be implemented separately or combined in order to op-

timally reduce background. Searches I, III, and IV achieve sensitivity to signals

with final states involving only a single DV per event.

4.3.3 Results

We present the projected sensitivities of the search strategies considered in this

chapter for
√
s = 13 TeV assuming a single background event. It is possible that
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Figure 4.4: Projected sensitivity for Search I (a), Search II (b), Search III (c),
Search IV (d) and Search V (e) with the the “VBF, h→ bb” trigger (dashed) and
the “displaced jet” trigger (solid). Figure (f) shows the overall best sensitivity of
all five proposed tracker searches (dashed) together with projected ATLAS search
results, rescaled for

√
s = 13 TeV Higgs production.
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more background events may pass the trigger and vertex requirements, so this as-

sumption may not be valid. We present results using two triggers, the “displaced

jet” and “VBF, h → bb̄” triggers, as these have the largest signal efficiency and

give sensitivities to the full range of lifetimes relevant to tracker searches. For

search strategies with nonzero backgrounds, other triggers in Table 4.1 may give

stronger bounds. We use the CMS detector geometry and displaced tracking ef-

ficiency for projecting sensitivities, although the results for the ATLAS detector

are not qualitatively different based on our fast detector simulation. All searches

lose sensitivity approximately linearly with cτ for long lifetimes according to the

fraction of decays which occur in the inner detector, and exponentially with cτ for

short lifetimes due to tracks failing to pass the displaced IP requirements.

In Fig. 4.4a we show the results for Search I, a single DV in the event with

requiring additional associated objects. While this strategy has strong sensitivity

to heavy signals, the sensitivity depends strongly on mπv due to the mDV > 10

GeV requirement and has no sensitivity to the mπv = 10 GeV signal.

In Fig. 4.4b we present sensitivities for Search II, which is model-specific to

displaced Higgs decays and requires both πv particles to be reconstructed in the

displaced jets of the event. By not imposing a mDV cut, the search has sensitivity

the full region of expected signal masses.

In Fig. 4.4c and 4.4d, we show searches requiring a DV associated with a

displaced dijet or single displaced jet with 2-prong jet substructure. The two

searches are complementary. The separation between the two jets from the πv

decay scales as ∆R ≈ 2mπv/pT , where pT is the transverse momentum of the πv

particle. The displaced dijet strategy is sensitive for mπv ≳ 20 GeV at which

point the 2 displaced jets from the πv decay typically become merged into a single
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∆R = 0.5 jet resulting in stronger bounds from the single displaced jet search.

In Fig. 4.4e the projected sensitivities for Search V are presented. This search

strategy is weaker than others as a result of the weakened tracking efficiency for

displaced tracks combined with the requirement of two high track multiplicity

vertices in the same event. An improved displaced tracking efficiency, perhaps

from future detector upgrades, would drastically improve the efficiency of this

search.

The overall sensitivity for a given lifetime for the five proposed searches is shown

in Fig. 4.4f together with projected ATLAS search results, obtained by rescaling

the 8 TeV limits by the increase in production cross section at
√
s = 13 TeV. Here,

it is clear that new tracker searches may have more sensitivity than existing search

strategies for signals with lifetimes below 1 m.

Finally, we consider a signal where one πv is stable and escapes the detector

invisibly resulting in events with only one metastable πv particle. The projected

sensitivity for Search III and Search IV are presented for this signal in Fig. 4.5. In

order to obtain the best sensitivity, Search III was applied to the mπv = 25 and 40

GeV signals and Search IV for the mπv = 10 GeV signal.

4.4 Summary

In this study, we have presented existing Run I bounds on displaced Higgs decays

and have projected sensitivities for new Run II tracker searches in order to achieve

sensitivity to signal lifetimes below 100 mm, which are only weakly constrained

by existing searches. Light signals with mπv ≲ 10 GeV will be an experimental
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Figure 4.5: Projected sensitivity of Search III with the “displaced jet” trigger
(solid) and Search IV with the “VBF, h → bb” trigger (dashed) for the signal
where only one πv is metastable, the other is stable and escapes the detector,
contributing to MET.
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Figure 4.6: Projected 95% CL excluded region in the mπv −MT parameter space
from the combined Run II search sensitivities show in Fig. 4.4f for the Twin Higgs
and Folded Supersymmetry scenarios. See [97] for relevant relationships between
the masses, glueball lifetimes, and Higgs branching ratios.

challenge to detect above detector backgrounds but can be probed by utilizing new

DV search techniques, such as reconstructing the Higgs boson and πv particles in a

displaced jet search (Search II) or by searching for a displaced jet associated with

jet substructure (Search IV). The overall sensitivity of these searches, representing
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the best possible bound for a given mass and lifetime, is shown in Fig. 4.4f. Also

shown are the projected ATLAS searches from Run I, rescaled to
√
s = 13 TeV.

We find that Run II searches for DVs with 20 fb−1 can probe BRs below 0.1%,

the rates expected by naturalness in the Fraternal Twin Higgs model. In Fig. 4.6,

the excluded parameter space from Fig. 4.4f has been translated into a model-

dependent excluded region as a function of mπv and the the top partner mass,

MT , for the Fraternal Twin Higgs and Folded Supersymmetry models with mirror

glueballs (corresponding to the πv particles). The optimistic value of mirror sector

hadronization parameter κ = 1, as defined in [97], was used. We find that the

Run II LHC can probe twin tops as heavy as 575 GeV for the Fraternal Twin Higgs

and stops as heavy as 400 GeV in Folded SUSY.
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CHAPTER 5

PHENOMENOLOGY OF A LONG-LIVED LSP WITH R-PARITY

VIOLATION

For the past three decades, supersymmetry has been widely considered the

top candidate for completing the Standard Model (SM) of particle physics. The

expectation was that if supersymmetry provides the solution to the naturalness

problem, the superpartners should lie somewhat below the TeV-scale, the energy

regime probed by the Large Hadron Collider (LHC). However, Run-I of the LHC

did not yield any evidence for supersymmetry [124–128], challenging our precon-

ception of naturalness.

LHC searches for supersymmetry typically imply the superpartner masses in

the minimal supersymmetric extension of the Standard Model (MSSM) to be above

1 TeV, rendering most of the parameter space unnatural. Thus if supersymmetry is

to remain natural, it must manifest itself non-minimally. This has led to many new

ideas of non-minimal models and renewed interest in older ideas, such as R-parity

violation (RPV) [129–135]. Many of the constraints from standard superpartner

searches can be evaded if the assumption of exact R-parity conservation is relaxed

(see e.g. [135–148] and references therein). In particular, if the LSP decays inside

the detector, then supersymmetry searches which require large missing transverse

energy (MET) will not be applicable to these models.

At first sight the inclusion of RPV operators appears to lead to a new set of

problems: each of the plethora of new couplings introduced has to remain small in

order to suppress baryon- and lepton-violating processes. This suggests that there

should be a systematic suppression of all RPV operators. A simple dynamical

reason behind such a suppression would be if the visible sector (comprised of the SM
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fields and their superpartners) is R-parity conserving, while R-parity is violated in a

hidden sector. The mediation of R-parity violation via heavy vector-like messengers

will give rise to effective RPV operators in the visible sector, suppressed by the

mass scale of the heavy messengers and possibly also by light fermion masses or the

supersymmetry breaking scale. Within this general framework, called dynamical

R-parity violation (dRPV) [149, 150], all R-parity violation in the visible sector

originates from effective higher dimensional operators.

Since all RPV operators are dynamically suppressed, one needs to identify

the leading RPV operators in the visible sector. As shown in [149, 150], this

identification depends on the details of the mediating dynamics and, in particular,

on the U(1)B−L and U(1)R charges of the fields responsible for the breaking of

RPV. One finds that while in some cases the standard holomorphic superpotential

RPV operators,

WRPV = µiℓihu + λijkℓiℓj ēk + λ′ijkℓiqj d̄k + λ′′ijkūid̄j d̄k, (5.1)

may dominate, typically the leading R-parity-violating operators will originate

from the non-holomorphic, non-renormalizable Kähler terms,

KnhRPV =
1

M

(
ηijkūiēj d̄

∗
k + η′ijkqiūjℓ

∗
k + η′′ijkqiqj d̄

∗
k

)
. (5.2)

The interactions from (5.2) are suppressed either by the SUSY-breaking scale or

by the fermion masses. The structure of the novel R-parity-violating operators

(5.2) and other non-standard RPV operators lead to new and distinct collider

signatures.

Both the standard RPV couplings (5.1) and the non-holomorphic couplings

(5.2) must be small. This often leads to LSP lifetimes of c τLSP ≳ mm, corre-

sponding to particles which are long-lived on collider scales. Thus the LSP can
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appear in the detector as an exotic non-prompt decay without necessarily pro-

ducing missing energy. Both ATLAS and CMS have performed searches for such

non-prompt decays, including searches for displaced vertices, decaying R-hadrons,

and heavy stable charged particles (HSCP). The aim of this chapter is to explore

the final states allowed by the operators of (5.1) and (5.2) and establish the result-

ing bounds in the LSP mass vs. lifetime parameter space. Our focus is on the cases

motivated by naturalness, where the LSP is a stop squark, a gluino or a Higgsino.

We recast the main ATLAS [107] and CMS [110] searches for displaced vertices

for the various R-parity violating scenarios. Some of the selected final state sig-

natures are unique to the non-holomorphic operators (5.2) (e.g. t̃ → b̄b̄), while

others have bounds which apply to both holomorphic and non-holomorphic RPV

operators. HSCP searches by CMS are reinterpreted for the scenario where the

LSP is unstable. We also present some results for prompt searches by ATLAS and

CMS to determine whether there exists unexplored gaps in the parameter space

for short-lifetime LSPs.

The chapter is structured as follows. In Sec. 5.1 we present the models and

parameter space which we consider for our analysis. In Sec. 5.2 we briefly describe

the experimental searches considered in our analysis. In Sec. 5.3 we present our

results in the form of exclusion plots in the LSP mass vs. lifetime parameter space.

We conclude in Sec. 5.4. In Apps. B.1 and B.2 we detail the analysis techniques

implemented in the various experimental searches we have recast and present our
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procedure used for each channel.

5.1 Theory and Models

The aim of this chapter is to explore the RPV scenarios that are most relevant

for maintaining a natural Higgs sector within the supersymmetric theory. This

requires the stop be well below the TeV scale, the gluino lie not too far above the

stop, and the Higgsinos to be light as well [151]. Thus we study models with light

stops, gluinos, or Higgsinos below the TeV scale. The LHC phenomenology will

strongly depend on the identity of the LSP and the nature of the RPV operator

responsible for its decay. In accordance with the naturalness expectations, we

consider three types of LSP particles: stops (t̃), gluinos (g̃), and Higginos (H̃).

Since a main focus of this chapter is the study of the non-holomorphic RPV

operators of the dRPV scenario in (5.2), we concentrate on decays that predict final

outgoing jets (in addition to other possible final-state particles). The reason for this

is that the SM gauge structure of the non-holomorphic operators (5.2) differs from

the holomorphic operators (5.1). In particular there is no non-holomorphic cubic

term that contains more than one lepton (there is no analog of the llē coupling),

thus a jet is expected in every final state involving these operators. An exception

which we do not consider could be the case for a Higgsino LSP if the breaking of

R-parity occurs via bi-linear terms or via the holomorphic llē operator.

For the various LSPs, the decay channels considered in this chapter are sum-

marized in Table 5.1. We only consider direct production of LSPs. We study three

possible decay channels for the stop:

• t̃→ d̄d̄′ where d̄, d̄′ are down-type SM quarks. Such decays arise either from
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Topologies
LSP Decay Operator Results

t̃
d̄ d̄′ λ′′, η′′ Fig. 5.1
u ν̄ η′ Fig. 5.2
d ℓ+ λ′, η Fig. 5.3

g̃
t d d′ + c.c λ′′, η′′ Fig. 5.4
t ū ν̄ + c.c η′ Fig. 5.4
td̄ ℓ− + c.c λ′, η Fig. 5.5

H̃0/H̃∓
(t/b) d d′ + c.c λ′′, η′′ Fig. 5.6
(t/b) ū ν̄ + c.c η′ Fig. 5.6
(t/b) d̄ ℓ− + c.c λ′, η Fig. 5.6

Table 5.1: Summary of the various LSPs and their decay channels considered in
this chapter. The third column denotes the RPV operators from (5.1) or (5.2) that
can give rise to the decays and the final column points to the relevant exclusion
plot in Section 5.3.

the λ′′ holomorphic RPV operator in Eq. (5.1) or from the η′′ operator of the

non-holomorphic dRPV operators in Eq. (5.2). While decays to only third

generation particles t̃→ b̄b̄ are not allowed with the holomorphic λ′′ operator

due to the antisymmetry of the color contraction, such decays are allowed

and are expected to dominate in the case of the η′′ operator in Eq. (5.2) .

• t̃→ uν̄ where u is an up-type quark and ν̄ is an anti-neutrino. This channel

occurs for the η′ operator of Eq. (5.2) but is suppressed by the neutrino mass.

However, this decay can be induced by effective Kahler potential terms of the

form K ⊃ (D2qū) ℓ∗, which were shown in [150] to be generated in a simple

model of dRPV. The decay can also be induced via superpotential terms of

the form W ⊃ ℓhuhuqū and via neutrino-higgsino mixing.

• t̃ → dl+ where l+ is an anti-lepton. The responsible operator may be λ′ of

Eq. (5.1) or η of Eq. (5.2).

The chiral suppression of the decays from the non-holomorphic operators and

the typical flavor structure of RPV operators strongly suggests that stop decays
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to heavy quarks dominates over decays to light quarks. Thus we expect that third

generation final states will dominate both for the case of stop LSP and for the other

possibilities discussed below. Since the stop is assumed to be the lightest squark,

the gluino decays via an off-shell stop and the final states will correspond to the

above listed final states for stop decay with an additional top quark, g̃ → tdd′ +

c.c., g̃ → tūν̄ + c.c. and g̃ → td̄l− + c.c., with third generation final states again

expected to dominate. Similarly, a neutral Higgsino LSP decays via an off-shell

stop and its topologies are identical to those of the gluino LSP decays. A charged

Higgsino will instead have a bottom quark replacing the top quark in the respective

final states.

5.2 Experimental Searches

In this section, we give a brief overview of the searches we have used for our study.

A more detailed discussion of the individual searches, as well as our methods of

applying them to RPV models, can be found in Appendices B.1 and B.2.

The LSP may decay promptly at the primary vertex (PV) or may traverse a

finite distance before decaying, depending on the size of the corresponding RPV

coupling. While we mainly focus on displaced LSP decays due to RPV inter-

actions, we consider the limits obtained from prompt and HSCP studies as well

(corresponding to very short or long LSP lifetimes respectively).
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5.2.1 Searches for Displaced Vertices

LSPs which decay in the inner detector can be reconstructed as displaced vertices

by both the ATLAS and CMS trackers. The SM background for these searches

is negligible. Long lifetimes, for which only a few of the produced LSPs decay

within the tracker, can be excluded, ranging from 1 to 107 mm proper lifetimes.

The searches presented in this chapter look for displaced vertices associated with

one of several signatures used for triggering, including jets, leptons, and MET. We

recast displaced searches by both ATLAS [107] and CMS [110], which together

place strong constraints on all of the final states considered in this chapter. The

full detail of the simulation and procedure, including cuts, tracking efficiencies,

and vertex reconstruction, are given in Appendices B.1 and B.2.

ATLAS DV+µ/e/jets/MET.

The ATLAS search for long lived particles at
√
8 TeV [107] considers four multi-

track signatures with a luminosity of 20.3 fb−1 in which a displaced vertex (DV)

with at least 5 tracks is accompanied by one of the following: (1) a high pT muon

(2) a high pT electron (3) jets or (4) missing transverse energy (MET). These

searches are background free. The muon search has been improved from the previ-

ous study at 8 TeV [152] by increasing the detector volume used for reconstructing

vertices.

CMS Displaced Dijet.

The CMS collaboration has performed a search for dijets originating from dis-

placed vertices at
√
s = 8 TeV with 18.6 fb−1 of data [110]. The analysis requires
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two hard jets consistent with a dijet produced at a secondary displaced vertex.

The constraints from this search are not limited to models with dijets. Isolated

leptons are treated as jets, and three-jet final states have significant efficiency to

be reconstructed as dijets, giving sensitivity to a variety of models.

5.2.2 Searches for Stable Particles

Long-lived colored particles, such as squarks or gluinos, form composite objects

with SM particles, called R-hadrons. For long enough lifetimes, the LSP may

hadronize and traverse the whole detector before decaying. Searches for slowly

moving charged particles constrain the production rate of a stable LSP. These

searches also place strong limits on unstable LSPs with lifetimes long enough for

a fraction of the particles to traverse the detector before decaying.

CMS Heavy Stable Charged Particle Search.

CMS has performed a search for heavy stable charged particles (HSCP) at
√
s = 8

TeV with an integrated luminosity of 18.8 fb−1 [153]. HSCPs have velocities much

less than the speed of light leading to misidentification in the particle flow recon-

struction algorithm used by CMS which assumes SM particles with v ≈ c. Addi-

tionally, tracks associated to the HSCP typically have large energy loss (dE/dx)

due to interactions with the tracker. Thus, HSCPs are identified by a longer time-

of-flight to the muon system or by tracks with anomalous energy loss. R-hadrons

can be either charged or neutral, but interactions with the detector material may

”charge-strip” the charged R-hadrons, converting them into neutral hadrons by

the time they reach the outer muon system. To account for this possibility, CMS

considers two models of the R-hadrons’ strong interactions with the material in the
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detector. The first, referred to as the cloud-model, assumes that the HSCP is sur-

rounded by a cloud of light SM colored particles. The second is a charge-suppressed

model, in which charged R-hadrons quickly become neutral by interacting with the

detector material and are often neutral before reaching the muon system.

5.2.3 Prompt Searches

These searches are relevant for LSPs with small proper lifetimes, taken conser-

vatively to be below 1 mm in this study, for which the decay products of the

LSP point back to the primary production vertex. We have not recast prompt

searches. Instead, we have used existing bounds which are directly applicable to

the particular scenarios under consideration. The searches used include the paired

dijet resonance search at CMS [154] for the fully hadronic prompt stop decays,

leptoquark searches [155–163] from the Tevatron and the LHC for t̃→ dl+ decays,

R-parity conserving supersymmetric searches [124–128, 164] for t̃ → tÑ , c̃ → cÑ ,

g̃ → tt̄Ñ (for vanishing neutralino mass) for decays involving neutrinos, and the

R-parity violating ATLAS gluino search [165].

5.3 Results

In this section we present our results for the bounds on the LSP masses and life-

times in the various scenarios considered and summarised in Table 5.1. Our results

follow from a detailed MC study which includes all channels and the application of

the cuts and the reconstruction procedures, designed to correspond to the various

experimental displaced vertex searches. We postpone the details and discussion
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of these procedures to Appendix B.1. The HSCP search was recast at the parton

level in order to find the efficiency for an unstable LSP to traverse the detector

before decaying. Supersymmetric production cross sections were obtained from

the LHC SUSY cross section working group [166] when applicable. Higgsino direct

production was calculated at tree-level in Madgraph, and an NLO k-factor of 1.6

was applied for all masses [167, 168]. Exclusion bounds from prompt searches are

directly taken from the experimental results, and were not recast, implying that

only a small fraction of the searches relevant to prompt decays have been included.

To obtain further bounds in the prompt case requires recasting those searches and

is beyond the scope of this chapter.

5.3.1 Stop LSP

For the case of a stop LSP, we have considered the three final state topologies,

as given in Table 5.1. Only direct production of the stop has been simulated and

the gluino was assumed to be decoupled for the determination of production cross

section. Despite the change in kinematics, we expect the gluino production to

mostly affect the overall stop production rate, and therefore the limits presented

here can be used to estimate the limits for the non-decoupled gluino case.

For the t̃ → d̄d̄ final state we have considered all combinations of final state

bottom and light down quarks. For the t̃ → dl+ final state, we have considered

bottom quarks with all three lepton generations. For the t̃ → uν final state, we

studied top and charm quarks. For this final state, we have also considered the

case where the LSP stop is lighter than the top in which case the stop decays to

W+bν via an off-shell top.
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Figure 5.1: 95% CL exclusion curves for fully hadronic stop decays to two down-
type quarks. In the upper left plot we show t̃ → d̄d̄, in the upper right plot
t̃→ d̄b̄, and in the bottom plot t̃→ b̄b̄ is presented. While all displaced searches
of ATLAS [107] and CMS [110] have been recast, we only display the curves yield-
ing the strongest constraints. Stable searches for HSCPs [153] were recast for
an unstable R-hadron. The prompt searches here correspond to the CMS dijet
resonance search [154].

The results are presented in Figs. 5.1-5.3. One can see that the whole region of

natural stop masses mt̃ < 800 GeV is excluded, except for purely hadronic prompt

decay, t̃ → d̄d̄′. There is also some allowed parameter space by these searches

for prompt decays with neutrinos, however we expect that prompt missing energy

searches will further constrain some of the region.

The bounds derived from the various combinations of bottom and light down

quarks for the t̃ → d̄d̄ channel are extremely similar. One would expect the

additional displacements of the bottom quarks to decrease the efficiency of vertex

reconstruction with respect to the case of two light quarks. However, we found
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Figure 5.2: 95% CL exclusion curves for stop decays to a bottom quark and a
charged lepton. In the upper left plot we show t̃→ be+, in the upper right plot
t̃→ bµ+, and in the bottom plot we have t̃→ bτ+. While all displaced searches of
ATLAS [107] and CMS [110] have been recast, we only display the curves yielding
the strongest constraints. Stable searches for HSCPs [153] were recast for an
unstable R-hadron. The prompt searches here correspond to leptoquark searches
at the Tevatron and LHC [155–163].

this effect is not highly significant (see Fig B.2). The reason is that the stop decay

vertex contains tracks from the R−hadron remnant along with radiation from the

two bottom quarks before hadronization. These tracks can be reconstructed as a

secondary vertex even if the B-meson decays are reconstructed as tertiary vertices.

We expect this to be the case when a bottom quark is exchanged for a down quark

for all stop and gluino channels in consideration. Thus, we have confined our

simulations for all other channels to include bottom quarks in the final states and

have not considered the lighter d̄ generations. For the Higgsino, which does not

form an R−hadron, the bounds for 3rd generation quarks are likely weaker than

for light quarks which do not have secondary displacements, but the qualitative
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Figure 5.3: 95% CL exclusion curves for stop decays to an up-type quark and a
neutrino. In the left plot we have t̃→ tν and in the right plot t̃→ cν. While all
displaced searches of ATLAS [107] and CMS [110] have been recast, we only display
the curves yielding the strongest constraints. Stable searches for HSCPs [153] were
recast for an unstable R-hadron. The prompt searches here correspond to the R-
parity conserving supersymmetric searches [126, 127, 164, 169, 170]

differences are expected to be small.

The bounds derived from the t̃ → tν and t̃ → cν final states are also very

similar except for the ATLAS DV+jets search. This difference is due to the fact

that the top can decay with larger jet multiplicity than the lighter quarks, thus

strengthening the bounds derived from final states with top quarks. However, since

typically, the strongest bounds are derived from the ATLAS DV+MET search for

final states with neutrinos, this is not of great significance. We expect the same to

be true for the case of gluino and Higgsino LSPs and therefore consider only tops

in the final states for their decays.

The ATLAS DV+MET search bounds are presented only for the final states

bτ , tν and cν, for which this search gives the strongest bounds (ATLAS DV+jets

is comparable for the bτ final state). The bump in the bound at ∼ 200 GeV LSP

mass is a consequence of the MET > 180 GeV cut.
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Figure 5.4: 95% CL exclusion curves for gluino decays to tbb (left) and tt̄ν (right).
While all displaced searches of ATLAS [107] and CMS [110] have been recast, we
only display the curves yielding the strongest constraints. Stable searches for
HSCPs [153] were recast for an unstable R-hadron. The prompt searches here
correspond to the R-parity conserving supersymmetric searches [125,128] and the
RPV gluino search [165].

5.3.2 Gluino LSP

For the case of gluino LSP, we have considered the three types of final states as in

Table 5.1 corresponding to g̃ → tbb, tt̄ν, tbl. Only direct production of the gluino

has been simulated and the stop has been assumed to be decoupled for the gluino

production cross section. The results are presented in Figs. 5.4-5.5. One can see

that the whole region of natural gluino masses mg̃ < 1500 GeV is excluded for

long lived gluinos. There may be a small prompt region for the tbb final state

that may still be somewhat natural. We expect the g̃ → tbℓ final states to be

constrained by same-sign dilepton and other relevant prompt searches which we

have not attempted to recast here.

As explained above, we have not considered the case of light down quarks in

the final state, since the bounds for these are expected to be similar to those with

bottom quarks. For the case of up type quarks in the final state, we only present

results for top quarks, i.e. the channel g̃ → tt̄ν. As noted above, the decays

g̃ → tc̄ν and g̃ → td̄ν have very similar constraints for all channels.
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Figure 5.5: 95% CL exclusion curves for gluino decays to a top, a bottom quark
and a charged lepton. In the upper left plot we have g̃ → tbτ , in the upper right
plot g̃ → tbµ, while in the bottom plot we have g̃ → tbe. Although all displaced
searches of ATLAS [107] and CMS [110] have been recast, we only display the
curves yielding the strongest constraints. Stable searches for HSCPs [153] were
recast for an unstable R-hadron. LHC searches for 3 or more leptons, same-sign
leptons events, and/or multiple (b-)jets are not shown here, and are expected to
constrain prompt decays.

5.3.3 Higgsino LSP

For the case of Higgsino LSP, we have considered direct production of charged and

neutral Higgsinos. We simulated the production of both particles simultaneously

using the corresponding mixing matrices for the relevant value of µ ≃ mH̃ . Ap-

proximately 61% of produced Higgsinos are charged over the full range of masses,

giving HSCP searches sensitivity to long-lived Higgsinos. The results are plotted in

Fig. 5.6. We decouple all the superpartners except for the stops, which we take to

be degenerate. This production mechanism may be subdominant to gluino or stop
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Figure 5.6: 95% CL exclusion curves in the charged Higgino lifetime vs. mass plane,
for Higgsino decays to a top, a bottom quark and a charged lepton. In the upper
left plot we show H̃0 → tbb and H̃∓ → bbb, in the upper right plot H̃0 → tbτ
and H̃∓ → bbτ , and in the bottom plot we present H̃0 → ttν and H̃∓ → btν. The
ratio of neutral to charged Higgino lifetime depends on their mass and is indicated
on all three plots. While all displaced searches of ATLAS [107] and CMS [110] have
been recast, we only display the curves yielding the strongest constraints. Stable
searches for HSCPs [153] were recast for an unstable Higgsino. LHC searches for 3
or more leptons, same-sign leptons events, and/or multiple (b-)jets are now shown
above and are expected to constrain prompt decays.

production, which we have not considered. However, we obtain strong bounds from

direct production alone, allowing for a conservative limit which rules out Higgsinos

up to 800 GeV, except for a region of short lifetimes above ∼ 300 GeV. This region

is expected to be constrained by prompt searches for large jet multiplicity events

for (t/b)bb final states, same sign di-lepton for (t/b)bτ final states and prompt MET

searches for (t/b)tν final states as well as other prompt searches. Recasting these

searches is beyond the scope of this chapter.
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We have simulated three channels, given in Table 5.1. For each coupling under

consideration, the charged and neutral Higgsinos decay differently. For the η′′

coupling, the decay is H̃0 → tbb and H̃∓ → bbb. For the η′ coupling, the decay is

either H̃0 → tbτ and H̃∓ → bbτ or H̃0 → ttν and H̃∓ → btν. In each case, the

neutral (charged) Higgsino decays into an off-shell stop and a top (bottom) quark.

The stop then decays via the RPV coupling. For down type quarks in the final

state, we consider only bottoms quarks since the bounds for lighter generations

are very similar. For up type quarks in the final state we consider only top quarks,

again since the bounds for lighter generations are expected to be almost the same.

Furthermore, we consider only τ leptons in the final states since we expect the

bounds for lighter generations to differ very slightly as was shown for the case of

a gluino LSP.

The charged and neutral Higgsinos have different lifetimes due to differences

in phase space of the final states. The plotted lifetime is the H̃∓ lifetime. For H̃0

below 200 GeV, the Higgsino decays via an off shell top. At 100 GeV, the neutral

Higgsino is effectively stable due to phase space suppression. The qualitatively

different features of these results are due to the presence of two different average

lifetimes in each data sample. For example, in Fig. 5.6, the ATLAS DV+MET

search becomes important for masses where the neutral Higgsino becomes long-

lived and contributes to MET. Prompt lifetimes are ruled out at 200 GeV due to

the presence of longer lived neutral Higgsino which decay within the tracker.
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5.4 Summary

We have considered the experimental bounds on supersymmetric theories with R-

parity violation and a long-lived LSP. The main searches providing the constraints

are the CMS displaced dijet search [110] and the ATLAS search for multitrack

displaced vertices + µ/e/jets/MET [107], which we have fully recast and applied

all cuts and vertex reconstruction procedures. In addition we also considered the

CMS HSCP search [153], as well as some of the leading prompt searches whose

exclusion bounds can be directly applied without recasting. Our main results are

the exclusion plots in the mLSP − τLSP plane in Figs. 5.1-5.6, where the LSP is

a stop in Figs. 5.1-5.3, a gluino in Figs. 5.4-5.5, or a Higgsino in Fig. 5.6. The

various plots for a given LSP correspond to different decay channels either from

the ordinary holomorphic RPV operator of (5.1) or the non-holomorphic dRPV

operators of (5.2). All regions with significant displacement, cτ ≳ 1 mm, are

excluded for the natural SUSY mass regions mt̃ ≲ 800 GeV, mg̃ ≲ 1500 GeV or

mH̃ ≲ 800 GeV. The only significant unconstrained regions are those corresponding

to prompt stop decays to dijets or prompt Higgsino decays.
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CHAPTER 6

THE 750 GEV EXCESS

On December 15, 2015, an excess number of diphoton events was reported by

ATLAS and CMS [171, 172] in the 750 GeV invariant mass region. The 13 TeV

cross section of the supposed resonance 𝟋 was approximately

σ(pp→ 𝟋)× BR(𝟋→ γγ) ∼ 5 fb. (6.1)

The hypothetical resonance was somewhat disfavored by null Run-I results, al-

though not ruled out depending on the production mechanism. Although the

analysis of more data in August of 2016 did not confirm the 𝟋 resonance, this chap-

ter discusses several works which were performed in order to explain the observed

production mechanism and branching ratio of the hypothetical resonance, includ-

ing photoproduction [5] and production in association with a vector-like quark in

a model with a custodial symmetry [6].

6.1 Photoproduction of a 750 GeV Diphoton Resonance

While most interpretations of the 750 GeV diphoton excess recently reported by

ATLAS and CMS [171, 172] assume gluon production, a more minimal scenario

via photoproduction is also plausible. The photoproduction cross section for a 750

GeV resonance is able to account for the entire excess provided the resonance has

sizable O(1%) branching ratio to two photons. In this chapter, we simulate the

two production scenarios, provide the full cross sections taking into account both

elastic and inelastic photoproduction, and present kinematical distributions useful

for discriminating between the two scenarios for the production of the hypothetical

resonance.
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The production process of a 750 GeV diphoton resonance has observable fea-

tures in the kinematical distribution of events in the signal region. In particular,

the color flow of photon fusion (γγF) or W/Z fusion processes would suppress the

production of central hadronic activity resulting in fewer central jets compared

to a gluon fusion (ggF) signal while also enhancing the number of central pseu-

dorapidity gaps, central regions of the detector absent of hadronic activity. The

kinematic properties of the events in the region of the diphoton excess are reported

to have no significant difference compared to events above and below the excess

diphoton invariant mass region. We find that this is consistent at 3.2 fb−1 of data

with a resonance produced dominantly through either γγF or ggF, assuming the

background makes approximately half of the detected events as suggested by the

number of diphoton events predicted and observed in the excess region by AT-

LAS [171]. However, the additional jet multiplicity expected from a ggF signal

compared to the expected jet multiplicity from the dominant irreducible diphoton

background events would already suggest an approximately 1.5-σ excess in the

total number of jets in the signal region 690 < mγγ < 810 GeV for the 38 events

measured by ATLAS if the resonance were produced though ggF. Furthermore, the

measurement of the central rapidity gap rate, expected from the signal γγF and

background events but exponentially suppressed in ggF events, could discriminate

between a VBF or ggF signal but requires special care in order to ensure central

tracks originating from pileup do not bury the signature.

Due to differences in the shape of parton distribution functions and the kine-

matics between γγF and ggF events, the resonance tends to be produced more

forward in γγF production. We note that this affects the rapidity distribution

of the photons, preferring rapidities corresponding to the detector end caps more

often than gluon fusion produced events, although this effect alone is not suffi-
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ciently large to fully account for the large end cap excess in the CMS diphoton

search [172]. We find that photons from a decaying heavy scalar resonance are

more often central than photons from background events and tend to be detected

in the detector barrel rather than the end caps. If the hypothetical resonance has

a large width and the large excess in the 700 GeV bin of the CMS search is to

be considered a signal, then this result is in tension with the interpretation of the

large fraction of CMS diphoton events with one photon detected in the barrel and

one detected in the end cap (EBEE category) as a scalar resonance signal. The

situation for a wide resonance is improved for a spin-2 resonance for which one

expects more events in the EBEE category than for a scalar signal.

Elastic photoproduction events result in forward and backward protons which

can be detected by forward detectors installed by ATLAS and CMS [173]. Elastic

production is suppressed with respect to inelastic. However, the detection of two

intact protons in the final state, with mpp matched to mγγ, can be used to remove

background. It was estimated in [174] that approximately 20 fb−1 is needed for a 5-

σ discovery in this channel. In this chapter we use this luminosity as a benchmark

to characterize which features of the production mechanism may be apparent in

the kinematic properties of excess events at or before 20 fb−1 of data.

6.1.1 Production via Photon Fusion

Following [174,175], we will consider a model with an additional scalar particle R

with mass m ≈ 750 GeV whose only sizable coupling to SM particles is to photons

via the operator
cγγ
v
RF 2 , (6.2)
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Figure 6.1: Elastic-elastic, elastic-inelastic and inelastic-inelastic contributions to
the photoproduction of the resonance R.
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Figure 6.2: The required relationship between the branching ratio of R → γγ
and total width Γ to match the observed event rate, varied between 3-6 fb, as-
suming photon fusion dominates. The central value (red) corresponds to a 4.5 fb
production cross section.

with v = 246 GeV introduced to have dimensionless couplings, resulting in a partial

width to photons Γγγ of

Γγγ =
c2γγ
4π

m3

v2
. (6.3)

In this chapter, we include the contributions from inelastic-inelastic, elastic-

inelastic, and elastic-elastic processes (see Fig. 6.1). In the narrow width approxi-

mation, the total photoproduction cross section at
√
s = 13 TeV is

σ13 TeV = 10.8 pb
(

Γ

45 GeV

)
Br2(R→ γγ), (6.4)
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determined at leading order (LO) from MadGraph 5 [176] with the parton distri-

bution function set NN23LO1 [177]. For elastic collisions, the equivalent photon

approximation is made with the improved Weizsacker-Williams formula [178] in

order to account for the electromagnetic form factor of the proton. Inelastic col-

lisions dominate the production followed by partially elastic and elastic collisions.

Here, we see that the rate of σ(pp→ R+Z)BR(R→ γγ) ∼ 3-6 fb (corresponding

to the excess number of events observed by ATLAS) can be accommodated by a

photoproduced resonance with total width of 45 GeV, motivated by the best-fit

width of the ATLAS excess, with branching ratio to two photons of approximately

2%. If we allow the total width Γ to vary, the relationship between Br2(R → γγ)

and Γ is fixed by matching the observed event rate of the excess and is shown in

Fig. 6.2. We assume Γ = 45 GeV for the remainder of this chapter, although the

conclusions still apply for a narrower resonance.

The total production cross section at
√
s = 8 TeV is

σ8 TeV = 5.5 pb
(

Γ

45 GeV

)
Br2(R→ γγ) . (6.5)

The ratio σ13 TeV/σ8 TeV determined from MadGraph is approximately 2 and does

not provide an explanation for the absence of a signal in Run I diphoton searches.

However, the ratio for elastic and partially elastic production depends strongly on

the finite size effects of the proton, or equivalently the maximum fraction of the

proton momentum transferred to an emitted photon, and can be larger than 2

depending on the correct value [174, 175].
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Figure 6.3: The required relationship between the branching ratio of R → γγ
and gluon coupling cgg to match the observed event rate, varied between 3-6 fb,
assuming gluon fusion dominates. The central value (red) corresponds to a 4.5 fb
production cross section.

6.1.2 Production via Gluon Fusion

For comparison to the gluon fusion scenario, the effective operator responsible for

production is
cgg
v
RG2 . (6.6)

The cross section at
√
s = 13 TeV in the narrow width approximation is given by

σ13 TeV = 2.8 · 104 pb k c2ggBr(R→ γγ) (6.7)

where the k−factor can be approximated by matching to known NNLO results for

a heavy Higgs-like scalar [179] and is taken to be k = 3.4. The ratio σ13 TeV/σ8 TeV,

determined from MadGraph, for ggF is 4.5. Matching the diphoton cross section to

the observed excess event rate determines the relationship between Br2(R → γγ)

and cgg as shown in Fig. 6.3.
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6.2 Novel Kinematics from a Custodially Protected Dipho-

ton Resonance

The recent observation of an excess in the diphoton channel around 750 GeV in-

variant mass by ATLAS and CMS at
√
s = 13 TeV [180, 181] has generated much

interest in models with a heavy scalar resonance, ϕ, that decays to two photons.

Most explanations proposed so far are considering loop induced resonance produc-

tion, typically via heavy vector-like quarks (VLQ) charged under the Standard

Model (SM). Otherwise, tree-level decays to SM particles would naturally domi-

nate the branching ratio of ϕ, either leading to a diphoton rate too small to explain

the excess or a production rate of two SM particles with large invariant mass that

is excluded by existing measurements.

In this chapter, we propose a novel tree-level production mechanism where ϕ

arises from the decay of a VLQ. The VLQs can be singly produced due to their mix-

ing with the SM quarks, while the resonance is protected by the SU(2)L×SU(2)R

custodial symmetry. In order to have significant mixing between the VLQs and

the light quarks without modifying the Zqq̄ couplings predicted by the SM, we in-

troduce VLQs in a bidoublet representation of the custodial symmetry, while the

resonance ϕ is part of a triplet under SU(2)R. The model has several advantages

and new features:

• It is one of the few viable examples of tree-level production consistent with

the excess signal rate, existing experimental constraints, and the kinematic

distributions of the diphoton background events.

• The ratio of production rates between 13 and 8 TeV is different than gluon

or quark fusion. Depending on the model the ratio can be as large as about
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7 (vs. 4.7 for gluon fusion), eliminating the tension with the 8 TeV diphoton

searches.

• The custodial symmetry protects the resonance from the leading one-loop

decays to hh, WW , and gg, while allowing decays to γγ. The suppression

of the hh decay is particularly significant since in most models this coupling

will arise at tree-level, making it difficult to reconcile with the expectantly

large diphoton branching ratio and unobserved hh decays. The γγ (as well

as ZZ and Zγ) decay width is nonvanishing due to the explicit breaking of

the custodial symmetry from gauging the U(1)Y subgroup of SU(2)R.

• The custodial symmetry also forbids one-loop gluon fusion production, ex-

plaining the dominance of the tree-level production via a decay of a VLQ.

The scenario where ϕ is produced primarily from the decay of singly-produced

VLQs has not been considered in the diphoton excess literature, although some

authors have considered production of ϕ through a cascade decay of a heavier par-

ent particle (e.g., [182–189]). Furthermore, several authors have pointed out the

potential to measure VLQ top or bottom partners decaying to ϕ [190–192]. How-

ever, to explain the bulk of the excess signal through a decay of pair-produced top

or bottom partners would require couplings at their perturbative limits to achieve

large enough γγ rate and to explain why the VLQ decay process dominates over

gluon fusion [184]. Moreover, pair production of two VLQs per event would give

several hard jets in the event in addition to the diphoton, which is inconsistent

with the kinematic distributions of events in the excess region. The tree-level pro-

duction mechanism presented in this chapter avoids these problems. Interestingly,

it has been pointed out in [193] that a top partner need not be a mass eigenstate

but rather could be a mixture of top and charm-like mass eigenstates raising the
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possibility that the vector-like quarks which mix with light quarks could also play

a role in solving the little hierarchy problem.

This chapter is organized as follows. In Sec. 6.2.1, we introduce a motivated

model consistent with low energy flavor constraints in which a bidoublet of vector-

like quarks with mV ≳ mϕ mix with the light-SM quarks. In Sec. 6.2.4 we discuss

the production and decays of the new particles and find that the model can easily

accommodate the current excess in the diphoton data without tension from existing

searches, both from the 8 TeV searches sensitive to the 750 GeV resonance as well as

searches sensitive to VLQs. Furthermore, we compare the kinematic distributions

of our signal and the diphoton background, finding that, depending on the splitting

between the VLQ and the scalar, the distributions can be challenging to distinguish

without additional data.

6.2.1 Custodial Symmetry and Light Quark Mixing

In this section, we present a model in which the resonance is a decay product

of an electroweak produced VLQ from the dominant t-channel process shown in

figure 6.4. Single production of VLQs requires a large mixing angle between the

light quarks and VLQs. One would naively expect such mixing to yield large

corrections to the Zqq̄ couplings, which are strongly constrained by electroweak

precision observables. However, we can protect the Z couplings via the custodial

symmetry by using a bidoublet representation V for the VLQs [56]. In addition,

we introduce the SU(2)R triplet, Φ, whose neutral component (which we denote

by ϕ) will play the role of the 750 GeV resonance. This model is an example of a

custodially symmetric model commonly considered in composite Higgs and extra

dimensional models [193–201].
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Figure 6.4: The dominant production of the diphoton excess from a decaying VLQ
(U). In addition to the resonance, there are two additional jets. The pT of the jets
(and hence the visibility of the signal) is strongly dependent on the mass of the
VLQ.

6.2.2 Field Content and Mixing

We organize the fields into irreducible representations of SU(3)C×SU(2)L×SU(2)R×U(1)X

in Table 6.1, where the SU(2)R is a global symmetry and the fermions are left-

handed Weyl spinors. Hypercharge is embedded in SU(2)R×U(1)X as Y = T 3
R+X.

The SM quarks are taken to be singlets under SU(2)R and we represent the Higgs

doublet as a bifundamental, H = (ϵH∗, H).

Four VLQs form the bidoublet,

V ≡

 U1 X

D U2

 , V ≡

 U1 D

X U2

 . (6.8)

The charges of the new quarks are QU1 = QU2 = 2/3, QD = −1/3, and QX = 5/3.

The Lagrangian for the VLQs (not including the terms coupling to the scalar

Φ) is

LV LQ = mVTr
[
V V
]
− λVTr

[
H†V

]
u(0) + h.c. , (6.9)

where the (0) superscript denotes the quark fields in the SM mass basis of the

up-type sector (the basis of diagonal SM Yukawa couplings). We assume the

VLQs only mix with a single generation of right-handed up-type quark, however
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Field SU(3)C SU(2)L SU(2)R U(1)X
Φ 1 1 3 0
V 3 2 2 +2/3
V 3̄ 2 2 −2/3

H 1 2 2 0
Q 3 2 1 +1/6
u 3̄ 1 1 −2/3

Table 6.1: The representations of relevant fields. The new vector-like quarks are
in a single bidoublet V , and the 750 GeV resonance is the neutral component of
Φ. The Higgs and the light quarks have the usual SM assignments. All fermionic
fields are left-handed Weyl spinors.

in Appendix C.4 we also consider a different U(1)X charge for V and the case of

mixing with one generation of right-handed down-type quark. Note that we have

made an important assumption regarding alignment: the bidoublet V couples to

the up-type quark in the mass basis of the SM. This assumption is to avoid low

energy flavor constraints from flavor changing neutral currents but is not a crucial

ingredient for the collider phenomenology that follows.

The down-type quark masses are unaffected by the new VLQs. One flavor of the

up-type quarks can mix significantly with the new VLQs through the off-diagonal

mass matrix:

(
u(0) U1 U2

)
λuv/

√
2 0 0

−λV v/
√
2 mV 0

−λV v/
√
2 0 mV




u(0)

U1

U2

+ h.c. (6.10)

where λu is the Yukawa of the up-type quark. From here on, we assume the

mixing is with the up or charm quark and neglect the up-type quark mass. The

mass eigenstates (u, U , and Ũ) are related to the gauge eigenstates by:
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u(0)

U1

U2

 =


1 0 0

0 1/
√
2 −1/

√
2

0 1/
√
2 1/

√
2




cθ −sθ 0

sθ cθ 0

0 0 1




u

Ũ

U

 (6.11)


u(0)

U1

U2

 =


1 0 0

0 1/
√
2 −1/

√
2

0 1/
√
2 1/

√
2




u

Ũ

U


where sθ ≡ sin θ and cθ ≡ cos θ with

sθ =
λV v

mU+

, (6.12)

where v ≃ 246 GeV is the vacuum expectation value of the Higgs, and the masses

of the VLQs are mU− = mD = mχ = mV and mU+ =
√
m2

V + λ2V v
2. The down-

sector does not experience any mixing, i.e. X and D are mass eigenstates.

The mixing, parameterized by sθ, leads to couplings between a generation of SM

quarks, SM gauge bosons, and the VLQs (derived in more detail in Appendix C):

LEW = − esθ
2cwsw

Zµu
†σ̄µU − gsθ

2
W−

µ (u†σ̄µD +X
†
σ̄µu) + h.c. , (6.13)

where sw (cw) is the sine (cosine) of the Weinberg angle and g (e) is the SU(2)L

(QED) coupling constant. If the mixing angle is sufficiently large, these couplings

can result in electroweak production of single VLQs (U , D, or X) which can

dominate over the VLQ pair production cross section. Notice that only U , which

will be responsible for the production of the diphoton resonance, couples to an

up-type quark and the Z. Ũ is not produced by electroweak interactions in this

model. This is because only the linear combination U1+U2 mixes with the up-type

quark, which is a necessary feature for the protection of the Zqq̄ coupling in this

model.
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6.2.3 Consequences of a Custodial Triplet

The 750 GeV diphoton resonance ϕ is embedded in an SU(2)R triplet scalar Φ as

follows.

Φ =

 ϕ/
√
2 ϕ+

ϕ− −ϕ/
√
2

 (6.14)

This allows for a coupling of Φ to the VLQs of the form

LΦ =
√
2yϕTr

[
V ΦV

]
+ h.c. (6.15)

= yϕϕ
(
U1U1 − U2U2 +XX −DD

)
+ h.c.+ ... (6.16)

= yϕϕ
(
−sθUū− ŨU − cθUŨ +XX −DD

)
+ h.c.+ ... (6.17)

where the ellipses refer to terms involving the charged components of Φ. The

relative minus sign between the U1U1 and U2U2 terms gives rise to the coupling of

ϕ to U and the SM up quark (as opposed to a coupling to Ũ) which is responsible

for the production of the resonance.

These interactions will generate couplings of ϕ to SM dibosons, such as gg,

WW , hh etc. via triangle diagrams with the VLQs. However, in the limit of

exact custodial symmetry, these amplitudes are forbidden. For example, the op-

erator ΦGµν,AGA
µν has no custodially invariant contraction because the gluon field

strength tensor G is a custodial singlet. Furthermore, the Higgs coupling to the

scalar vanishes since (using HH† ∝ 1),

Tr
[
H†ΦH

]
∝ TrΦ = 0 . (6.18)

In practice, the vanishing of the amplitudes is a consequence of cancellations of the

contributions due to different VLQs running in the loop, which contain important

relative minus signs as a consequence of the custodial symmetry.
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The loop amplitudes for ϕ therefore require the insertion of SU(2)R violat-

ing interactions. The largest such couplings in the SM are the third generation

Yukawas, however in the flavor alignment limit these couplings will not directly

affect the diphoton resonance sector since we assume mixing is not occurring with

the third generation up-type quark. The dominant source of custodial symmetry

breaking in this sector will therefore be the embedding of the hypercharge gauge

group within the TR
3 generator of SU(2)R, and so it is to be expected that the lead-

ing loop amplitude will be that coupling ϕ to hypercharge gauge bosons, ϕBµνBµν .

Indeed, the one-loop contributions to this operator do not cancel among the VLQs

due to their differing hypercharges. The other loop amplitudes will be generated

at higher order and are suppressed by an additional factor ∼ α/4πc2w compared to

their naive sizes. These two-loop contributions can induce a mixing angle between

ϕ and the Higgs of order ∼ (v/16π2mϕ) (α/4πc
2
w) (where mϕ denotes the mass of

the resonance), however this is much too small to induce sizable decays to tt̄. Direct

couplings of ϕ to the up-type quarks can also arise at two-loops but is suppressed

by a Yukawa coupling, making it negligible. We verify the effects of custodial sym-

metry breaking explicitly in C.3. This custodial protection mechanism generates a

natural hierarchy between the decays of the resonance to diphotons and its decays

to gg, WW , hh, and also suppresses the gluon fusion production of ϕ.

We now briefly compare this to a scenario in which the diphoton resonance is

assumed to be a custodial singlet S with couplings

LS = ySS Tr
[
V V
]
+ h.c. (6.19)

= ySS
(
U1U1 + U2U2 +DD +XX

)
+ h.c. (6.20)

= ySS
(
sθŨu+ UU + cθŨ Ũ +DD +XX

)
+ h.c. (6.21)

In this case, the only S-quark-VLQ coupling involves Ũ , which does not couple to
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SM gauge bosons and therefore cannot be produced via VLQ single production.

Ũ is pair-produced and can decay Ũ → Su, however the rate for pair production

is subdominant to electroweak production of U and insufficient to explain the

excess. Furthermore, this singlet does not exhibit custodial protection, which

is a consequence of the couplings in eq. 6.20 adding constructively rather than

destructively.

6.2.4 Diphoton Cross Section

Above we presented a model in which ϕ can be produced as a decay product of

a singly produced VLQ (we will assume mV > mϕ throughout). The dominant

production mechanism for the diphoton resonance is depicted in figure 6.4.1 In this

section, we demonstrate that the γγ rate is sufficient to explain the diphoton excess

while avoiding constraints from existing VLQ searches and electroweak precision

tests. We consider two variations of the model, one where the VLQs mix with the

up quark and another with the VLQs mixing with the charm quark.

Since the γγ final state arises from a decay chain, the inclusive cross section

into γγ is given in the narrow width approximation by

σγγ = σ(pp→ Uū, Ūu)× Br(U → ϕu)× Br(ϕ→ γγ). (6.22)

Each of these contributions has different dependence on the relevant parameters of

the model, yϕ and sθ. The production cross section of the VLQs, σ(pp→ Uū, Ūu),

is proportional to s2θ but is independent of yϕ.
1Secondary production modes from UZ production, pair production of VLQs, and direct ϕZ

production mediated by a VLQ make up 10-30% of inclusive diphoton cross section. We explore
the size of different contributions in Sec. 6.2.9, but since the size of the subdominant modes
is highly dependent on the detailed parameters of the model, we only include the dominant
production when studying the inclusive diphoton rate and kinematics.
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yϕ sθ

uR benchmark 0.7 0.1
cR benchmark 2 0.3

Table 6.2: Benchmark points for the up quark and charm quark mixing models.
For the uR model, there are more stringent constraints on the mixing angle though
a larger production cross section.

6.2.5 Branching Ratios

The complete formulae for the branching ratios of ϕ and U are given in Ap-

pendix C.2. We summarize the results here. U has two decay channels, U → Zj

and U → ϕj with the dominant decay being Zj. This results in the branching

ratio of U → uϕ ranging between 1-10%, proportional to y2ϕ and independent of

the mixing angle. ϕ has competing decays between a 3-body tree-level decay and

loop-induced 2-body decays. The only tree-level decay of ϕ is to Zuū through an

off-shell U with a rate is proportional to s4θy2ϕ, making it highly sensitive to the

mixing angle. ϕ has additional loop-induced decays into γγ, Zγ, and ZZ. These

decays arise from gauging hypercharge resulting in the relative ratios,

Γγγ : ΓγZ : ΓZZ = 1 : 2 tan2 θw : tan4 θw . (6.23)

The loop-induced rates are largely independent of the mixing, proportional to y2ϕ.2

The leading branching ratios of ϕ are shown in figure 6.5 for a benchmark

point relevant in the case of up-mixing with sθ = 0.1 (left) and charm-mixing

with sθ = 0.3 (right). A couple comments on the choice of benchmark points

(displayed in Table 6.2) are in order. First, regarding the size of the mixing angle,

we have provided constraints on the allowed mixing angle for electroweak produced
2We have checked that non-zero mixing has at most a 10% effect on the loop-induced rates in

the region of parameter space we are interested in. Furthermore, these effects will not have any
bearing on the size of the γγ rate and thus we ignore these effects in our analysis.
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Figure 6.5: The different branching ratios for ϕ. The loop-induced decays to
γγ, γZ, and ZZ always compete with the 3-body decay. At large mixing, the
3-body decay is the preferred decay mode, however for small-mixing, the loop-
induced decays (which are roughly independent of the mixing) dominate. Left:
The branching ratios for the uR benchmark point (small-mixing). Right: The
branching ratios for the cR benchmark (large-mixing).

VLQs in Appendix C.5, obtained by reinterpreting the constraints from direct LHC

searches on light quark composite partner models [193]. For the up-quark mixing,

the mixing angle is experimentally constrained to be sθ ≲ 0.12, while for charm

mixing, the constraints are much weaker with sθ ≲ 0.5. Larger mixing angles are

allowed for the case of charm mixing since the electroweak production cross section

of the VLQs are suppressed by the charm parton distribution function.

6.2.6 The Inclusive Cross Section

Depending on the size of mixing, the inclusive cross section for diphoton production

scales differently with the mixing angle. There are two distinct regimes, large and

small mixing angles. If the mixing angle is large, then the dominant decay of ϕ

is through the 3-body decay. In this case the branching ratio into diphotons is
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Figure 6.6: The inclusive cross section into γγ as a function of VLQ mass and
varying the values of yϕ. In gray we show the rough cross section necessary to
explain the excess with a narrow width (1.5− 5 fb) [202]. Left: The cross section
for the uR benchmark point. Right: The cross section for the cR benchmark point.

∝ 1/s4θ giving an inclusive cross section

σγγ ∝
y2ϕ
s2θ

(large mixing) . (6.24)

For small mixing, the 3-body ϕ decay is heavily suppressed making the diphoton

rate the dominant mode, i.e. Br(ϕ → γγ) ≈ 1, independent of yϕ or sθ. In this

case, the inclusive cross section scales as

σγγ ∝ y2ϕs
2
θ (small mixing) . (6.25)

The transition between the two regimes occurs around sθ ∼ 0.2, and this is the

point where the cross section is maximized. Due to the constraints, the up mixing

case is always in the small mixing scenario while the charm can be either the large

or small mixing regimes. For our chosen benchmark point, the charm scenario

corresponds to large mixing.

To reproduce the excess, we simulate the production of ϕ at leading order using

a custom FeynRules model [203] with MadGraph5 [176]. To roughly estimate

the size of next-to-leading order (NLO) effects, we compute the production cross

section with an additional jet, finding that it makes up about 50% of the leading
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order cross section. This suggests an NLO K-factor of about 1.5, and we use

this correction throughout. We compute the diphoton rate using Eq. 6.22 and the

branching ratios given in Appendix C.2. Figure 6.6 shows the inclusive diphoton

production cross section for different VLQ masses and values of yϕ for the two

benchmark points.

We see in the left of figure 6.6 that we need yϕ ∼ 0.7 to get enough cross

section to explain the excess in the up quark variation of the model. Larger

Yukawa couplings are required in the charm-mixing benchmark point, requiring

yϕ ∼ 2 to achieve the minimum cross section needed to explain the excess.

As with many models explaining the diphoton excess, such Yukawa couplings

can lead to non-perturbativity of the model before the GUT scale. The up-mixing

benchmark becomes non-perturbative at around 100 TeV, although there is some

parameter space where the coupling remains perturbative beyond the GUT scale.

The charm-mixing model is more problematic given the Yukawa coupling runs

to its perturbative limit at a few TeV, putting into question the validity of our

analysis. However, this problem can be easily overcome by adding additional

flavors of bidoublets (these may or may not mix with the SM quarks) which feed

into the running, but also boost the diphoton decay rate as the square of the

number of flavors allowing for much smaller couplings, and a much higher scale of

strong coupling.

6.2.7 Eliminating Tension with 8 TeV Data

One of the puzzling features of the 13 TeV diphoton excess is its seemingly large

cross section compared to cross section limits from 8 TeV searches. A 750 GeV
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Figure 6.7: The ratio of
√
s = 13 to 8 TeV cross section of the up-mixing signal

(blue) and charm-mixing signal (red). We have included the scaling properties
of the down-type version of this model where the down (green), strange (pink),
or bottom (light blue) quark mix with VLQs. The scaling of other proposed
production processes are shown as dashed lines and were taken from [182].

resonance is not ruled out by Run I searches but, depending on the production

mechanism and width, may be in tension with Run I limits [179, 202]. Thus to

reproduce the excess, it is important to have sufficiently large scaling, r, defined as

the ratio of the cross section at 13 TeV to that at 8 TeV. We compute the scaling

for our model as a function of the VLQ mass (the scaling is independent of the

couplings) and assuming the K-factor is constant from 8 to 13 TeV. The results are

shown in figure 6.7 alongside the scaling of other proposed models, including gluon

fusion, qq̄ production [204], and photon fusion [5, 174, 175]. The up-mixing model

inherits the scaling from the uū production at mV ∼ 750 GeV but grows with the

mass of the VLQ due to the higher center-of-mass energy. For heavy VLQ masses

near 1500 GeV, the scaling is comparable to gluon fusion. The charm variation of

the model, however, scales much better due to the parton distribution function of
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the charm in the initial state. For VLQ masses nearly degenerate with mϕ (800

GeV ≲ mV ≲ 1000 GeV) for which the extra jet from the U decay is relatively

soft, the scaling is as large as for bb̄ production. For larger masses, the charm-

mixing scenario has r ≳ 7, but in this region of parameter space, the ϕ would be

accompanied by a high-pT jet in the final state (we explore the plausibility of this

scenario in Sec. 6.2.8). We conclude that, depending on the mass of the VLQ, our

signal can achieve larger cross section scaling from 8 to 13 TeV than any proposed

model of single resonance production.

For simplicity, we have only considered mixing with up-type quarks. It is pos-

sible to construct a similar model in which new VLQs mix with the down-type

quarks. The terms in the Lagrangian responsible for production of a down-type

variation of this model are presented in Appendix C.4. We include the scaling

properties of production from down, strange, and bottom quark mixing in fig-

ure 6.7. The bottom quark mixing scenario has the largest ratio of 13 to 8 TeV

cross section, while the down and strange quark scenarios interpolate between the

scaling of the up and charm scenarios.

6.2.8 Comparing with ATLAS

In addition to the diphoton resonance signature at mγγ ∼ 750 GeV, our signal has

two additional jets, with one of the jets typically in the forward direction. AT-

LAS and CMS have remarked that events in the excess region are consistent with

the background kinematics. Furthermore, ATLAS has recently provided kinematic

distributions of the excess events [205] for the number of jets, Njets (ATLAS de-

fined a jet using pjT > 25 GeV for η < 2.4 and pjT < 50 GeV for η < 4.4), and the

transverse momentum of the γγ resonance, pγγT . Furthermore, ATLAS provided
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Figure 6.8: The kinematic distributions of the sum of the signal and background
for vector-like quark mass of 800 (blue) and 1000 GeV (red) compared to the
distributions observed by ATLAS (black) with 3.2 fb−1 of data. We also provide
gluon fusion kinematics (green) for comparison. The Njets and pγγT distributions
for the background and observed events are obtained from the slides presented by
ATLAS [205].
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Figure 6.9: The leading-jet pT and forward jet pseudorapidity distributions of the
signal for vector-like quark mass of 800 (blue) and 1000 GeV (red) along with a
gluon fusion signal (green) for comparison. For VLQs almost degenerate with the
resonance, the signal is difficult to differentiate from the QCD background or a
resonance produced via gluon fusion since these events also contain soft, forward
jets from initial state radiation.

estimates for the expected SM diphoton background from simulations. The dis-

tributions are provided for the region 700 GeV < mγγ < 840 GeV and with the

requirements on the leading and subleading photon energies Eγ1
T > 0.4mγγ and

Eγ2
T > 0.3mγγ. In this bin, ATLAS found a total of 34 events, about 10 of which

are diphoton excess candidates.

To compare the compatibility of the kinematics of the excess with our sig-
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nal we simulate our signal using a combination of MadGraph5, Pythia 8.2 [206],

and Delphes 3 [115] making use of the NNPDF2.3LO parton distribution func-

tions [207]. To compare with the distributions observed by ATLAS, we perform a

weighted sum of our signal and the background estimates provided by ATLAS

N = rNsig + (1− r)Nbkg. (6.26)

This is done for each bin and we take r ≈ 10/34. We also simulate gluon fusion

at leading order and perform this procedure in order to compare our signal with

the kinematics of single production. By comparing the distributions in figure 6.8,

we conclude that although our signal has two extra jets in the final state, the

distributions for Njets and pγγT are consistent with the data provided by ATLAS (as

is also the case for the gluon fusion signal). Furthermore, the mass of the VLQ

has only a mild effect on these distributions since the number of jets from the hard

process is independent of mV . The signal does have distinctive features in other

distributions, however, and we explore these features in the next section.

6.2.9 Additional Signatures

Our signal predicts observable jet signatures that can be used to discern this pro-

cess from background events or from other resonance production mechanisms. In

particular, we expect a forward jet as well as one central jet with higher pT , depend-

ing on mV . The distributions for the pT of the leading jet (pj1T ) and the absolute

value of the pseudorapidity of the most forward jet (|ηFJ |) for the signals with

mV = 800 and 1000 GeV are shown in figure 6.9 along with the gluon fusion signal

for comparison. Note that ATLAS and CMS did not provide the background or

observed kinematic distributions for these observables, so we did not combine the

background and the signal in these plots.
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The distributions have some distinctive characteristics. Firstly, we see that for

small splitting pj1T is peaked around zero since, at these splittings, the central jet,

which will typically be the leading jet, has low pT . However, for larger splitting

the distribution has a kinematic edge with the end-point at the splitting between

the VLQ and the resonance. This is prototypical of a jet arising from a heavy

particle decay to a second heavy particle. Interestingly, such a distribution can

suggest the mass of the VLQ. The forward jet in the event is most easily probed

using its pseudorapidity. The distribution has a dip at η ≈ 2.4 as a consequence of

the cuts used by ATLAS for the jet definition (see above). As expected, the signal

has a jet with large η, however this is also true of the dominant background, γγ.

In this background, jets are emitted from the initial state and hence tend to be in

the forward region. This can result in the feature being well hidden inside the SM

background of the searches.

In addition to the features of the dominant production mode, there are sec-

ondary production modes of the excess. In principle, one may expect that any of

the VLQs could decay into the resonance, but this is not the case. Due to the cus-

todial structure of the model, only U couples to the resonance and a SM quark (see

Eq. 6.17), and hence its the only single VLQ production mode. However, there are

three subdominant modes which can contribute significantly to the cross section,

single VLQ production through pp → UZ,UZ, QCD pair production of VLQs

through pp → UU , and direct production of the resonance through a t-channel

VLQ, pp→ ϕZ. The cross section composition depends strongly on the choice of

mixing angle and mass of the VLQ. The various contributions to the total cross

section as a function of the mass for our benchmark points are shown at leading

order in figure 6.10 (for simplicity we do not apply K-factors when comparing be-

tween these different channels). We conclude that the additional production modes
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Figure 6.10: The cross sections for the different production modes at our bench-
mark points. We see that production through single VLQ dominates with the
secondary production modes providing up to 10-30% corrections on the inclusive
diphoton cross section.

make up 10-30% of the inclusive diphoton cross section for reasonable choices of

parameters. With more statistics, excesses in these subleading channels could be

used to differentiate our signal.

Lastly we note that in principle the charged scalars, which are almost de-

generate with ϕ, can also be observed as they are singly produced by a similar

mechanism as ϕ. However, the loop-induced decays to WZ and Wγ both vanish

in the custodial limit, rendering their 3-body decays dominant in almost all of pa-

rameter space. These 3-body decays could be probed, but such studies are likely

less sensitive then other searches.

6.2.10 Summary

We have presented a model describing a 750 GeV diphoton resonance arising from

a custodial triplet which is produced as a decay product of a singly-produced VLQ.

Our model has novel kinematics compared to other proposed production mecha-

nisms and eliminates the tension from the 8 TeV diphoton searches while main-
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taining consistency with the kinematic distributions in the excess region. With

additional statistics, our signal could be confirmed by the presence of a forward jet

in the diphoton events or as a kinematic edge in the leading-jet pT distributions if

the VLQ mass is significantly heavier than 800 GeV. The scalar resonance enjoys

custodial protection, explaining the dominance of the γγ decay rate overWW , hh,

and dijet decays.

Additional signatures of the model include a corresponding excess in the Zγ and

ZZ channels with fixed rates with respect to the γγ rate. Furthermore, searches

for single production of VLQs in Run II will probe deep into the viable parameter

space of this model.

We now note some interesting model building possibilities which we leave for

future studies. First, in this work we focus on the case where the new scalar

arises from an SU(2)R triplet but is uncharged under SU(2)L. However, many of

the benefits enjoyed by this model are present in similar representation choices, in

particular if ϕ is a (3,1) or (3,3) under (SU(2)L, SU(2)R). These models also forbid

gluon fusion and the tree-level production mechanism can dominate. Another

interesting possibility is if the VLQs are related to the the top sector, as one might

expect in a composite Higgs model, and the custodial symmetry is broken explicitly

by the top Yukawa. Such a breaking can induce ϕ production through gluon fusion,

perhaps in a controlled manner such that the decays to hh as well as decays to

W+W− are still suppressed. Finally, we comment on some ways to further reduce

the size of the Yukawas. In this work we focused on a single flavor of VLQ for

simplicity. However, if there are additional flavors (with or without mixing to the

other SM quarks), this can greatly enhance the diphoton decay rate, reducing the

size of Yukawas necessary to reproduce the excess. An additional possibility is if
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SU(2)R is gauged. In this case, the additional gauge bosons will propagate in the

diphoton loop giving a significant enhancement to the diphoton rate.
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APPENDIX A

THE COMPOSITE TWIN HIGGS

A.1 RS setup

Here we present more details of the embeddings of the leptons into the warped

model. All fermions are introduced as 5D bulk fields, corresponding to 4-

component Dirac spinors, i.e. Ψ = (χ, ψ̄), where both χ and ψ are left-handed

2-component Weyl spinors. The fields explicitly depicted in Eq. (3.21) will con-

tain zero modes in the χ components of the bulk fields (SM and twin left-handed

leptons). Their χ components are assumed to have (+,+) boundary conditions

at the UV and IR branes to ensure the existence of a zero mode in χ, while the

fields suppressed in Eq. (3.21) are assumed to have (−,+) boundary conditions to

avoid extra light fermions in the spectrum. Fields containing right-handed zero

modes (νR, ν̃R, eR, ẽR) are assumed to have (−,−) boundary conditions for the

χ-component, in order to allow for a zero mode in the ψ component of the corre-

sponding bulk field.

The vector of SO(8) contains two SU(2)L doublets, q±±, where the first and

second subscript denotes the field’s T 3
L and T 3

R quantum numbers, respectively, and

two SU(2)mL doublets p±±,

Ψ8 =
1√
2
(q+++q−−, iq++−iq−−, q+−+q−+, iq+−−iq−+,

p+++p−−, ip++−ip−−, p+−+p−+, ip+−−ip−+) .

We identify hypercharge as Y = T 3
R and twin hypercharge as Y m = T 3m

R , so q+−

has the quantum numbers of νL and q−− has the quantum numbers of eL. For the

twins states, we should identify p+− with ν̃L and p−− with ẽL. In addition to the
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fields defined earlier, right-handed electrons are embedded into the antisymmetric

28 representation of SO(8), Ψ28, Ψ
m
28.

Each 5D field has a bulk Dirac mass c
R
Ψ̄Ψ, where the dimensionless parameters

c8, cm8 , c1, cm1 , c28, cm28 control the localization properties of the zero modes. We

consider parameter space where all lepton fields are UV localized (corresponding

to elementary leptons in the 4D language), except the singlet twin neutrino which

we allow to be either UV localized (cm1 < −1
2
) or IR localized (cm1 > −1

2
), the latter

case corresponding to composite right-handed twin neutrinos.

The symmetry breaking patterns allow mass terms on the UV and IR branes,

which will determine the masses and mixings among the light neutrinos. On the

UV brane, the most general renormalizable Lagrangian allowed by the gauge sym-

metries and the boundary conditions includes the mass terms

LUV =
1

2
MνRψνRψνR +

1

2
Mν̃Rψν̃Rψν̃R +M ′ψνRψν̃R + h.c. (A.1)

where the brane mass parameters MνR ,Mν̃R and M ′ are dimensionless and are

generically 3× 3 matrices if we consider the full 3-generation twin sector. We note

that both lepton number and twin lepton number, as well as the Z2 symmetry

relating the two sectors is broken on the UV brane. In particular, Z2 is broken

on the UV brane if MνR ̸= Mν̃R . The Majorana mass terms MνR and Mν̃R for the

singlet neutrinos lead to the warped seesaw mechanism [54, 208, 209]. The CFT

interpretation of the warped seesaw mechanism (see [209]) is that while the CFT

itself is lepton-number preserving, the elementary sector breaks lepton number at

a high scale.

Using the interpretation that the CFT is Z2 preserving, we require that the IR

brane localized mass terms are Z2 invariant. On the IR brane SO(8) is broken to

SO(7), under which Ψ8 decomposes as Ψ7
8 + Ψ1

8 . We can then write the following
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SO(7) invariant IR brane localized mass terms

LIR = −
(
R

R′

)4

[mν(χ
1
8ψνR + χ1m

8 ψν̃R) +m′χ1
8χ

1m
8

+me(χ
7
8χ

7
28 + χ7m

8 χ7m
28 )] + h.c. (A.2)

which will be responsible for the Dirac masses of the leptons. The effect of the

χ1
8ψνR operator is to modify the boundary conditions on the IR brane such that

the right-handed singlet neutrino zero mode in ψνR is partially rotated into χ1
8.

Once A5 acquires a VEV (corresponding to EWSB), the two would-be zero modes

in χ8 acquire a Dirac mass from Ψ8⟨A5⟩Ψ8. Similarly χ1
8χ

1m
8 rotates the zero mode

in χν̃L (living in χ1m
8 ) into χ1

8 and leads to a Dirac mass between χνL and χν̃L after

EWSB.

A.2 Mass spectrum

In this Appendix we describe the mass terms for the would-be zero mode leptons

to lowest order in R/R′ and v/f . We first observe that all KK states can be

integrated out, leaving only the effective Lagrangian for the would-be zero modes

Leff =
1

2
Mψ(0)

νR
ψ(0)
νR

+
1

2
M̃ψ

(0)
ν̃R
ψ

(0)
ν̃R

+MDψ
(0)
νR
ψ

(0)
ν̃R

(A.3)

+mDχ
(0)
νL
ψ(0)
νR

+ m̃Dχ
(0)
ν̃L
ψ

(0)
ν̃R

+mχ(0)
νL
χ
(0)
ν̃L

+ h.c.

which matches onto Eq. (3.23). Majorana mass terms χ(0)
νLχ

(0)
νL and χ(0)

ν̃L
χ
(0)
ν̃L

do not

appear even after EWSB since the Higgs sector preserves L − L̃ (a result of the

fact that B − L− B̃ + L̃ is a gauge symmetry in the bulk and IR brane).

Expressing the (dimensional) mass terms for the would-be zero mode neutrinos
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in terms of the RS parameters, we find

mD ≃ g∗vmν

2
ac1,−c8

(
R
R′

)c8−c1−1

m̃D ≃ g∗fmν

2
×


acm1 ,−cm8

(
R
R′

)cm8 −cm1 −1
cm1 < −1

2

iacm1 ,−cm8

(
R
R′

)cm8 − 1
2 cm1 > −1

2

m ≃ g∗vm′

2
a−c8,−cm8

(
R
R′

)c8+cm8 −1

M ≃ −(1 + 2c1)
MνR

R

M̃ ≃ Mν̃R

R
×


−(1 + 2cm1 ) cm1 < −1

2

(1 + 2cm1 )
(

R
R′

)1+2cm1 cm1 > −1
2

MD ≃ M ′

R
×


√
2ac1,cm1 cm1 < −1

2

√
2iac1,cm1

(
R
R′

) 1
2
+cm1 cm1 > −1

2

(A.4)

where ax,y =
√

(1 + 2x)(1 + 2y)/2. Note that keeping terms higher order in v/f

results in the replacement g∗v → g∗f sin(
v
f
) and g∗f → g∗f cos(

v
f
), as expected

from a pseudo Goldstone (Twin) Higgs. In the absence of mixing, the neutrino

mass is given by m2
D/2M . These results agree with the exact result obtained from

the lowest zero of the spectral functions, which takes into account the mixing of

the KK modes and zero modes within each SO(8) multiplet. In terms of the RS

parameters, the mixing angle in Eq. (3.19) is

sin θ ≃ (2cm8 − 1)

4

(
R

R′

)2cm8 −1
1

cm1

(
v

f

)2(
m′

mν

)2

. (A.5)

The electrons (and muons/taus), acquire the following mass terms after EWSB,

me ≃
g∗vme

2


ac28,−c8

(
R
R′

)c8−c28−1
c28 < −1

2

iac28,−c8

(
R
R′

)c8− 1
2 c28 > −1

2

(A.6)

and similarly for mẽ.
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A.3 Coleman-Weinberg potential for Majorana KK spec-

trum

The calculation presented in the main text of the Z2-breaking effects in the Higgs

potential from the neutrino sector is utilizing the full expression of the Coleman-

Weinberg potential. However due to the appearance of the Majorana masses for

the right handed neutrinos the standard techniques (which assume Dirac fermions)

for evaluating the CW potential for KK theories have to be augmented. Here we

explain how to deal with a Majorana KK spectrum in general, and present the

actual calculation in the next Appendix.

The general expression of the Coleman-Weinberg potential for KK theories

takes the form [59]

V = (−1)F N
2

∑
n

∫
d4p

(2π)4
log(p2 +m2

n) (A.7)

where N is the number of DOFs at each level of the KK tower (3 for a gauge boson,

4 for a Dirac fermion) and mn(v) are the KK masses which depend on the Higgs

VEV. The sum is usually turned into a contour integral in the the complex m-

plane, resulting in an integral over the spectral function ρ(m), whose zeros encode

the KK spectrum. The spectral function is determined by solving the equations

of motion (EOM) and applying the boundary conditions to obtain a quantization

condition.

The function 1
ρ(m)

has simple poles along the real axis corresponding to the

KK spectrum, so the the sum over the KK masses can be performed via a contour

integral in the complex m-plane using zeta function regularization techniques [210,

211]. For Dirac KK modes, ρ(m) ≡ ρ(m2) (as consequence of the exact degeneracy

of the left and right 2-component spinors which make up each Dirac KK state).
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Thus for the Dirac case one can perform the KK sum by summing over the positive

masses in Eq. (A.7) and setting N = 4 to account for the DOFs associated with

both chiralities. This is equivalent to a contour integral which only encloses the

the positive zeros of the spectral function in the complex m plane. However, in

the presence of Majorana mass terms on the UV brane, the KK spectrum becomes

pseudo Dirac, and the zeros of ρ(m) at m ≃ ±m0 do not pair up exactly (and as

a consequence ρ(m) is a function of m, not m2 as in the Dirac case). Therefore,

one must also include the negative mass solutions in the sum in Eq. (A.7), or

equivalently the zeros of ρ(m) along the Re(m) < 0 axis must also be enclosed by

a contour.

After throwing away an h-independent contribution to the cosmological con-

stant and performing two contour integrals, one to enclose the poles on the

Re(m) > 0 axis and one to enclose the poles on the Re(m) < 0 axis, we arrive at

an integral along the imaginary m axis (m = ip)

V = (−1)F 2N

(4π)2

∫ ∞

0

dp p3Re log[ρ(ip)] (A.8)

where ρ(ip) is generally complex since ρ is a function of m rather than m2 and

N = 2 for Majorana KK modes.

A.4 Coleman-Weinberg potential for the warped twin see-

saw

We first present the spectral functions ρν(m) (ρmν (m)), which encode the exact

masses of the SM (twin) neutrino KK spectrum. In the presence of ν-ν̃ mixing,

there is only one spectral function incorporating both the SM and twin neutrino
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KK towers. However for the purpose of calculating the CW potential we can set

the mixing to zero (M ′ → 0, m′ → 0) since the effects from the mixing are expected

to be small. The two spectral functions are parameterized by two form factors:

ρν = 1 + fν sin
2

(
h

f

)
(A.9)

ρmν = 1 + fm
ν cos2

(
h

f

)
. (A.10)

The sin (h/f) terms are generated by the SM neutrino sector, while the pieces with

cos (h/f) are generated by twin neutrinos.

First, we look for separable solutions to the bulk EOM, assuming the ansatz

χ =
∑
n

gn(z)χn(x) and ψ̄ =
∑
n

fn(z)ψ̄n(x). (A.11)

In the presence of ⟨A5⟩, the bulk EOMs are coupled. We can, however, perform

a field redefinition (which resembles a gauge transformation within the bulk) to

remove ⟨A5⟩ from the EOMs [58, 212]. The transformation that does this is the

Wilson line Ω(z) = e−ig5
∫
dz⟨A5⟩. We define hatted fields which do not depend on

⟨A5⟩

f(z, ⟨A5⟩) = Ω(z)f̂(z, 0)

g(z, ⟨A5⟩) = Ω(z)ĝ(z, 0). (A.12)

The differential equations for f̂ , ĝ are now the standard bulk EOMs without

the A5 VEV, which have solutions in terms of Bessel functions Jν and J−ν . It is

more convenient to work in the basis of the warped analog of flat space sines and

cosines [212] satisfying Cc(R) = 1, Sc(0) = 0, C ′
c(R) = 0, and S ′

c(R) = m where

c is the bulk mass parameter, leading to a simpler quantization condition. The
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explicit expressions for these Cc, Sc functions are

Sc(z) =
πmR

2

(
R

z

)−c− 1
2

× (A.13)(
Jc+ 1

2
(mR)Yc+ 1

2
(mz)− Yc+ 1

2
(mR)Jc+ 1

2
(mz)

)
Cc(z) =

πmR

2

(
R

z

)−c− 1
2

× (A.14)(
Yc− 1

2
(mR)Jc+ 1

2
(mz)− Jc− 1

2
(mR)Yc+ 1

2
(mz)

)
One needs to multiply by z2−c in order for these functions to satisfy the bulk

EOMs.

The boundary conditions are modified by the field redefinition in Eq. (A.12).

The UV boundary conditions are unchanged since Ω(z = R) = 0. On the IR brane

however, we must apply Wilson line transformation Ω(R′) relating f to f̂ at z = R′,

which was worked out in [79]. Applying the IR boundary conditions to ΩΨ8 and

ΩΨm
8 produces two 4 by 4 systems of equations involving the neutrino and twin

neutrino wave functions. There exists a solution if and only if the determinant of

the coefficient matrix is 0. Thus the determinant of each IR boundary condition

matrix gives the spectral function of the theory, resulting in

fν(p
2) =

−1

2

|m̂ν |2(C−1 +MνRS−1)

S−8[C−8(S1 −MνRC1) + |m̂ν |2S8(C−1 +MνRS−1)]

(A.15)

where m̂ν = mν

(
R
R′

)c8−c1 and the twin form factor has the same form with c8 →

cm8 , c1 → cm1 , MνR → Mν̃R . Expanding in small parameters R/R′ and v/f to

leading order reproduces the masses of the lightest modes obtained from taking

into account only the would-be zero modes and neglecting the KK modes. In the

limit that the Majorana masses MνR , Mν̃R → 0, the form factors reproduces the

the top sector form factors in the CTH [79].
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The neutrino sector contribution to the Coleman-Weinberg potential for the

Higgs can be written in terms of the spectral functions as

Veff(h) = −
4

(4π)2

∫ ∞

0

dpp3Re log[ρν(ip)ρ
m
ν (ip)]. (A.16)

In principle, the potential can be calculated numerically by inserting the form of

the spectral functions. However, we obtain an analytical approximation for the

potential by expanding in powers of sin2(h
f
).

If there were no Z2 breaking, the Twin Higgs Z2 would guarantee that the

quadratically divergent pieces cancel, see [79]. However, we are interested in break-

ing the Z2 in the neutrino sector. The Higgs mass correction can be found by

differentiating with respect to x = sin2(h
f
) and is given by

δm2
h =

1

f 2

∂V

∂x
(0) (A.17)

≃ −4
(4π)2f 2

∫ ∞

0

dpp3 (Re(fν)− Re(fm
ν )) +O(f 2

ν )

where terms quadratic and higher in the form factors have been neglected since

the form factors are exponentially suppressed for p ≳MKK .

Without Z2 breaking, Refν − Refm
ν = 0 and the largest possible contribution

to the potential from the neutrino sector vanishes up to terms higher order in the

form factors. However, if we allow the Z2 to be broken, Refν − Refνm ̸= 0, and

we can obtain potentially large corrections to the Higgs mass term.
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APPENDIX B

RECASTING LHC DISPLACED SEARCHES

B.1 Data and Simulations

B.1.1 Monte Carlo Tools

Parton level events are generated using the Madgraph5 event-generator [113], uti-

lizing model files created by Feynrules [203]. Hadronization, parton showering,

and R-hadron physics are simulated using Pythia 8 [114], which allows the ϵαβγ

color flow associated with the qqd̄∗ and ūd̄d̄ operators. Long-lived particles are

displaced before passing events from Madgraph to Pythia. For the detector sim-

ulation, we use Delphes 3 [115] and ROOT 6.02 [213] with the default ATLAS

and CMS detector geometries, resolutions, and efficiencies (excluding tracking ef-

ficiency). The Delphes 3 detector has an inner detector (ID), electromagnetic and

hadron calorimeters (ECAL/HCAL), and a muon system (MS). Charged SM par-

ticles are propagated in a uniform magnetic field in the tracker. FastJet [116]

is used to cluster jets according to track and calorimeter information from the

Delphes particle-flow reconstruction. Tracking vertex resolution is taken to be

perfect, but nearby vertices are merged in the vertex reconstruction procedures.

B.1.2 Tracking Efficiency

The standard tracking simulation provided in Delphes 3, which assumes tracking

efficiencies for particles originating from the PV, provides a poor reproduction of
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the actual tracking efficiency for tracks originating from displaced vertices. The

track reconstruction efficiencies in ATLAS [152] and CMS [214,215] drop off rapidly

for vertices displaced from the origin. For the ATLAS and CMS displaced vertex

searches presented in this work, offline tracking techniques (“re-tracking”) are used

to regain some of the lost efficiency. Even with displaced tracking algorithms, the

probability to reconstruct a track in the CMS or ATLAS inner detectors depends

on the track’s orientation and the displacement of its production vertex. This effect

is incorporated in our analysis by assigning displaced tracks efficiencies based on

simulated displaced track reconstruction efficiencies of the ATLAS and CMS detec-

tors. For the ATLAS detector, we use an efficiency parametrized by the transverse

impact parameter, d0, and transverse momentum, pT , of each track. In addition

to tracking efficiency falloff with d0, ATLAS vertex reconstruction efficiency also

drops off steeply at a radial distance corresponding to the second pixel barrel lay-

ers of the ID. To account for this effect, we add an additional factor of 75% to

the track reconstruction efficiency for tracks which originate outside of the second

pixel layer. The CMS track reconstruction efficiencies are simulated under Run 1

tracking conditions [214] and are parametrized as a function of production radius.

A cut on track transverse impact parameter d0 < 30 cm is imposed, motivated

by displaced tracking efficiencies for cosmic muons [215]. The final reconstruction

efficiencies do not strongly depend on the the shape and scale of the tracking effi-

ciency nor on their parameterization either as a function of production radius or

impact parameter.

Tracks of charged R-hadrons which decay in the tracker are assumed to not

reconstruct and are neglected in this study. It is possible that some of these tracks

could be reconstructed by ATLAS or CMS, but this depends on the tracker hits

registered in the detector before the charged R-hadron decays and the details of
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the tracking algorithm. Tracks of charged R-hadrons which decay in the beam pipe

do not register hits in the detector and therefore are not reconstructed. R-hadrons

decaying in the tracker may have tracks which exhibit multi-prong decays or which

disappear altogether, and may also not reconstruct properly depending on the

reconstruction algorithm. The track from the charged R−hadron would appear

to be prompt because it points back to the primary vertex (PV). The ATLAS

multitrack DV search ignores prompt tracks with transverse impact parameter

d0 < 2 mm in reconstructing displaced vertices. The CMS dijet search allows for

only one prompt track to be associated to each displaced jet, so the search could

retain sensitivity to events in which the charged R-hadron tracks are reconstructed.

Therefore, it is reasonable to neglect the track of the R-hadrons in this study.

The curvature of charged R-hadron trajectories, typically small due to the large

momentum, is neglected.

B.2 Searches

B.2.1 ATLAS DV+µ/e/jets/MET

In this section, we describe the ATLAS [107] multitrack search for displaced vertices

along with our procedure. Trigger and selection cuts vary between the different

final state topologies while displaced vertex reconstruction remains the same for

all cases.
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Trigger Requirements

For the DV+muon search, a trigger muon is required to have:

• pT > 50 GeV

• pseudo-rapidity |η| < 1.07 to be within the MS acceptance

• tracker hits both in the ID and MS

For the DV+electron search, a photon trigger is implemented since electrons

with large transverse impact parameters may not have a measured track in the

inner detector and may be identified as photons. The search triggers on either one

or two photons with large transverse momentum. The requirement is:

• either one photon with pT > 120 GeV or two photons, each with pT > 40 GeV

For the DV+jets search, jets are reconstructed using the anti-kt algorithm with

size parameter ∆R = 0.6. The trigger requires:

• four jets with pT > 80 GeV or five jets with pT > 55 GeV or six jets with

pT > 45 GeV

The trigger requirement for the DV+MET search is:

• Emiss
T > 80 GeV

Event Selection

Offline cuts filter displaced tracks which undergo a re-tracking procedure prior to

final analysis. The details of these cuts and the re-tracking are given in [107]. Fol-
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lowing this procedure, final event selection cuts are implemented for the various

channels. In our analysis, we require the final event selection criteria on the recon-

structed leptons, jets, and MET since they are more restrictive than the trigger

requirements in all cases. The trigger leptons must have a truth level origin within

the ID.

All events must have a reconstructed DV with track multiplicity Ntr ≥ 5 and

invariant mass mDV > 10 GeV, where each track is assigned a charged pion mass

for the invariant mass determination.

For the DV+muon search, the cuts are similar to the muon trigger, requiring:

• pT > 55 GeV

• |η| < 1.07

The DV+electron search cuts require the electron candidate to have:

• pT > 125 GeV

• |η| < 2.48

Furthermore, for both lepton searches, the lepton track must be displaced, cor-

responding to a transverse impact parameter which satisfies d0 > 1.5 mm and is

required to pass within 0.5 mm of a reconstructed DV.

Cuts for the DV+jets search are stricter than the trigger requirements requiring:

• four jets with pT > 90 GeV or five jets with pT > 65 GeV or six jets with

pT > 55 GeV

For the DV+MET search, the requirement is:
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• Emiss
T > 180 GeV

There is a subtlety regarding whether LSPs which escape the tracker contribute

to the transverse energy of the event for the DV+MET search. A charged R-

hadron or Higgsino which decays outside of the entire detector may be recon-

structed as a muon from its tracks in the MS and therefore be included in the

energy of the event. LSPs, charged or neutral, which decay outside of the ID but

within the calorimeter or within the MS may contribute to the energy of the event

either from calorimeter deposits or from the tracks of its decay products. In our

analysis, we treat such LSPs as follows: Charged LSPs which traverse the entire

detector and leave a track in the ID are reconstructed as muons and the transverse

momentum of the LSP’s track does not contribute to MET. Transverse energy

deposited by the decay products of either charged or neutral LSPs which decay

within the calorimeter is removed from the MET of the event with the exception of

neutrinos in the final state. For LSPs decaying in the MS, charged decay products

are not included in the MET of the event. We neglect the calorimeter deposits

from the R-hadrons themselves since they are expected to be small. This MET

reconstruction procedure for decays in the various regions of the detector is a con-

servative approach since, in reality, some of this energy is not reconstructed and

will contribute to the MET of these events.

Vertex Reconstruction

Events satisfying the trigger requirements must also contain at least one recon-

structed DV. Vertex reconstruction in the ATLAS search is performed considering

only displaced tracks with d0 > 2 mm and pT > 1 GeV. All tracks are extrapolated

in the direction opposite to their momentum. Tracks which pass the criteria are
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used to reconstruct DVs by means of an algorithm detailed in [107] which clusters

seed vertices iteratively. A seed vertex is defined as two coinciding tracks which

each satisfy the criteria d⃗ · p̂ > −20 mm, which ensures consistency between the

position of the vertex and momentum of the track. Here d⃗ is defined as the dis-

tance vector between the position of the DV and that of the first primary vertex

and p⃗ is the seed track’s momentum. After the tracks are clustered into vertices,

any reconstructed DVs within 1 mm are merged into a single vertex.

After vertex reconstruction, DVs are further required to have transverse dis-

tance Lxy < 300 mm and |zDV | < 300 mm with respect to the PV. In order to

minimize background from tracks originating at a PV, each DV must also have

a transverse distance of at least 4 mm from any primary vertex. Finally, DVs

situated within dense regions of the detector are vetoed using a 3D map of the

transverse plane of the detector [107].

For our analysis, vertex reconstruction is identical for all the final state searches.

Tracks considered for vertex reconstruction are required to have pT > 1 GeV and

impact parameter d0 > 2. The truth level origins of all tracks must also satisfy

4 mm < Lxy < 300 mm and |z| < 300 mm. Our vertex reconstruction algorithm

searches through all tracks that satisfy these criteria and iteratively clusters their

origins. First, two track origins which are within a 1 mm radius from one another

are grouped together as a DV. The DV position is defined as the average position

of all of the track origins in the group. DVs are then combined if their distances are

less than 1 mm apart. Furthermore, at least two tracks in each DV are required

to satisfy d⃗ · p̂ > −20 mm in consistency with the seed vertex track requirement

detailed above. DVs are vetoed at positions in the transverse plane which are

mapped by the ATLAS study [107] as dense material regions of the detector.
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For the DV+lepton channels, lepton tracks are extrapolated in the opposite

direction of their momenta. The extrapolated track is then required to have a

maximum distance of closest approach to the reconstructed DV of 0.5 mm. This

procedure has important implications for signals with final state bottom or charm

quarks since these decays result in additional displacement from the LSP decay ver-

tex, and the DV clustering algorithm could, in principle, reconstruct these vertices

separately. The ATLAS study associates each track with only one DV. However,

the lepton track is not required to fit to the reconstructed DV and may therefore

pass within 0.5 mm from multiple vertices, as in the case of the decay products of

very boosted bottom or charm quarks. This is taken into account in our procedure

since truth level tracks are always associated with only one DV and lepton tracks

are extrapolated and not required to be directly associated with the DV.

Efficiencies

With these assumptions for vertexing and tracking efficiency, we reproduce the

lifetime dependence of the efficiencies for the models and channels provided in

[107]. For the DV+jets and DV+MET channels, only event-level efficiencies

are calculated since the cuts for these channels are required at the event level and

not at the vertex level. For the DV+lepton channels, vertex-level efficiencies

are calculated and then translated into event-level efficiencies. We accept up to

two DVs per event and calculate a DV level efficiency, ϵDV . In consistency with

the ATLAS study, for the DV+lepton channels, the event level efficiency, ϵev, is

defined as the probability for a signal event containing two DVs to satisfy all

selection criteria for at least one of the DVs in the event. This definition relates to
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Figure B.1: Example event-level efficiencies for the ATLAS displaced vertex
searches. Efficiencies are shown for mt̃ = 200 (red), 300 (green), 500 (orange),
1000 (blue) GeV. Efficiencies generally increase with increases stop mass.

the vertex level efficiency, ϵDV , through,

ϵev = 2ϵDV − ϵ2DV . (B.1)

Example event level efficiencies are shown in Fig. B.1 and have been used in our

calculation of the exclusion plots in Sec. 5.3.

B.2.2 CMS Displaced Dijet

CMS [110] performs two searches for signals with high and low average transverse

displacements. We recast the study using the high-⟨Lxy⟩ selection criteria, which is

strong enough to place limits on the full range of displaced lifetimes for the models
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considered in this chapter.

Trigger Requirements and Offline Cuts

CMS uses a dedicated displaced-jet trigger for this search which requires HT > 300

GeV, where HT is the sum of the transverse energy of all the jets in the event with

pT > 40 GeV and |η| < 3, and at least two displaced jet candidates (isolated

leptons are also considered) each satisfying:

• pT > 60 GeV and |η| < 2,

• at most 2 associated tracks with three-dimensional impact parameter less

than 300 µm,

• at most 15% of the jet energy is carried by associated tracks with transverse

impact parameters less than 500 µm.

At trigger level, jets are clustered according to calorimeter information only.

The offline event selection cuts are similar to the triggers. The total transverse

energy requirement is raised to HT > 325 GeV for the fully reconstructed jets,

using anti-kT algorithm with ∆R = 0.5. For our jet reconstruction, we use track

and calorimeter information from the Delphes particle-flow reconstruction, and

cuts are imposed according to the offline selection criteria made by CMS.
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Dijet Reconstruction and Final Event Selection

Every jet pair is checked for consistency with the displaced dijet hypothesis. Dis-

placed tracks, defined by transverse impact parameter d0 > 0.5 mm, associated to

each jet pair are grouped together and fitted to a common secondary vertex. Tracks

originating at a radial distance greater than 50 cm have zero acceptance because

the strip tracker layers no longer contain 3D information, and the search requires

track seeds to be within the part of the tracker with stereo tracking information.

The full analysis uses an adaptive vertex fitter which is not easily implemented.

We mimic the vertex fitter by merging the origin of two tracks if their truth-level

origins are within a distance of 1 mm. If more than one displaced vertex is found

between the two jets, we take the one with largest track multiplicity. Each of the

two jets must have at least one track originating from the secondary vertex, which

must be significantly displaced from the primary vertex of the event. The search

considers the transverse displacement of a secondary vertex, Lxy, to be significant

if Lxy > 8 σLxy , where σLxy is the uncertainty in Lxy. The primary vertex resolu-

tion for CMS is 12 microns in each dimension [216], which is negligible compared

to the uncertainty in the secondary vertex. We take the uncertainty in Lxy be a

constant 300 µm for all DVs as a conservative choice, requiring the displaced ver-

tex to be at a distance of 2.4 mm away from the primary vertex in the transverse

plane. For decays with short decay lengths (for which this cut is relevant), the

resolution of Lxy is better than 300 µm given the good resolution near the center

of the detector. This cut does not significantly affect the final efficiencies because

decays which occur this close to the PV begin to have tracks which point back to

the PV and fail the requirements of the displaced-jet trigger.

For final event selection, further selection criteria are imposed for each dis-
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placed dijet candidate passing the above criteria. Clusters of maximal track mul-

tiplicity are formed from displaced tracks associated to dijet candidates based on

the transverse displacements of each individual track, Ltrack
xy . Ltrack

xy is determined

by finding the intersection of the dijet transverse momentum (the sum of the two

reconstructed jet pT ) with the trajectories of the individual tracks. In the full

analysis, the Ltrack
xy of individual tracks are clustered using an algorithm with size

parameter 0.15 Lxy. For this recast, we approximate this procedure by grouping

tracks with Ltrack
xy within a transverse distance 0.15 Lxy together in a cluster. The

associated track cluster must also satisfy:

• at least one track from each jet belongs to the cluster

• invariant mass of cluster > 4 GeV

• sum of track pT > 8 GeV

Tracks are assigned the mass of the charged pion for the purpose of determining

the invariant mass.

Finally, a background discriminant is formed by the secondary vertex track

multiplicity, the cluster track multiplicity, the cluster RMS of Ltrack
xy , and the

fraction of secondary vertex tracks having positive signed impact parameter. We

neglect the RMS and signed impact parameter discriminants since we do not im-

plement the clustering algorithm used by the search and the vertex and cluster

track multiplicity affects the value of the full discriminant most significantly be-

cause background DVs typically have low track multiplicities compared to signal

DVs. We use the distributions given in [110] to form the vertex and cluster mul-

tiplicity discriminant. The final event selection for the high ⟨Lxy⟩ search requires

the background discriminant to be less than 0.8, prompt track energy fraction for
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Figure B.2: Example event-level efficiencies for the CMS displaced dijet search.
Efficiencies are shown for mt̃ = 200 (red), 300 (green), 500 (orange), 1000 (blue)
GeV. Efficiencies generally increase with increases stop mass. Due to the additional
displacement of the b-jets, the efficiencies are lower in the t̃ → b̄d̄ decay channel
than in decays to d- and s-quarks.

each jet less than 9%, and no more than one prompt track associated to each jet.

Efficiencies

The high ⟨Lxy⟩ search observed 1 data event with an expected background of

1.13 ± 0.15 ± 0.50. This places the excluded number of signal events for 95%

confidence level at 3.7. The results are interpreted in the context of two models: (1)

a heavy scalar particle, H0, decaying into a pair of long-lived neutral X0 particles,

which then decay into dijets, and (2) squark pair production, in which each squark

decays via q̃ → q(χ̃0
1 → ud̄µ). The study considers X0 and χ̃0

1 proper lifetimes

from 0.1 to 200 cm. We match the reported efficiencies results within 20% over

the full range of lifetimes for both 2-body and 3-body final states.

Example event level efficiencies are shown in Fig. B.2 and have been used in

our calculation of the exclusion plots in Sec. 5.3.
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B.2.3 CMS Heavy Stable Charged Particles

If the LSP lifetime is sufficiently long, searches for heavy stable charged particles

(HSCP) may be sensitive to the scenarios considered in this chapter. Here we

briefly describe the CMS search presented in [153].

Triggered events must have either a reconstructed muon with pT > 40 GeV

measured in the ID or a large missing transverse energy Emiss
T > 150 GeV. The L1

muon trigger can accept slowly moving particles arriving in the MS within the 25

ns of the proton bunch crossing or within the following 25 ns time window before

the next bunch crossing. Neutral R-hadrons or HSCPs that become neutral do not

leave tracks in the muon system. Consequently, they are rejected by the online

particle flow algorithm and are not reconstructed as objects. However, since it

only leaves 10-20 GeV of energy in the calorimeter, there is large large Emiss
T in

the event. In such cases, the HSCPs are still identified by the anomalously high

energy loss in the inner tracker. The offline data selection requires a track with

pT > 45 GeV, |η| < 2.1, and a dE/dx > 3 MeV/cm.

It is straightforward to reinterpret the search results for unstable R-hadrons.

The excluded cross sections derived from the full CMS analysis already includes

the acceptance and reconstruction efficiencies for stable R-Hadrons. The upper

limits for stop and gluino production cross section are rescaled by the percentage

of events passing the pT and |η| cut that survive the length of the detector. The

cut on dE/dx is neglected due to our limited detector simulation. Efficiencies for

the colored particle to decay outside the detector is found by simulating parton-

level events for stop production with masses between 100 GeV - 1 TeV and gluino

production with masses between 100 GeV - 1.5 TeV. The detector is taken to be a

cylinder with radius of 7m and 11m half-length [217], and the long-lived particle
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is required to survive the entire detector distance. This is a conservative choice as

it neglects stops that decay in the muon tracker which may still be picked up by

the full analysis due to the presence of high pT tracks in the MS.

The results are interpreted in terms of stable gluinos and stops, placing upper

limits of 1322 (1233) GeV and 935 (818) GeV in the cloud (charge-suppressed)

model, respectively. CMS performs a “tracker-only,” “tracker+time-of-flight,” and

“muon-only” search. The “tracker-only” search is sensitive to standard R-hadrons

and the charge-suppressed scenario because it does not rely on a charged R-hadron

tracks in the muon system, so we choose to recast this search for the case of unstable

R-hadrons. For charged higgsinos, we apply the “tracker+time-of-flight” search.

B.2.4 Prompt Searches

For our analysis, prompt searches have not been recast. Instead we have stud-

ied a partial subset of prompt searches whose bounds can be directly applied to

the scenarios of interest. Recasting other searches may possibly result with more

competitive limits than the ones considered here:

• t̃ → d̄d̄. The main prompt searches are the paired dijet searches performed

at CMS [154]. Constraints for light quark searches are taken to be valid for

b-quark final states.

• t̃→ dℓ+. We consider leptoquark searches from the Tevatron and the LHC.

Searches for leptoquarks are performed for ”generation” leptoquarks, i.e.,

searches are performed for de+ [155–157], sµ+ [158–160], and bτ+ [161–163]

decays of the leptoquark. Constraints for light quark searches are taken to

be valid for b-quark final states.
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• t̃ → cν̄. We consider ATLAS supersymmetry search for charm squarks,

c̃ → cÑ , where Ñ is the LSP [164]. The applicable bounds are those for

mÑ = 0 GeV. These bounds are much stronger than the monojet search [218].

• g̃ → tt̄ν. We study LHC supersymmetry searches for g̃ → tt̄Ñ . The appli-

cable bounds are those for mÑ = 0 GeV. The strongest bounds are derived

from the 0-1 leptons and (≥ 3) b-jets search from ATLAS [128] and 1 lepton

and (≥ 6) jets search from CMS [125].

• t̃ → tν̄. We consider LHC supersymmetry searches for t̃ → tÑ , where

Ñ is the LSP. The applicable bounds are those for mÑ = 0 GeV. The

strongest bounds are derived from the 1-lepton searches from CMS [170]

and ATLAS [169]. For mt̃ < mt the bounds are taken from [126] and for

mt < mt̃ < 200 GeV the bounds are taken from the measurement of spin

correlations in tt̄ events [127].

• g̃ → tt̄ν. We study LHC supersymmetry searches for g̃ → tt̄Ñ . The appli-

cable bounds are those for mÑ = 0 GeV. The strongest bounds are derived

from the 0-1 leptons and (≥ 3) b-jets search from ATLAS [128] and 1 lepton

and (≥ 6) jets search from CMS [125].

• g̃ → tbb. We study the ATLAS RPV search for g̃ → tbs [165], and take the

search to be valid for additional b-jet multiplicity.

Prompt searches may also apply to LSPs with large enough boosts such that its

decay products point back to the PV. Specific displaced tracking algorithms must

be used to reconstruct tracks with large transverse impact parameter. Without

simulating the full detector and tracking algorithms, it is not known how the

prompt search bounds extend for longer lifetimes and we therefore do not consider

this possibility.
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APPENDIX C

CUSTODIAL MODEL DETAILS

C.1 Couplings

In this section, we derive the couplings relevant for the model between the quarks

and the vector-like quarks, beginning with the Z couplings. The Z boson inter-

actions with the up-type quarks in the interaction basis are given by (we define

/Z ≡ σ̄µZµ) 1

LZ =
e

cwsw

{
2

3
s2wu

(0) † /Zu(0) +

(
1

2
+

2

3
s2w

)
U

†
1
/ZU1 +

(
−1

2
+

2

3
s2w

)
U

†
2
/ZU2

}

(C.1)

=
e

swcw
U (0)†


2
3
s2w 0 0

0 1
2
+ 2

3
s2w 0

0 0 −1
2
+ 2

3
s2w

 /ZU (0) , U (0) ≡


u(0)

U1

U2

 .

(C.2)

Notice that we can split the coupling matrix into two pieces,

2

3
s2w


1 0 0

0 1 0

0 0 1

+
1

2


0 0 0

0 1 0

0 0 −1

 . (C.3)

The first matrix is diagonal and commutes with the rotation to the mass basis

while the second matrix yields new couplings between the VLQs and the quarks

upon moving to the mass basis. Performing the rotation (the rotation matrices
1Note that U1 is the upper component of an SU(2)L doublet, while U2 is the lower component

of a second doublet.
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are given in eq. 6.11) gives,

LZ =
e

cwsw

{
1

2
U †


0 0 −sθ

0 0 −cθ

−sθ −cθ 0

 /ZU +
2

3
s2wU † /ZU

}
,

U ≡


u

Ũ

U

 . (C.4)

Notice that the rotation to the mass basis has left the top-left entry of the coupling

matrix unchanged. This is very important as it means the mixing with the VLQs

does not affect the Zūū coupling which is tightly constrained experimentally. We

see that we have a new coupling between the quark and the VLQ:

LZuU = − e

cwsw

1

2
sθ
(
u† /ZU

)
+ h.c. (C.5)

Now consider the W -boson couplings. The right-handed up quark does not

couple to the W in the gauge basis, so the relevant couplings are simply:

LW = − g√
2

(
U

†
1
/W

−
D +X

†
/W

−
U2

)
+ h.c. (C.6)

⊂ −gsθ
2

(
u† /W

−
D +X

†
/W

−
u
)
+ h.c. (C.7)

where we moved to the mass basis in the last line.

C.2 Decay Rates

In this section, we present formulae for the different decay rates used in the text

for both the scalar resonance and the U quark.
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C.2.1 ϕ Decays

We begin by considering the tree-level decays of ϕ. The dominant contribution is

Γ(ϕ→ Zuū) =
mϕNc

4(4π)3
m2

Q

v2
s4θ y

2
ϕ gZ(τ) (C.8)

where Nc is the number of colors, τ ≡ mQ/mϕ, and

gZ(τ) ≡
∫ 1

0

dx

∫ 1

1−x

dx̄
(1− x)(1− x̄)(2− x− x̄− 2τ 2)2

(1− x− τ 2)2(1− x̄− τ 2)2
. (C.9)

The other conceivable 3-body decays, ϕ→ huū, ϕ→ Wdū , and ϕ→ Wud̄ vanish

identically due to the custodial production.

In addition ϕ has several loop induced decays to vector bosons as well as the

Higgs. All the loop induced decays decays violate custodial symmetry. This can

easily be seen at the operator level, where the terms

ΦBµνB
µν , ΦW a

µνW
µν
a , and ΦGµν

A G
A
µν (C.10)

(where Bµν ,W
a
µν , and GA

µν represent the hypercharge, SU(2)L, and QCD field

strength tensors respectively) all violate custodial symmetry and Tr
[
H†ΦH

]
van-

ishes identically. There is a large breaking of this symmetry from gauging hyper-

charge, which induces decays into γγ, γZ, and ZZ. Since gauging hypercharge

only breaks SU(2)R, the Z interactions are suppressed by powers of the Weinberg

angle, resulting in these being generically subdominant to the photon decays. The

general computation of these decay rates is made complicated due to the mixing

of the VLQs with the up quark, however since these contributions are suppressed

by powers of the mixing angle they are generically small. We have checked the size

of these corrections by computing the rates numerically using FeynArts3, Form-

Calc8, and LoopTools2 [219,220] and we find that the effect is at most 10% in the

interesting region of parameter space (though often much smaller), and we neglect

these effects for simplicity.
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The decay rate of a scalar into two photons mediated by VLQs with mass mi

is [221]

Γ(ϕ→ γγ) =
m3

ϕN
2
c

4(4π)5
e4
(∑

i

yiϕ
mi

Q2
iA1/2(xi)

)2
, (C.11)

where xi ≡ 4m2
i /m

2
ϕ and (for mi > mϕ/2) A1/2(x) = 2x(1+(1−x) arcsin(1/

√
x)2).

The sum runs over all VLQs and for a bidoublet the sum is

∑
i

yiϕ
mi

Q2
iA1/2(xi) =

[
yϕ
mV

8

3

]
A1/2(xV ) , (C.12)

where the only non-zero contribution arises from the D and X quarks.

The decay to two gluons mediated by VLQs is

Γ(ϕ→ gg) =
m3

ϕ

2(4π)5
g4s

(∑
i

yiϕ
mi

A1/2(xi)
)2
, (C.13)

where gs is the strong coupling constant. For a bidoublet of VLQs with a triplet

scalar, the sum is equal to zero showing that gluon fusion is custodially protected

as expected.

The decay to ZZ mediated by VLQs is

Γ(ϕ→ ZZ) =
m3

ϕN
2
c

4(4π)5
e4

s4wc
4
w

(∑
i

yiϕ
mi

A1/2(xi)(T
i
3 −Qis

2
w)
)2
. (C.14)

The sum for the bidoublet is:

∑
i

yiϕ
m2

i

A1/2(xi)(T
i
3 −Qis

2
w)

2 =

[
yϕ
mV

8

3
s4w

]
A1/2(xV ). (C.15)

The decay to Zγ is

Γ(ϕ→ Zγ) =
8m3

ϕN
2
c

(4π)5
e4

s2wc
2
w

(∑
i

yi(T
i
3 −Qis

2
w)Qi

mi

× (I1(xi, λi)− I2(xi, λi))
)2

(C.16)
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where λi ≡ 4m2
i /m

2
Z and

I1(a, b) ≡
ab

2(a− b)
+

a2b2

2(a− b)2
[
f(a)2 − f(b)2

]
+

a2b

(a− b)2
[g(a)− g(b)] , (C.17)

I2(a, b) ≡ −
ab

2(a− b)
[
f(a)2 − f(b)2

]
, (C.18)

and f(x) ≡ sin−1(1/
√
x) and g(x) ≡

√
x− 1f(x). For the bidoublet,

∑
i

yi
mi

Qi(T
i
3 −Qis2w)(I1(xi, λi)− I2(xi, λi)) =

−
[
yϕ
mi

8

3
s2w

]
(I1(xV , λV )− I2(xV , λV )). (C.19)

The Φ → γγ, Zγ, ZZ decays obey the expected relationship when they all arise

from ΦBµνB
µν :

1 : 2 tan2 θw : tan4 θw (C.20)

The decay of ϕ to W+W− is

Γ(ϕ→ W+W−) =
m3

ϕN
2
c

(4π)5
e4

s4w

(∑
i

yiϕ
mi

A1/2(xi)
)2
. (C.21)

For a bidoublet the sum vanishes identically as expected.

Lastly, the ϕhh operator vanishes at tree-level and at one-loop by custodial

symmetry but will be generated at two-loops by custodial symmetry breaking.

C.2.2 U− decays

The vector-like quarks can decay in a couple ways. We will assume mQ > mϕ such

that the VLQs can decay to the scalar. Furthermore, we will focus on U since

that’s the only VLQ that will play a role in the phenomenology.
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Figure C.1: Branching ratio of the U → uϕ decay for different value of the cou-
plings. The fraction is independent of the mixing angle.

The decays rates are

Γ(U → uZ) ≈ mV

64π

e2s2θ
swcw

m2
V

m2
Z

(C.22)

Γ(U → uϕ) =
mV

32π
y2ϕ s

2
θ

(
1−

M2
ϕ

m2
V

)2

(C.23)

Notice that the uZ decay is enhanced by m2
V /m

2
Z due to the longitudinal polar-

ization of the Z. Thus in order for the ϕ decay to be substantial one needs larger

Yukawas. The branching ratio into ϕu is shown in figure C.1 for different Yukawas.

C.3 Custodial Symmetry Breaking

In this work we have assumed that the couplings and masses of the VLQs and

the triplet Φ preserve the custodial symmetry, which enforces a cancellation in the

loop amplitudes corresponding to the gluon fusion production of ϕ as well as the

decays to gg, hh, andWW . Assuming no cancellations or large mass hierarchies, a

generic scalar ϕ coupling to Nf VLQs with coupling yϕ would acquire an effective

coupling to gluons of the form

Lgeneric ⊃ −
1

16π2

Nfg
2
syϕ

4mϕ

ϕGµν,AGA
µν , (C.24)
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Figure C.2: Prototypical loop contributions to the custodial symmetry breaking
amplitudes. Such two-loop contributions can induce gluon fusion production and
decays two gluons. Similar diagrams can give rise to decays to W+W− and hh.

with similar expressions for the other amplitudes. The explicit breaking of cus-

todial symmetry due to the gauging of hypercharge means that these amplitudes

will still be generated, but with an additional suppression of O(α/c2w) compared

to the above estimate.

In particular, the VLQ mass renormalization and the renormalization of the

Tr
[
V ΦV

]
couplings due to hypercharge gauge boson loops, illustrated in Figure

C.2, will contribute operators of the form Tr[TR
3 Φ]Gµν,AGA

µν . Since the mass and

vertex renormalizations are logarithmically divergent, they require counterterms

which are not calculable in the effective theory. Instead, we calculate the size of the

IR contributions and take this as an estimate of the overall size of the irreducible

contributions.

The mass renormalization of the VLQs introduces a mass splitting between the

different TR
3 states of size

δmV

mV

≃ 3g′2

16π2
log

(
Λ2

m2
V

)
∆
(
Y 2
)

(C.25)

≃ α

πc2w
log

(
Λ2

m2
V

)
.

Similarly, the vertex and wavefunction renormalization provide a contribution to
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the operator δyϕ Tr
[
V TR

3 ΦV
]
of size

δyϕ
yϕ
≃ 6g′2

16π2
log

(
Λ

mV

)
∆
(
Y 2
)

(C.26)

≃ α

πc2w
log

(
Λ2

m2
V

)
.

where g′ is the U(1)Y coupling constant. Now, custodial symmetry violating am-

plitudes of the kind in Figure C.2 can be generated either with an insertion of δmV

instead of mV , or with the coupling δyϕ. Therefore, the amplitude is suppressed

by a factor

δA
A0

≃ δmV

mV

+
δyϕ
yϕ

(C.27)

≃ 2α

πc2w
log

(
Λ2

TeV2

)
(C.28)

In the same spirit, one can also generate a mixing between the Higgs and the

new scalar ϕ. Such a mixing is induced at two loops from the operator of the form,

yΦHHmϕTr
[
H†TR

3 ΦH
]
. The coefficient of this operator is of order

yΦHH ≃ yϕ
λ2V
16π2

2α

πc2w
log

(
Λ2

TeV2

)
, (C.29)

which results in a mixing angle between the Higgs and ϕ of order

≃ m2
V tan2 θ√
2vmϕ

yϕ
16π2

2α

πc2w
log

(
Λ2

TeV2

)
∼ O(10−4 − 10−5) , (C.30)

where we have substituted λV for the mixing angle. This mixing will induce decays

of ϕ to tt̄, but due to the smallness of the coupling, we do not expect this decay

to be observable in the near future.

C.4 Down-type Model

We now present the down-type model which can have mixing between the SM

down-type quarks and the VLQs. The model is identical to the up-type model but
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assigning the V bidoublet a U(1)X charge of −1/3 (as opposed to +2/3). This

gives the following fields

V =

 D2 U

Y D1

 V =

 D2 Y

U D1

 (C.31)

where QD1 = QD2 = −1/3, QU = +2/3, and QY = −4/3. As in the up-mixing

case, a mixing is generated between a SM quark and a VLQ through:

LV LQ = mVTr
[
V V
]
+ λVTr

[
H†V

]
d
(0)

+ h.c. (C.32)

where d(0) denotes the down quark in the SM mass basis of the down-type sector.

The mixing produces a ZDd coupling resulting in electroweak production of D,

which can decay into the diphoton resonance.

C.5 Experimental Constraints

The LHC has performed searches with significant sensitivity to models with light-

quark mixing. The constraints were studied in detail in [193] for both up-quark

mixing and charm-quark mixing in the context of a composite model and in [201]

for the up-type mixing model. The dominant constraints arise from charged current

production of D and X quarks. There are additional constraints from production

of the charged +2/3 quarks, but since they are always subdominant, we omit these.

Instead of recasting the constraints ourselves we make use of the recast performed

in Ref. [193]. The authors recast two searches: a 7 TeV search by ATLAS searching

for the bidoublet model (without the additional scalar triplet) [222] and an 8 TeV

search for excited quarks [224] with a similar final state which is not optimized

for the single production of vector-like-quarks but shares a similar final state. The

two searches have competitive limits. Additionally there are constraints on pair
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Figure C.3: The constraints on the bidoublet model (reinterpreted from the work
of [193]) arising from an ATLAS 7 TeV dedicated search for single production of
VLQs [222], a CMS 8 TeV search for W/Z-tagged dijet resonances [223], and elec-
troweak precision (EWP). Areas above the lines are excluded. Here we neglected
effects due to additional decay channels of the vector-like-quarks into the scalars
in our model.

production of VLQs, however these are subdominant in the mass ranges we are

interested in. In particular ATLAS has performed a search for VLQs decaying to

Wj finding a limit around 700 GeV for a single VLQ [225]. With two copies of

such VLQs the limits strengthen but do not extend past 800 GeV. Furthermore,

electroweak precision places an additional constraint from additional contributions

to the S parameter [195]. One might worry that the additional scalar would

complicate the limits, in particular the VLQs can decay to the scalar weakening

the constraints. In general these branching ratios are ≲ 10% and we ignore such

effects in our discussion.

Our goal is now to convert the single production limits quoted Ref. [193] into

our (closely related) framework. In Ref. [193] the authors study a bidoublet model
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but with an additional VLQ singlet which they denote as Ũ . We can decouple

the particle to match with our framework. Multiplying their cross sections by the

correction factor,

s2θ

[
cos

v

f
sin

(
tan−1

(
yRf

mV

sin
v

f

))]−2

(C.33)

with f = 600 GeV, v ≃ 246 GeV, and yR = 1 gives the cross sections in our case.

Employing this procedure we obtain the limits shown in figure C.3.
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